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Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

**Rock - Pop**

★ CD 3699592 SIMON & GARFUNKEL’S GREATEST HITS. Take yourself on a nostalgic trip when you listen to this 14 track collection of Simon & Garfunkel’s most memorable songs. Includes Mrs. Robinson; For Emily Wherever I May Find Her; The Boxer; The Sound of Silence; I Am a Rock; Scarborough Fair/Canticle; Homeward Bound; Bridge Over Troubled Water; America; Kathy’s Song; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

★ CD 2991165 STEVE MILLER BAND: Livin’ in the U.S.A. Calling all knight riders!* This CD collects 10 classics from the legendary band: Living in the USA; Space Cowboy; Don’t Let Nobody Turn You Around; The Joker; Gangster of Love; Lovin’ Cup; You’re Living in My World; Saving Grace; Motherless Children; and Mary Lou. Capitol Records. $5.95

★ CD 2899313 ELTON JOHN: Diamonds. A two CD set, collecting 34 hit songs from the music superstar, including Tiny Dancer; Rocket Man; Crocodile Rock; Saturday Night’s Alright (for Fighting); I’m Still Standing; Don’t Let the Sun Go Down on Me; Don’t Go Breaking My Heart; I’m Gonna Love Me Again; and more. Universal Music. $14.95

★ CD 2821422 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Chapter and Verse. Collects 18 songs from the rock’n roll legend, including Born to Run; Badlands; The River; Born in the USA; Long Time Coming; The Ballad of Jesse James; and more. Columbia. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2998074 THE BEST OF CHER: The Millennium Collection. She’s one of music’s true legends, charming out hit after hit for decades. Eleven songs are compiled here, including Gypsies, Tramps and Thieves; The Way of Love; Take Me Home, Country Roads; I’ll Be Waiting; and more. Capitol Records. $9.95

CD 2894424 CARPENTERS: Icon. The hits of this musical duo come together for an indispensable greatest hits set. Included on this 11 track CD collection is Yesterday Once More; Superstar; Rainy Days and Mondays; Born to be Wild; Yesterday; and many more. MCA Records. $8.95

★ CD 2980754 THE BEST OF COMMANDER CODY & HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN: Too Much Fun. Collects 12 songs from this country rock bar band, including Lost in the Ozone; Midnight Shift; Hot Rod Lincoln; 20 Flight Rock; Too Much Fun; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 2980176 THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: 16 Of Their Greatest Hits. One of the best known folk rock bands of the sixties, this CD collects 16 of their classic songs, including Dedicated to the One I Love; Monday, Monday; California Dreamin’; My Girl; Got a Feelin’; Dancing in the Street; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

★ CD 3691772 TRAFFIC: Santa Monica Shakedown. Recorded on February 21, 1972 in Santa Monica, California, this CD features the entirety of that live performance. Songs include Hole in My Life; Rainbow Maker; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Forty Thousand Headmen; Light Up or Leave Me Alone; John Barleycorn Must Die; Glad/Freedom Rider; and more. Eight tracks. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6711596 ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive. Three live albums capture the southern rockers at the height of their powers in three early-70s shows: Back on the Road; Highway Blues; and Back on the Road 1971. $14.99

CD 3702375 THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT: Extended Versions. Collects 10 songs from the British rock band, including In the City; The River; Time, Luminaria; Staring at the Sun; Higher Ground; and more. BMG. $4.95

★ CD 2980703 THE BEST OF ’70S ROCK: The Millennium Collection. A wonderful and symbolic collection of ’70s rock ‘n roll. Includes songs like Won’t Get Fooled Again; Call Me; Care of Business; After Midnight; Byrd; In A Little while; and many more. BMG. $14.99

★ CD 2899456 STEPPENWOLF: 16 Greatest Hits. Born to Be Wild was a tremendous anthem in the 1960s, and it joins 15 more must have rock riots by the group: It’s Never Too Late; Rock Me; Move Over; Ride with Me; The Pusher; Screaming Night Hog; Starship; The Witch; Born to Be Wild; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

★ CD 6909950 STEVIE NICKS: House of Cards. Released to coincide with the release of the album in 1994, this set is sold out. BMG. $14.99

CD 2980991 THE FIXX: One Thing Leads to Another. A compilation of the greatest hits from the British rock new wave band, including Are We Ourselves; One Thing Leads to Another; Saved by Zero; Red Skies; Stand or Fall; and more. Twelve tracks. MCA Records. $5.95

★ CD 6908586 AC/DC: The Bon Scott Archives. Three CD collection of live AC/DC recordings from 1977, 1978 and 1979, including performances at the Agora Ballroom in Cleveland, the Paradise Theatre in Boston and at Towson State College in Maryland. Songs include Live Wire, Sin City; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; The Jack; and more. Thirty tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
**CD 3696988 EXPERIENCE HENDRIX: The Best of Jimi Hendrix.** This iconic collection presents 20 tracks from legendary musician Jimi Hendrix. Includes Purple Haze; Fire, The Wind Cries Mary; Hey Joe, All Along the Watchtower; Stone Free; Cresset Town; Magic Depression; Little Wing, If 6 Was 9; Band of Gypsys Live at the Fillmore East; Voodoo Child; Night Bird Flying; and others. Sony Music. $11.95

**CD 2888505 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969.** Relive the sound of 1969 as this group makes a performance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks which include Can We Peaceful Love; I Can Hardly Wait; Get Down and Rock Out; Long Tall Sally; and more. Fan Stand. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 289436X THE BOBBY BOYS! Surf’s Up!** Listen to the sun-drenched sounds of the most popular group with the California sound. Twelve tracks include Surfin’ U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; Don’t Worry Baby, Help Me Rhonda; Catch a Wave; Barbara Ann; All Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surfin’; You’re So Good To Me; and Summertime Blues. Capital Records. $5.95

**CD 2281910 THE DUANE ALLMAN ARCHIVE: Three CDs.** The Allman Brothers Band: A & R Studios New York 26th August 1971; & A Studios 1971: Delaney & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and Duane Allman’s Jukebox; And many more! EMI Records Limited. $11.99

**CD 6768023 THE BAND: Syria Mosque 1970.** Hot on the heels of their 1970 album Stage Fright, The Band gave this show in Pittsburgh. Eighteen tracks include Ain't No Use; Only A Hunch; Young Country; The Dogs of War; On the Road Again; Don't Think Twice It's Alright; You Were Here; Us and Them; Money; Another Brick in the Wall Part II; Comfortably Numb; and Run like Hell. EMI Direct. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2936062 THE BEST EIGHTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits.** This five CD collection features some of the best hits that the 80’s have to offer. Includes Summer in the City; Friday Night; True Love Ways; My Favorite Things; San Francisco; Don’t Worry Baby; Help Me Honda; Catch A Wave; Barbara Ann; All Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surfin’; You’re So Good To Me; and Summertime Blues. Capital Records. $14.99

**CD 2938035 THE BEST OF THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Millennium Collection.** The duo that helped lay the groundwork for rock n roll performed their first reunion tour on this two CD, 15 track collection. Includes Shine on You Crazy Diamond; Learning to Fly; Another Movie; Round and Round; Sorrows; Friday on My Mind; One Week; Blue Angel; Crying; Ready or Not Here I Come; Stand By Me; Hang Up My Rock & Roll Shoes. EMI Direct. $11.95

**CD 2993965 THE BEST OF ASIA: The Millennium Collection.** Features twenty-five tracks that the group released during their years as a band. From the hit singles “Farewell” and “Soulflower” to lesser known songs like “Crying.” EMI Direct. $3.95

**CD 2980080 THE BEST OF LIONEL RICHIE: The Millennium Collection.** Compiles 11 hits, including Hello, Say You’re Mine; Dancing on the Ceiling; The Guy; I Wish It Would Rain; Love, All Night Long (All Night); Hello, Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; and Cinderella. Also includes three songs from Richie’s hit with the Commodores: Zoom; Lady You Bring Me Luck; and Hello. EMI Direct. $9.95

**CD 2958736 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible.** This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include Bad Mood Rising; Green River; Born on the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; Commotion; Green River; and many more. Thirty seven tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at the item number $14.95


**CD 2290782 GORDON LIGHTFOOT: The Complete Singles 1970-1980.** Relive a decade of music from this legendary singer in this two CD, 38 track collection. Includes Rainy Day People; The Pony Man; If You Could Read My Mind; Poor Little Allison; Talking in Your Sleep; Nouns and Venus; Rainy Day People; Cherokee Bend; The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald; Sometimes You Live In; Summer in the City; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $26.98 $19.95

**CD 2984521 URIAH HEEP: Demons and Witches.** Uriah Heep, a hard rock, heavy metal, progressive rock group, released this collection in 1972. Included on this eight track CD, is The Wizard; Traveller in Time; Easy Livin’; Poet’s Justice; Circle of Hands; Rainbow Demon; All My Life; and Paradise/the Spell. PolyGram Records. $5.95

**CD 2959771 DIRE STRAITS: On the Under.** This two CD set collects the complete, incredible performance from April 26, 1986 at the Sydney Entertainment Centre in Australia. Twenty tracks, including The Long, The Short and the Tall; Brothers In Arms; Money For Nothing; Ride Across the River; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6941338 JERRY LEE LEWIS: Sun Recordings Greatest Hits.** Features ten tracks of the rock n roll powerhouse’spregnant Laptop of mother And Baby’s Love Story: Going On; Real Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breathless; High School Confidential; You Win Again; What’d I Say; Invitation to Party; Break-Up; and Hang Up My Rock & Roll Shoes. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 2993520 THE BEST OF THE BAND: 100 Hits.** At $14.95, this CD, 100 track collection of the best of the sisters includes Summer in the City by The Lovin’ Spoonful; ‘I Rather Go Blind by Chicken Shack; Runaway by Shannon; Breaking Up is Hard to Do by Neil Sedaka; I Will Follow Him by Little Peggy March; Ready or Not Here I Come by The Dell-tonics; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $25.99

**CD 3702782 THE BEATLES: Let It Be...Naked.** In this re-release of one of the Fab Four’s many masterpieces, 11-track album—without timeless songs like Get Back; The Long and Winding Road; Two of Us; Across the Universe; and Let It Be—takes on favorites from all three of their albums released to that point, plus a rendition of Little Richard’s Slipperin’ and Stickin’. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 293278X THE BEST OF THE BEES: The Millennium Collection.** Features ten songs on this 20 track collection that celebrates the band’s 50 years as a force in music. EMI Direct. $11.95

**CD 6868973 CREAM: The Lost Broadcasts.** Compilation of fifteen tracks featuring the English rock band’s complete BBC Sessions including Sleepy Time Time; I’m So Glad; Tales of Brave Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Love; Steppin’ Out; Trainin’; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6857744 ROY ORBISON: The Collection: Sun, RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62.** This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles—many of which include Only the Lonely. Includes Party Doll; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3991527 EAGLES: Target Practice: Greatest Hits 1972-1979.** A must have collection from the heartland rock band. Includes Hotel California; One of These Nights;ulyssa; The Boys of Summer; Life in the Fast Lane; Take It Easy; Victim of Love and more. Twenty-seven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.  
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**CD 6831664** GRATEFUL DEAD: New Jersey Broadcast 1977. Considered by fans to be the best Dead show ever, this collection of twenty live tracks recorded at the Raceway Park, New Jersey, 1977 show. Songs include The Promised Land, They Love Each Other, Me and My Uncle; Looks Like Rain; Bertha; Good Lovin' and Secretly, Terrapin Station; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2282188** TEN YEARS AFTER: Fillmore West 1968. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Fillmore West, San Francisco, CA, June 1968 these nine tracks include: Hypnotic Eye; Me and My Uncle; Unneighborly; I May Be Wrong, But I Won't Be Wrong Always; Spider in My Web; Woodchopper's Ball; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 28119929** ERIC CLAPTON AND THE YARDBIRDS: Historic Classic Recordings. A 26-track collection of live performances from The Marquee Club and The Crawdaddy Club, 1963, including For Your Love; Good Morning Little Schoolgirl; Shapes of Things; Baby What's Wrong; I Wish You Would; Take It Easy Baby; Do the Weston; Mister Downchild; Pretty Girl; Honey in Your Hips, and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2980932** CHUCK BERRY: Icon. Twelve of Berry's greatest hits come together on one disc, capturing the sound that made him a legend: Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2980789** THE BEST OF J.J. CALE: The Millennium Collection. Hailed as "the apostle of laid-back rock" Cale exerted a powerful influence on the pop scene of the early '70s. Eleven tracks are included on this CD, including Call Me Breezy; Crazy Mama; Magnolia; I'll Make Love to You Anytime; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 6909877** TOM PETTY: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set presents a number of broadcast recordings from the live canon of Tom Petty and his veritable beloved orchestra. A number of 43 songs are included, including First Fallin' The Waiting; Should I Stay orShould I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won't Back Down; and many more. Earl Scruggs. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2935201** ORY ORBISON WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: A Love So Beautiful. This CD features elegant and spirited arrangements of Roy's best original vocal performances with the world-class musicianship of London's most beloved orchestra. Songs include Oh, Pretty Woman; In Dreams; Running Scared; It's Over; Crying; You Got It; and more. Seventeen tracks. Sony Music. $7.95

**CD 2876922** ADELE: 25. Features eleven tracks from the popular singer/songwriter including Hello; Send My Love (To Your new Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Remedy; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea; Love in the Dark; Million Years Ago; All I Ask; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 6940781** THE ANIMALS: Animalisms. The third studio album from the grittiest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Maudie; Outcast; Sweet Little Sixteen; Gin and Tonic; Put a Spell on You; She's Not There; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 3691608** JANIS JOPLIN: The 1969 Transmissions. Collects 14 songs from two live performances–April 1, 1969 in Amsterdam, Netherlands and August 30, 1969 in Lewisville, Texas–on the road with The Jimi Hendrix Experience (Just a Little Bit Harder); To Love Somebody; Piece of My Heart; and more. Multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 68699X9** EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood. This CD features the group's FM broadcast at the Forum in Inglewood, CA, 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California; Already Gone; In The City; King of Hollywood; The Sad Cafe; Lyn's Eyes; I Can't Tell You Why; Those Shoes; Long Train Running; One of These Nights; and more. Turn to Stone; and The Long Run. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 28292266** THE BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS. That breezy '60s sound is yours to enjoy in 10 Beach Boys hits: Fun, Fun, Fun; California Girls; Good Vibrations; I Get Around; Help Me, Rhonda; Wouldn't It Be Nice; Barbara Ann; Surfer Girl; Surfin' USA; and Be True To Your Baby. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2981411** GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: 20th Century Masters. Ten tracks from the 1970s band include We're an American Band; Some Kind of Wonderful; The Loco-Motion; Bad Time; Shiver; On; Walk Like a Man; Footstompin’ Music; Bad Time; Mister Dee; Rock & Roll Soul; Close to Home. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2989090** BRYAN ADAMS: Icon. A collection of 12 hits from the rock star, including Summer of '69; Cuts Like a Knife; Heaven; Run to You; Straight from the Heart; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2793352** THE DOORS: Radio Collection. This collection of twelve performances brings together the best televised appearances that the Doors made during their 1967 and 1968 broadcasts: One; Mack the Knife; Alabama Song; Back Door Man; You're Lost Little Girl; Love Me Two Times; Wild Child; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 5925796** CHICKEN HOUSE. Thirty-live tracks from the rockin' trio including Mama Doll by Roy Teo; Bim Barn by Don & Dewey; Matchbox by Carl Perkins; The Little Rock'n Roll by Johnny Bond; Too Much Rockin' by Tiny Lewis; Teenage Bug by Dwight King; Hound Dog by Dave Rackley; High on a Hallig; Hot Rock in Abstract; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 2947218** RORY GALLAGHER: Live in Budapest 1985. Collects 19 songs from a live performance, including Double Vision; Nadine; Tattoo'd Lady; Walkin' Blues; Sweet Thing; Agent; Dizzy Miss Lazy; Bad Penny; I Wonder Who; All Around Man; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 293521X** ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues music. Collects 12 tracks, including Just Your Fool; Commit a Crime; I Can't Quit You Baby; All of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows about My Baby; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 5970857** THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981. All five original Beach Boys–joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston–give a laid back July 4th show. They remind us why they stand out as one of our greatest pop rock outfits, by performing 25 of their best: California Girls; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surfin' USA; Barbara Ann; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6649506** THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION/DIRTY SHIRT ROCK ‘N’ ROLL: ROLL THE SHIRT OFF! THE ROLL. The first Ten Years. Twenty-two tracks represent the first decade of this alternative rock-blues trio. Includes Chicken Dog; Magical Colors; Money Rock ‘n’ Roll; Lonesome; All Around Man; the Run; Blues; X-Man; Eazy; and many more. Bellbottoms; History of Sex; Leave Me Alone So I Can Rock Again; and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98 $2.95

**CD 5878616** CANNED HEAT: Vintage. Includes Chicken Dog; Magical Colors; Money Rock ‘n’ Roll; Lonesome; All Around Man; the Run; Blues; X-Man; Eazy; and many more. Bellbottoms; History of Sex; Leave Me Alone So I Can Rock Again; and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98 $2.95

**CD 2819902** THE DOORS: Door to Pieces. On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Studios to record a one night rehearsal recording which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks include Whiskey, Mystics & Men; Petition the Lord with Prayer; Love Me; Strange Days; and more. The Soft Pad Intro; Hello, Hello, Hello; Rock ’n’ Roll Part One; Devil; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/689
The eleven performances that make up this collection were culled from concerts and sessions recorded for FM broadcast in the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s. Song s include the Great Divide; This Wheel's on Fire; Rag Mama Rag; The Weight; The Band's...
**Rock Pop**

**CD 2948729 BUDDY HOLLY:** The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects fifty-three hits by the rock 'n' roll great, including "That'll Be the Day," "Rock Around with Ollie Vue; Maybe Baby; Valley of Tears; You've Got Love; It's So Easy; Peggy Sue, That's What They Say; Moondreams; more. MCA. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 6815014 NEIL YOUNG:** Under the Covers. This CD collects together 16 startlingly original non-origina ls performed by Neil Young, taken from various FM broadcasts of live concerts recorded between 1970 and 1993. Songs include "That's When I'm on My Own; Forever Young; Callin' On" The Dock of the Bay; Oh Lonesome Me; Do You Wanna Dance?; and more. Leftridge Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 7553064 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL:** Pendulum. John and Tom Fogerty, Stu Cook, and Doug Clifford form one of the most iconic groups in rock 'n' roll. Here they deliver ten greats: Papan Baby; Sailor's Lament; Have You Ever Seen the Rain? (Wish I Could) Hideaway; Born to Move; Hey Tonight; It's Just a Thought; Molina; and Rude Awakening. Fantasy. Hearted; and more. Three CDs. Big3. Pub. at $21.95.

**CD 3704572 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS:** Hard Promises. The band's fourth studio album, released May 5, 1981. Ten songs are compiled, including The Waiting, A Time in Love; I Was Not Me; You Can Still Change Your Mind; The Criminal Kind; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $9.95.

**CD 2985861 BAD COMPANY:** The Northern Lights. Recorded from a live performance at New Century Hall on March 9, 1975. Ten tracks include Little Miss Misfortune; Rock Steady; Can't Get Enough; Ready for Love; Movin' On; and more. Eleven tracks. Unicharm. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2984504 TOMMY JAMES & THE SHOESTRINGS:** Greatest Hits Live 1975-1978. Tommy James hits the stage for an exciting show by New York's The Bitter End. Includes live renditions of 14 tracks, including Crystal Blue Persuasion; Say I Am; Getting' Together; Crimson and Clover; Sunset Cherry Wine; Mirage; and more. Aura Records. Pub. at $14.99 $8.95

**CD 6828566 THE BEACH BOYS:** Nassau Coliseum 1974. On June 14th, 1974 the legendary band packed the Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York, performing what is now hailed as one of the group's finest shows ever. Among the 19 tracks included here are hits such as Wouldn't It Be Nice; Help Me, Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Get Around; California Girls; Sail on Sailor; and more. Leftridge Media. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 2925850 DRESSIN' UP:** From the rockin' fifties come these 25 tracks by various artists including That Ain't Nothing But Right by Joey Castle, Why Did You Leave Me by Lou Josie & The Spinners; Party Line by Haskell May; Teen Age Wedding by Mel Tillis; and more. Original cover. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99.

**CD 2920975 DEEP PURPLE:** Smoke on the Water in Moscow. This album collects 10 tracks from the English rock band, including Knocking at Your Back Door; Nobody's Home; Hush; Smoke on the Water; Woman from Russia; Trolley; Washed Senses; Gypsy's Kiss; Strange Ways; Mitzi Dupree; and Dead or Alive. Universal Music. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**CD 2928589 THE BEST NINETIES ALBUM:** 100 Hits. This five CD set compiles 100 songs from the decade's biggest stars, including boy bands; new kids on the block; girl groups; new kids on the block; cyndi lauper; sound asleep; umbessa the dragon; rock and roll; eve of destruction; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 2926334 STEADY DATE:** Do some rock 'n' roll with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Tom Cattin' Around by Joey Castle; Oh Yeah by Guitar Slim; Great Balls of Fire by Little Richard; Dog by Buddy Lucas; Steady Date by Ralph Standing; and more. Leftridge Media. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**CD 2902301 JETHRO TULL, VOLUME TWO:** Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by this legendary rock band, including Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Cattin' Around; and Roots to Branches, each with bonus material. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 3704564 TOM PETTY: Full Moon Fever.** The debut solo album from the rock legend includes 12 tracks, including “Free Fallin’,” “I Won’t Back Down,” “Runnin’ Down a Dream,” “Feel a Whole Lot Better,” “Love Is A Long Road,” and more. MCA Records. $6.95

**CD 2989040 CINDELLEIRA: Night Songs.** Collects 10 tracks from the American heavy metal band. Night Songs; Shake Me; Nobody’s Fool; Nothin’ for Nothin’; Once Around the Ride; Hells on Wheels; Somebody Save Me; In From the Outside; Push; and Back Home Again. PolyGram Records. $5.95

**CD 6961400 GRATEFUL DEAD: Pirates of the Deep South.** An obscure event and a rare recording, this brief performance of March 1970 at Pirates World, an amusement park in Dana, Florida, is a legendary one. Thirteen tracks include “Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Lovin’;” “Don’t Ease Me In;” Cold Rain and Snow; High Time; Dark Star; The Other One; St. Stephen; Drums; Not Fade Away; Turn on Your Lovelight; Ease Me In; and more. Me and My Uncle. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off.** A ‘60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Be Lonely To Love; It’s No Secret; Running Around the World; White Rabbit; and more. Epic. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 699203X THE BEACH BOYS: The Broadcast Archive.** The 51 tracks collected in this three CD set include broadcasts from 1967, 1971 and 1985. Songs include “Good Vibrations;” Johnny B. Goode; Help Me Rhonda; California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2927104 EDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** This collection brings together over 50 minutes of rare and previously unavailable material from the rock ’n’ roll explosion of the 1950s. The teenage heartthrob shines in 57 tracks, including landmark hits like C’Mon Everybody; Twenty Flight Rock; Summertime Blues; Three Steps to Heaven; and more. Broadcast Archive. $9.95

**CD 2903644 JOE WALSH: Life’s Been Good.** Recorded for live FM broadcast while touring his 1983 release You Bought It–You Name It. Eleven tracks include People Get Ready; We’re Gonna Live; We’re Gonna Love; We’re Gonna Laugh; You’re With It; Midnight Rider; Born Under A Bad Sign;Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more! Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2929523 HEY PRETTY BABY.** Features 25 rockin’ tracks by the original artists including They Wanna Fight by Chuck Hutto; Greatest Hits by The Admiral Tones; Hey Hey Pretty Baby by The Admiral Tones; Blue Swingin’ Mama by Larry Dowd & The Rock-A-Unes; Shine That Ring by Gary Stites; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 6961665 TOM PETTY: On the Box.** The collection brings together over 50 minutes of rare and previously unavailable material from the British heavy metal band, including “Shadow of a Doubt; Change of Heart; Free Fallin’;” Rainy Day Women; Straight into Darkness; License to Kill; Even the Losers; Time to Move On; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2921146 PRIEST...LIVE! Collects 18 tracks from the English heavy metal band, including “Out in the Cold; Heading Out to the Highway; Rock Hard; Ride Free; Parental Guidance; Metal Gods; Living After Midnight; We’ve Got Another Thing Coming;” and more. SONY BMG. $5.95

**CD 68087X3 THE FRANKIE AVALON COLLECTION 1954-62.** This 63 Track two CD set comprises tracks from his debut releases, all A and B sides for Cherrystone in the USA and HMV in the UK along with selected tracks from albums during this era. Songs include Hey Hey Pretty Baby; Cadillac Pointing by The Admiral Tones; America; Just Let Me Rock; Crusader; Back on the Streets; and many more! Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 2990361 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN WITH DAVID BOWIE: The 1983 Rehearsal Broadcast.** Collects the 1983 rehearsals for Bowie’s Serious Moonlight Tour, featuring Stevie Ray Vaughan on guitar, taking place at Las Colinas Soundstage in Dallas, TX. Nineteen tracks include “Mary Jane/Genie in a Bottle/ Heroes, What in the World;” “Soul radiance/ You Can Really Love;” and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2920336 YES: Original Album Series.** Collects five classic albums by this legendary English progressive-rock band, including Going For the One; The Trespass; The Ladder; Prime; and Ninth Wave. Each package includes an insert, card sleeve, and cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CD sets. "SOLD OUT"

**CD 2926172 MY CHICK IS FINE.** Re-visit the fifties with these 26 tracks by the original artists including Oklahoma Boogie by Louie Bashilt; Almost Private by Moat Janeway; Hey Hey Pretty Baby by The Admiral Tones; The Chicks; My Chick Is Fine by Gus Backus; All Night Long by Johnny Fuller, and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 3702639 THE VERY BEST OF SAXON 1978-1988.** The sound of this unique group is presented in this three CD, 49 track collection. Includes:照顾Tender; Silver Thunder; Back to the Wall; Hungry Years; Dallas T.P.M; And the Bands Played On; Never Surrender; Sailing to America; Just Let Me Rock; Crusader; Back on the Streets; and many more! EMI Records Limited. $17.95

**CD 2985926 GUNS N’ ROSES: The Ultra Rare Rock’n’Roll CD.** Collects 18 rarely heard recordings from the band, taken from broadcast sessions from through their career, this collection includes many tracks that fans have been searching for, for years. Songs include “You No Wrong;” Free Fallin’; Chinese Democracy; Mad Hatter; Sentimental Movie; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2888327 STEPHEN STILLS: Transmission Impossible.** Having spent over 50 years forging an extraordinary music career, Stephen Stills remains a stunning musician. This three CD, 46 track collection celebrates his career, celebrating tracks like “Love Of A Lifetime;” “Yes We’re With It;” Midnight Rider; Born Under A Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more! Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2925923 HEY PRETTY BABY.** Features 25 rockin’ tracks by the original artists including They Wanna Fight by Chuck Hutto; Greatest Hits by The Admiral Tones; Hey Hey Pretty Baby by The Admiral Tones; Blue Swingin’ Mama by Larry Dowd & The Rock-A-Unes; Shine That Ring by Gary Stites; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**CD 68087X3 THE FRANKIE AVALON COLLECTION 1954-62.** This 63 Track two CD set comprises tracks from his debut releases, all A and B sides for Cherrystone in the USA and HMV in the UK along with selected tracks from albums during this era. Songs include Hey Hey Pretty Baby; Cadillac Pointing by The Admiral Tones; America; Just Let Me Rock; Crusader; Back on the Streets; and many more! Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 296001X TEN YEARS AFTER: The 1969 Broadcasts.** Collects 10 tracks from the British rock band, including “I May Be Wrong, but I Won’t Be Wrong Always; Good Morning Little School Girl;” “I’m Going Down;” Spoonful; Hobbit; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2927705 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: The Classic 1980 Broadcasts.** From a live FM broadcast recorded during the European Tour “Against The Wind,” these sixteen tracks include “Feel Like a Number;” Travelin’ Man; Beautiful Loser; Still the Same; Main Street; Old Time Rock ’n’ Roll; The Night! The Night! The Night! The Night! Gotting Out Tonight; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Look Back in Anger; Joe the Lion; Breaking Glass; Life on Mars?; Sorrow; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
CD 3702405 THE BYRDS. Collects ten songs from the popular '60s rock band, including I'll Feel a Whole Lot Better; All I Really Want to Do; The Girl With No Name; This Wheel's on Fire; Here Without You; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 3991616 JEFF LYNNIE & THE IDLE RACE: The Lost Radio Sessions. This CD features seven sessions recorded between 1967 and 1969. This compilation of 19 songs will delight fans of Idle Race, of Jeff Lynne and of classic 1960s bands in general. Tracks include (Here We Go Round) the Lemon Tree; Imposters of Life Magazine; Hey Grandma; Deborah; Please No More Sad Songs; and more. Littlefield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 5997986 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Studio Outtakes. Pull up a chair and listen in at Rock Hall Studios in Nashville, as we hear the Everly Brothers in session. Collects 34 tracks, including Bye Bye Love; Wake Up, Little Susie; Hey, Doll Baby; Keep A-Knockin'; Claudette; Oh, What a Feeling; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99.

★ CD 2925737 THE BAND: Woodstock. Collected from a live broadcast at The Woodstock Festival in Saugerties, New York, in 1969, these eleven tracks include Chest Fever; Don't Do It; Tears of Rage; We Can Talk; Long Black Veil; Don't Ya Tell Henry; Ain't No More Cane on the Brazos; The Wheels on Fire; I Shall Be Released; The Weight; and Lovin' You Is Sweeter Than Ever. Littlefield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

★ CD 2926318 SHE'S NEAT. Collects 25 tracks of rock'n'roll music by the original artists including Anyway by Wesley Hardin; Cool Cat by Joe Montgomery; Ballroom Baby by Dick Langy; She's Neat by Joe Montgomery; Flat Top by Jimmie Dawson; Juke Box Johnnie by Leftie Moore; Bunny Honey by Harold Shutters; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 2972263 DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. If you love surf music, then you have to have Dick Dale in your collection. Twenty classic songs are compiled here, including Miserlou; King of the Surf Guitar; Let's Go Trippin'; Tidal Wave Surfin' Drums; Surfin' Rider; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ CD 2903547 COMMANDER CODY: Live at Rockpalast 1980. Their music consisted of Boogie, Rock 'N Roll and Country, albeit the latter not of the “perfect world” variety. Seventeen tracks include Thank You Leon Ranger; Two Triple Cheese; It Should Have Been Me; Who's got the Rock? Go to Heil; Hot Rod Lincoln; and more. Also includes DVD of the performance. 71 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99. $17.95

★ CD 6690772 GUNS N' ROSES: Unplugged 1993. This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, “unplugged” recordings, offering a completely different view of the American rock band, including acoustic renditions of songs from a live collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Ain't First; November Rain; You're Cray; Jumpin' Jack Flash; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 2877473 MADONNA: Rebel Heart. This eleventh album of 10 tracks presents one of the greatest vocalist of our time. Includes Living for Love; Devil Prayer; Ghosttown; Illuminati; Bitch I'm Madonna; Hold Tight; Joan of Arc; Iconic; Heartbreak City; Body Shop; Holy Water; Inside Out; Wash All Over Me; Best Love Ever. Vol 1&2; and others. Adults only. Interscope Records. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 2826407 YOU ARE MY BABY. Featuring 25 rock’n’roll hits from the 1950s and 1960s. Includes A and B sides of every single released in the U.K. between 1952 to 1962. 83 tracks on three CDs. Acrobat. $39.99

★ CD 2927608 PAT BOONE: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs 1955-66. In the following years, Pat Boone was second only to Elvis as America's most popular male artist, racking up over 50 hits in the half dozen years following his chart debut. Presented here are the singles A and B sides. Includes 190 tracks on 3 CDs. Acrobat. SOLD OUT

★ CD 2903741 PAUL SIMON: Transmission Impossible. Comprising Simon’s legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s to the 1980s. This CD collection includes: The Leaves That Are Green; A Most Perfidious Man; Benedictus; A Church Is Burning; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; One-Trick Pony; Loves Me Like a Rock; Red Rubber Ball; American Tune; and many more. The CD collection features 71 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

★ CD 3702894 IAN HUNTER: From the Heart. This four CD set is the dream of Ian Hunter one of the most inventive rock writers of the early 70s, on this sixty three track collection. Includes Just Another Night; Cleveland Ranks; BFI; Once Bitton Twice Sly; Feeling Kind Of Bitter; Wish I Was Your Mother; Wilde; Walking With A Mountain/Rock and Roll; All the Young Dudes; Skeletons On 10 Avenue; and more. Chrysalis. Pub. at $39.99. $19.95

★ CD 3991500 DAVID BOWIE: Under the Covers. This collection features 18 live recordings featuring Bowie covering an eclectic selection of tunes by writers as diverse as Kurt Weil, Pete Townshend, Lou Reed and many others. Songs include I Can’t Explain; White Light/White Heat; Amsterdam; I Got You Babe; Imagine; Waiting for the Man; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $8.95

★ CD 6674232 EAGLES: Lives of Outlaw Men, Performing live at the Pop Gala in 1973 and the California Jam in 1974, these rock legends offer classics like Take It Easy; Tequila Sunrise; Saturday Night; How Long; A Certain Kind of Fool; Why; 662; and James Brown and more. Thirty tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 2903628 THE FOUR FRESHMEN: Collection 1951-62. Featuring the A & B sides of their singles for Capitol during this era, this 50 tracks collection includes They’ll Be Happy; I’ll Be Seeing You; Crazy Bones; My Heart Stood Still; Modo Indigo; Malaya; How Can I Tell Her; Pack Up Your Tears and Go Home; It’s a Blue World; Baltimore Orpheum; It Happened Once Before; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

★ CD 6649521 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Year One. These gods of blues-rock light up 38 tracks: Twenty Nine; Typecast; Water Main; History of Sex; Chicken Walk; Big Headed Baby; Lovin’ Up a Storm; White Tail; Write a Song; Eye to Eye; The Feeling of Love; The Vacuum of Loneliness; Biological; and many more. Epic. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

★ CD 8657535 THE BYRDS: Transmission Impossible. Features three full length FM radio broadcasts of performances of different incarnations of The Byrds in 1966, 1971 and 1976. These 50 tracks provide an excellent showcase of the group’s life. Includes Old Blue; My Back Pages/Baby What You Want Me to Do; Mr Spaceman; Goin’ Back; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Three CDs. Eat the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 6838111 DAVID BOWIE: Twelve tracks: Uncoordination, Saturday Night, I Want to Be Your Dog, Pussy Willows, You Don’t Need Me, You’ll Be in Trouble When You Try to Stop Me, You’ll Be There, Teenage Riot, You’ll Be In Shambles, You Will Be There, You’ll Be in Shambles, You’ll Be There, You’ll Be in Shambles, You’ll Be There, You’ll Be in Shambles, You’ll Be There. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95
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**CD 295742 RUSH: R40 Live.** This three CD set is a must have for any fan of this iconic rock band. Songs include The World Is Round; Adventures In Monkey Murder; Tom Sawyer; My Name’s Rockpile; What You’re Doing/Working Man; One Little Victory; and much more. Thirty-one tracks. Anime. $14.95

**CD 298077 THE BEST OF EXTREME: The Millennium Collection.** A cool compilation of 10 songs from the funk-metal band; Kid Ego; Decadence Dance; More than Words; Hide Heart; Get A Lot Rest In Peace; Stop the World; I Am Ever Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and Hip Top. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 295956 HIGH HEELS.** Featuring 25 tracks by the original artists including My Babe by Dave Hawkins; Saturday Night Wad; Ray of Morning; Captain by Joe D. Gibson; Dime Store Pony Tail by Bobby Dean; All Night Long, Part I by Robert Parker; High Heels by Bill Doggett; Butterfly by Bob Carroll; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 680963 ERIC CLAPTON & FRIENDS: The Early Years.** The guitar legend and singer songwriter can be heard in his early Yardsbirds years with the greats Jimmy Page and Jeff Beck as well as with John Mayall’s the Thumpin. Jones. Includes For Your Love; Too Much Monkey Business; Good Morning Little Morning School Girl; Snake Drive; Freight Loader; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 672334 CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY: Texas Pop Festival 1968.** The self-proclaimed “top 10 band roll with band” brings their experimental sounds to the stage for this 1969 concert. Eleven live tracks include Does Anyone Really Know What Time It Is?; Souvenir; California Purple; Stacks of Grain; Energy 6 to 6; Fun in Texas; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 292620 NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Santa Cruz 1984.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Catalyst, Santa Cruz, 1984 these thirteen tracks include Rock, Rock; So Tired; Violent Side; I Got a Problem; Stand by Me; Your Love Is Good to Me; Powderfinger; Barstool Blues; Welfare, and more. Santa Cruz 1984. This 12 track CD features some of Springsteen’s best performances. Titles include Summertime Blues; Badlands; Factory; Darkness on the Edge of Town; Thunder Road; Born to Raise; Rosealla; and more. Three CDs. Ltd Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 688331 RAINBOW: A classic album from the British hard rock band, led by guitarist Ritchie Blackmore. Collects six tracks: Tarot Woman; Run with the Wolf; Starstruck; Do You Close Your Eyes; Stargazer; and light in the Black. PolyGram Records. $8.95

**CD 292811 LOVIN’ HONEY.** Re-live the rockin’ rhythm with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Go Boy; Go by Carl Smith; Lovin’ Honey by Gene Morris & The Pages; A Mighty Lovable Man by Sonny James; I’ve Got to Have My Baby; You Can’t Help That; Fanny Jones & The Precious; Take It Easy Greasy by Bobby Charles; and much more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 279822X AMERICA: The Archives.** This fifty track, 4 CD set features a collection of live FM Broadcast performances including from Sigma Sound Studios, Philadelphia in 1972. TV Studio 5, Baden-Baden, Germany, 1996; and Universal, Los Angeles, 1979. Featuresinclude Ventura Highway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Submarine Ladies; Horse with No Name; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6863752 LITTLE FEAT: Transmission Impossible.** These 41 tracks recorded live, capture perfectly the magic and power that the Little Feat band has been known for. This performance was recorded in 1979 at the legendary south side Rock Around the Clock. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6711626 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Christmas In Connecticut 1983.** Twenty tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Stadium, Hartford, Connecticut in this 1983 concert, with 12 tracks including Nine Tonight; Tryin’ to Live My Life Without You; Roll Me Away; Mainstreet; Old Time Rock & Roll; Makin’ Thunderbirds; We’ve Got Tonight; Turn the Page; Down Below; and Runnin’ Gamblin’ Man. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2973456 DICK DALE: Live on the Santa Monica Pier.** You never really know how appropriate the nickname “King of the Surf Guitar” is until you see Dick Dale perform live. This two CD set collects 30 songs from two live performances. Songs include Shredded Heat; Alito; The Tail of Tico; Microwave; Shake Rattle; and many more. Two CDs. Milestone. Pub. at $4.99

**CD 6292545 BEE GEES: Spick and Span.** Twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Stadthalle, Bern, Switzerland; I’ll Keep On Rockin’; Hurricane Disaster; Every Christian Lion Hearted Man Will Show You; Words; Gilbert Green; Turn of the Century; To Love Somebody; Holiday; In My own Time; Morning of My Life; Massachusetts; Spicks and Specks; and World. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2953323 BUDDY GUY.** Live at the Checkerboard, Chicago, 1979. This performance was recorded in 1979 at the legendary south side Chicago Checkerboard Lounge Blues Club, featuring Buddy’s Blues (Part 1), I’ve Got a Right to Love My Woman; Tell Me What’s Inside of You; Done Girl; One More; and more. Ten tracks are packed on a cd. One cd. Checkerboard. Pub. at $12.99

- **CD 6814999 JOHN HIATT WITH RY COODER: Live at the Cotati Cabaret 1983.** This 12 track performance on this CD is taken from a live broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Cooder on slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don’t Be Mad!/Zero House; She’s Not My Woman; Goldfish. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 6814964 FRANK ZAPPA: Dutch Courage.** Zappa performs 34 tracks live from the Sportpaleis Van Abou in the Netherlands in May 1968. Dance!; Cool; Joe’s Garage; Are You What You Fuck?; Oh, Can I Have Some Ice Cream; Brown; Encore Break; I Don’t Want To Get Drafted; and many more. HBO. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2819880 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: Agra Ballroom 1978.** From the Agra Ballroom, Cleveland, Ohio, August of 1978, this 44 track CD comprises some of Springsteen’s best performances. Titles include Summertime Blues; Badlands; Factory; Darkness on the Edge of Town; Thunder Road; Born to Raise; Rosealla; and more. Three CDs. Ltd Media. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 287130 URIAH HEEP: The Magician’s Birthday Party.** This 12 track CD features some of Uriah Heep’s best hits featuring songs like Return to Fantasy; Tales; Sweet Pretender; Keep on Rockin’ in Paradise/The Spell; Circle of Hands; The Magician’s Birthday; Symphony; Easy Luvin’; and Free N’ Easy. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99

- **CD 2970983 PEARL JAM: Completely Unplugged for a cause! Pearl Jam, MTV’s acoustic showcase features 16 tracks of the band’s greatest features. Tracks feature songs like Yellow Ledbetter; Jeremy; Even Flow; Black; Alive; Porch; Rockin’ in the Free World; Daughter; Wild Horses; and more. Ten tracks are packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat. Pub. at $12.99
**CD 6799493 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: San Francisco Serenades.** From a live broadcast recorded at the Fillmore, San Francisco, 1967 featuring 40 tracks including Around and Around; Jammin’ Me; It’s Good to Be King; Green Onions; Shakin’ All Over; Mary Jane’s Last Dance; Louie Louie; Mary Anne Last Night; Sontan’s Jwell Crown; Hickory Wind; Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1978 performance features Harris performing Hickory Wind. *Nearly 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99**

**CD 2871994 URIAH HEEP: Between Two Worlds.** The stunning recording of Heep live on stage at The Magician’s Birthday Party 2004. The climax of the show is an unforgettable version of Look at Yourself featuring a drum frenzy with special guests Osbisa, who recorded the original studio album in 1971. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 2796333 THE ORIGINAL ANIMALS: Before We Were So Rudely Interrupted.** This was the comeback album from a band with an unfinished business having been ten years since the band had played together, this they felt was the time to reform and have some fun. These ten tracks include Brother Bill (The Last Clean Shirt); Blue: Fire on the Sun As the Crow Flies; Many Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 2980843 BILLY IDOL: Icon.** Eleven songs from the rock ‘n’ roll bad boy, including Dancing with Myself; White Wedding; Don’t Need a Gun; Mony Mony; and more. Universal Music. **$3.95**

**CD 6878253 MANIC MONDAY: The Best of the Bangles.** Long before the Spice Girls, the Bangles gave the ’80s an all female pop rock sensation. This two CD set collects 24 tracks from that time. Tracks include Back in Black; Hells Bells; Whole Lotta Rosie; Highway to Hell; Ballbreaker; Shot Down in Flames; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 295964X AC/DC: Shot Down in the Big Easy.** On August 24, 1996 this internationally renowned rock band played at New Orleans’ Lakefront Arena, where they put on a remarkable show. This two CD set collects 21 tracks from that night. Tracks include Back in Black; Hells Bells; Whole Lotta Rosie; Highway to Hell; Ballbreaker; Shot Down in Flames; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 2953439 JAN & DEAN: One Last Ride.** Recorded in Reslyn, New York, Jan & Dean drive their love two recordings of the West coast classics: New Girl in School; Linda; Baby Talk; Drag City; Little Deuce Coupe; Shut Down; You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away; He’s Gone; Rainy City; Sundial; Ann; and more. RockBeat Records. **$11.95**

**CD 2937395 JERRY LEWIS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs, EPs & LPs 1956-62.** Compiles every track released by Jerry Lewis in the U.S. and U.K., whether as an A side or B side of a single, or as an EP or LP track, from his 1956 debut through to 1962, by which time he had scored all his Top 30 hits on both sides of the Atlantic. Includes Great Balls of Fire, Don’t Be Cruel, Frankie and Johnny, and more. Nearly 50 recorded tracks. **$9.95**

**CD 5914443 EMMYLOU HARRIS WITH RICK SKAGGS: Hickory Wind.** Drawn from a live FM radio broadcast at The Catalyst in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1978 performance features Harris performing Too Daddy; My Songbird; If I Could Only Win Your Love; The Angels Rejected in Heaven Last Night; Satan’s Jewel Crown; Hickory Wind; and more. Twenty-three tracks. On CDBaby. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2882981 TAYLOR SWIFT: Reputation.** The 2017 album from the megastar featuring the singles Look What You Made Me Do; Ready for It; End Game; I Did Something Bad; Don’t Blame Me; King of My Heart; This is why We Can’t Have Nice Things; and more. Fifteen tracks in all. Big Machine Records. **$9.95**

**CD 2841312 J.J. CALE: Independence Day.** Collects 16 tracks from a live appearance at the High Sierra Music Festival at Leland Meadows in California. This 1993 show featured songs like Crazy Mama; After Midnight; Cocaine Cream; Give Me High; Call Me the Breeze; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2870916 LITTLE FEAT: St. Valentine’s Day Massacre.** Few bands that formed in the early 1970s have managed to survive and continue touring to the present day. This 12 track album features their landmark 1976 Winterland performance, with hits like Underground Sunshine; On Your Way Down; Triple Play; Boogie; and more! Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2877457 DEMI LOVATO: Confident.** This eleven track collection features the sensational musical style of Demi Lovato. Includes Let’s Remember; Cool for the Summer; Ways; For You; Stone Cold; Kingdom Come; Waitin for You; Wildfire; Lionheart; Yes; and Father. UMG Recordings. **$6.95**

**CD 2688300 SANTANA: Independence Day 1981.** This 10 track album features a quite remarkable performance by the legendary guitar frontman, Carlos Santana. Featuring many Santana classics, such as Black Magic Woman; Gypsy Queen; Soul Sacrifice, She’s Not There; Dreaming; and more! All Access. **$11.95**

**CD 2871114 URIAH HEEP: Acoustically Driven.** This 16 track performance is a stunning testament to the power of a truly great band. Featuring hits like Echoes in the Dark; Why Did You Go?; The Easy Road; Come Back to Me; Cross That Line; Different World; Circus; Blind; Eye; Traveller in Time; More; Fool You; Lady in Black; and more! The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 6778396 PEPPER ADAMS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-61.** Brings together over five hours of music and celebrates this unparalleled talent of Pepper Adams, one of the most important baritone saxophonists during the rise of bebop. Includes eight complete albums with songs like Mary’s Blues; Minor Mishap; All Too Soon; and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment Records. **$11.95**

**CD 2903784 ROGER MCGUINN’S THUNDERBIRDS: Hammersmith Odeon Broadcast 1977.** From the live FM broadcast recorded at the Hammersmith Odeon, London, 1977 are these twelve tracks comprising Lover of the Day; American Girl; Mr. Spaceman; Baby Why; Golden Loom; It’s Gone; Chestnut Mare; Dixie Highway; Shooting; So You Want to Be a Rock ‘N’ Roll Star; Mr. Tambourine Man; and Eight Miles High. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2903571 DAVID BOWIE & TIN MACHIN: Japan 1992.** Recorded in Roslyn, New York, Jan & Dean drive their love two recordings of the West co The singles & albums collection 1957-62. Comprises the A and B sides of Scott’s 22 singles, plus all the titles from his albums during this time period. This two CD set collects 60 tracks from the rock ‘n’ roll star, including What in the World’s Come Over You; My True Love; Burning Bridges; Baby, She’s Gone; Now that I; Strange Desire; and many more. Universal Music. **$11.95**

**CD 6492250 STEVIE NICKS: Transmission Impossible.** Contains a selection of superb live radio broadcast recordings of Stevie in concert, made at various UK sell out tours of the 1970s. The songs include Gold Dust Woman; Leather and Lace; I Need to Know; Angel; Edge of Seventeen; Dreams; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 6673910 NEIL YOUNG WITH WILLIE NELSON & CRAZY HORSE: Cardinal Stadium in Louisville.** Performing live for Farm Aid at the Cardinal Stadium in Louisville, Kentucky through to October 20th 1985 that showcase his mix of folk, rock, and country. Comes a Time; The Needle and the Damage Done; Four Strong Winds; Helpless; Heart of Gold; Sugar Mountain; Country Home; and more. Universal. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 287749X THE CLASH: Hits Back.** Two CDs present this influential British punk rock group in this 32 track collection. Includes London Calling; Safe European Home; Know Your Rights; Ginger Fred; Armageddon Time; Stay Free; I Fought the Law; White Riot; Complete Control; Clash in the Kitchen; Tommy Gun; English Civil War; and many others. UMG. **$11.95**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6749399</td>
<td>Rock - Pop</td>
<td>BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Under the Covers.</td>
<td>Presents a wonderful selection of 15 covers performed by Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band in concert between 1974 and 1994.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2937476</td>
<td>PAT BOONE: 40 Golden Classics.</td>
<td>This 40 track collection brings together the biggest hits and many of his best known songs, including “I’ll Be Home; Don’t Forgive Me; Love Letters in the Sand; Moody River; April Love; A Wonderful Time Up There; Why Baby Why; Ain’t That a Shame; and many more.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2888319</td>
<td>STEPHEN WILLIS &amp; MANASSAS: Live Treasure.</td>
<td>This CD contains the last 29 tracks of Stephen Stills' recording career.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2837414</td>
<td>BON JOVI: Burning Bridges.</td>
<td>This album contains 18 tracks selected from Jon Bon Jovi’s archive.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2836180</td>
<td>ONE: The Best of Nilsson.</td>
<td>In 1972, Nilsson released the album ‘Nilsson Schmilsson’, which was a breakthrough for him.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2937449</td>
<td>PETER FRAMPTON: Icon.</td>
<td>This CD collects 12 solo hits including “Show Me The Way; I Can’t Stand It No More; It’s a Plain Ways; and more.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2991149</td>
<td>STEVE MILLER: Icon.</td>
<td>This CD collects 12 tracks from the American rock band, including “The Joker; Take the Money and Run; Home; Blues Power; and many more!</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6938604</td>
<td>BEE GEES: Spicks and Specks.</td>
<td>Collects 12 tracks from the band’s 1969 album ‘Spicks and Specks’, which included hits like “I Should’ve Been the One; You Should’ve Been Around; and many more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2873445</td>
<td>SANTANA: Live At the Bottom Line 1978.</td>
<td>This CD contains 13 live tracks from one of the greatest electric guitarists of all time, recorded between 1977 and 1979.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2871041</td>
<td>STEPHEN STILLS: Viva Las Vegas.</td>
<td>This electric set was recorded live in Las Vegas for the broadcast on November 24th 1991.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2902220</td>
<td>GRATEFUL DEAD: Live at the Winterland.</td>
<td>Contains 16 tracks from the Grateful Dead’s concert from the 70s.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6936553</td>
<td>PATTY SMYTH AND SCANDAL: Goodbye To You!</td>
<td>This CD contains two performances by Patty Smyth and her band, Scandal.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2927497</td>
<td>JIMMIE RODGERS: The Complete US &amp; UK Singles As &amp; Bs.</td>
<td>Rodgers’s work transcended pop, country, folk and R&amp;B, bringing him hits on both sides of the Atlantic.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2887948</td>
<td>MEAT LOAF: Bat Out of Hell II: Eleven.</td>
<td>Features 11 tracks including “I’d Do Anything For Love; Life; I’d Do Anything For Love; and many more.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6831680</td>
<td>ONE: The Best of Nilsson.</td>
<td>Never performing live professionally, he managed to sustain a relatively lengthy recording career.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681138X</td>
<td>BOWIE: Isolar II.</td>
<td>From a live broadcast recorded on August 2nd 1978 at the NHK Hall, Tokyo, Japan.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290228X</td>
<td>THE DOOBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2.</td>
<td>A collection of five albums from the legendary rock band, spanning their career from 1971 to 1985.</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2848309</td>
<td>THE LITTLE BOX OF TOM PETTY.</td>
<td>This CD contains live performances by Tom Petty that were recorded from radio broadcasts from the 1970s and 1980s.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3691640</td>
<td>MARIANNE FAITHFULL: Vive la France.</td>
<td>This CD contains live performances by Marianne Faithfull that were recorded from radio broadcasts from the 1970s and 1980s.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2906811</td>
<td>ANTHRAX: Icon.</td>
<td>Collects 11 songs from the American heavy metal band: “Madhouse; A.I.R.; Armed and Dangerous; I am the Law; Indians; Ethnikuteis (N.F.L.); Antisocial; Got the Time; Belly of the Beast; Bring the Noise; and I’m the Man.”</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Third Degrees; Up Town Breakdown; and many more. Also includes two DVDs covering these three shows. Over four hours. MGM Music. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

CD 2922098 FOREIGNER: Original Album Series. One of the greatest '80s hard rock bands gives us five of their best, Five CDs collect all of Foreigner's Dynamo-Fusion; Head Games; 4; and Agent Provocateur, featuring hits like Hot Blooded and Juke Box Hero. Packaged in cardboard sleeves with the Rhino. $21.95

CD 2870762 DAVID BOWIE: The Lost Sessions. While Bowie's early career was often sporadic, he was rarely off the wireless. And the sessions he recorded for radio across this period makes for a fascinating body of work. This two CD collection features 32 tracks, including Waiting for the Man; Love; Warholt; Song For Bob Dylan; Lady Stardust; Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2878506 MADONNA: The Broadcast Archive. This 42 track, 3 CD set features live FM broadcasts from the 1980s and 90s, with songs including Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don't Preach; White Heat; Like a Virgin; Love Makes the World Go Round; Dress You Up; Holiday, Over and Over; Like a Prayer; and other hits. 1990 solo Rockpalast. Collects 43 songs on five CDs. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6674046 BACHMAN-TURNER OVERDRIVE: Taking Care on the Highway. Giants of classic rock perform in a live radio broadcast in Chicago, 1974, featuring conditions Look It Ride; Give It Time; Roll on Down the Highway; Welcome Home Baby; Take Care of Business; Slow Down Boogie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6673821 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Nothing in Particular. The 1968 Dutch broadcast pulling from three separate performances, finally unearthed and presented on one disc! Thirteen classic rock tracks include multiple cuts of Crown of Creation; and Sonny In Love; plus Those Hungry Ones; Time, In Time; White Rabbit; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6558984 ROBIN TROWER: Time and Emotion. The English guitarist best known for Procol Harum delivers 11 tracks with his own outfit. The Land of Plenty; What Was I Really Worth to You; I'm Gone; Bitten by the Snake; Returned in Kind; If You Believe in Me; You're the One; Can't Turn Back the Clock; Make Up Your Mind; Try Love; and Time and Emotion. V12 Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2789344 DAVID BOWIE: Montreal 1979. July 1979, Bowie played the vast Montreal Forum, a show later recorded for live FM Broadcast. This two CD set contains the entire performance which includes Look Back in Anger; Breaking Glass; Don't Look Back in Anger; China Girl; Station to Station; Cracked Actor; Young Americans; and more. Twenty-eight tracks in all. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


CD 2871017 R.E.M.: Bingo Hand Job. With this legendary gig recorded for FM Radio Broadcast live from Toronto, the entire show is now available on this double CD. The 32 tracks include hits like Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One; Life; Water; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2877422 BON JOVI: This House Is Not for Sale. This innovative and celebrated group in this 12 track collection. Includes This House Is Not for Sale; Living with the Ghost; Knockout; Labor of Love; Born Again Tomorrow; Roller Coaster; New Year's Day; The Devil in a Plastic Scar; On This Guitar; God Bless This Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To This House. Iconography. $5.95

CD 2821478 PEARL JAM: Vitalogy. Released in 1994 this album has since gone 4-times Platinum and now has been completely remastered. Collects 14 tracks, including Last Exit; Spin the Black Circle; Corduroy; Whipping; Tremor Christ; and more. Epic. $5.95

CD 2879563 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: The Lost Concerts. This FM broadcast recorded at Docks, Hamburg, Germany, 1999 come these 29 tracks including And Around and Around; Jammin; Me; Running Down a Dream; Green Onions; You Better Get Your Love On Right Now; Little Magpie; Laid on You; Time and Emotion. Rhino. $5.95

CD 2875743 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career. It features all 21 chart entries he had in the U.S. and UK during that time, as well as some lesser-known material. Two CDs. Iconography. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

CD 6888922 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Back on the Road. These nine tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Manley Field House, Syracuse, New York, 1972 include Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; Ain't Wastin' Time No More; One Way Out; Stormy Monday; You Don't Love Me; In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; Midnight Rider; and Whipping Post. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 5818478 JANIS JOPLIN: The TV Collection. Sixteen tracks bring together a golden unforgetable live performances by the fierce southern rocker, including performances on The Dick Cavett Show; Music Scene; The Tom Jones Show; and the Newport Folk Festival in Rhode Island. Tracks include Try (Just a Little bit Harder); To Love Somebody; Raise Your Hand; Move Over; Piece of My Heart; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 688690X BILLY IDOL: Live on Air. These thirteen tracks from a live broadcast include Licence to Thrill; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in the Shadows; Pumping Up My Face; Without a Face; White Wedding; Sweet Sixteen; Prodigal Blues; Flesh for Fantasy; L.A. Woman; Money Money Money; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6837999 AEROSMITH: Pump. Enjoy fourteen tracks from "The Bad Boys from Boston" including Young Lust; F.I.N.E.; Going Down; In the Elevator; Monkey on My Back; Water Song; Janie's Got a Gun; Dulcimer Stomp; The Other Side; My Girl; Don't Get Mad, Get Even; Hoodoo; Voodoo Medicine Man; and What's This, gefest Medley. Laser Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6888222 FRANK ZAPPA: Pump. Enjoy ten tracks from the Ritz. One of the most eclectic and daringly original musicians of his time, Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Mother Abortion; CreATIONS: Montana; Early Dumb All Over; Sinister Footwear, Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3702421 DEBBIE GIBSON: Anything Is Possible. Sixteen songs from the '80s pop star, including Another Brick Falls; Anything is Possible; One Hand; One Heart; Sure; Lead them Home in My Dreams; This So-Called Miracle; and more. Atlantic. $4.95
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**CD 281997X**  
**GRATEFUL DEAD:** Transmission Impossible. This collection of 33 tracks comprises performances from three live FM broadcasts in 1966, 1980, and 1991. Songs include High Handed Sneakers; Smokestack Lightning; In the Midnight Hour; New Minglewood Blues; Sugar Magnolia; Hell in a Bucket; The Other One; Young and Pretty; Touch of Grey; and more. Three CDs. Ed to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 | $14.95

**CD 2926326**  
**SLAYER:** Praying to Satan. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Le Zenith, Paris, 1991, come these ten cuts (2-LP Anthracite War: Ensemble of South • Heaven (Raining Blood)/Altar of Sacrifice/Jesus Saves; Die by the Sword; Dead Skin Mask; Seasons in the Abyss; Born of Fire; Chemical Warfare; Mandatory Suicide; and China). Each track. Ed to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 | $11.95

**CD 6868031**  
**JOURNEY:** Transmission Impossible. The definitive live CD set features a selection of live performances recorded for FM radio broadcast, captured during the early part of their career. Forty five tracks include Mystery Mountain; In My Lonely Feeling; Look into the Future; You’re on Your Own; Feeling That Way; Good Times; Chain Reaction; No More Lies; Midnight In a Court; She Makes Me, Wheel in An L.A.; and more. Ed to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 | $14.95

**CD 6791352**  
**BOBBY VEE:** Down the Line – A Bobby Hully Tribute. A legend in his own right, Vee pays tribute to one of the most important rockers of the 20th century with this 50-track collection. Fifty tracks revue classics like Rock Me My Baby; Rave On; Midnight Shift; Tell Me How; Love’s Made a Fool of Me; Yours; You Are My Rock; Oh, How I Miss You Tonight; and more. Acrofab. Pub. at $16.99 | $11.95

**CD 6840900**  
**THE DEL-VIKINGS:** COLLECTION 1956-62. This sixty track, 2 CD collection features Come Go With Me; How Can I Find True Love; What Made Maggie Run; Come Along With Me; Oh Tonight; Down the Stream; Don’t Get Slick on Me; One River to Cross; Face the Music; The Kid’s In; and more. Up in Heaven; and many. Acrofab. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 5854261**  
**BETTS, HALL, AND LEAVELL:** TRUCKS: Live at the Coffee Pot 1983. After the Allman Brothers split up in 1982, Dickey Betts formed this new band with Jimmy Hall, the soulful vocalist and sax player from Wet Willie. Here they perform 14 tracks: Nothing You Can Do (There Ain’t); Whole Lotta Woman; Rainin’; Mason’s Solo; Down to the River; I’m a Man; Carol; Little Sadie; She Belongs to Me; Bird Song; Been All Around This World; Ripple; Gold; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6673775**  
**GRATEFUL DEAD:** San Francisco 1976. The greatest jam band of all time performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this definitive 60-track, 3 CD set collecting live versions of Dead originals as well as beloved covers: Mississippi Half Step Uptown Toodeeoo; Cassidy; Maid TRolled; Looks Like Rain; Loser; Samson and Delilah; Candyman; Not Fade Away; Johnny B. Goode; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2929673**  
**TODD RUNDREGEN’S UTOPIA:** Live at the Chicago Theatre. Todd Rundgren’s seminal prog-rock/power-pop band Utopia reunites onstage for the first time in 32 years. This fold-out cardboard case includes a Blu-Ray, DVD, 2 CDs, with 24 tracks: including Utopia Theme; The Kon; Another Life; Do Ya; Freedom Fighters; The Wheel; Monument; I Will Wait; One World; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

**CD 6280080**  
**NIRVANA:** Christmas in Seattle 1988. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sub Pop LP launch party, 1988 along with a archival but unreleased broadcast the same night. 15-track CD collection featuring the rockers: (acoustic); and more. Sutro. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 693885X**  
**TED NUGENT:** Kentuck State Fair 1985. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Kentucky State Fair, Cardinal Stadium, September 1, 1985. Comes this 1985 FM broadcast the same night eleven tracks that include Journey to the Center of the Mind; Just What the Doctor Ordered; Wang Dang Doodle Doo; Red House; Cat Scratch Fever; and more. Sutro. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 588322X**  
**CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY:** Guitar Legends. You’ll love the 10 tracks from these two pioneers: I’m a Man; Carol; Who Do You Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-A-Ling; and Ooh Baby Universal Music. Pub. at $6.95
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Bamba; Rhythm Songs: Bonne; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6828515** TOM WAITS: Under the Covers. His interpretations of songs written by others are enticing and delightful. Included in the 24 tracks are Standing on the Corner; Freight Train Blues; Sings with a Chauvinistic Tongue; Take it as it Comes; I Left my Heart in San Francisco; and When the Saints Come Marching In. Limited Edition. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3702790** DAVID BOWIE: Black Tie White Noise. Presents David Bowie at his best in this 12 track collection, includes The Wedding; You’ve Been Around; I Feel Free; Black Tie Noise; Jump They Say; Nile Nights; Pallas Athena; Miracle Goodnight; Don’t Let Me Down & Down; Looking for Lester; I Known Its Going to Happen; and The Wedding. MIG Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2993821** FOO FIGHTERS: Concrete and Gold. Collects 11 songs from the rock band: T-Shirt; Run, Make it Right; The Sky Is a Neighborhood; La Dee Da, Dirty Water; Arteries; Half Full (Zero Hour); Sunday Rain; The Line; and Concrete and Gold. Sony Music. $6.95

**CD 298086X** THE BLACK CROWES: Three Snakes and One Charm. The band’s fourth studio album collects 12 songs, including Under Mountain; Good To Be Young; Bring On; Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Better When You’re Not Alone; Evil Eyes; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 6795536** JAMES TAYLOR: 1970 and More. Thirty tracks, live to a sold out crowd at the famous Cow Palace, San Francisco. Includes: Fire; Rain; Motherless Children; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6863787** MITCH RYDER: Live at Rockpalast. Noted for his gravel, wailing singing style and his dynamic stage performances this collection includes his concerts at the Rockpalast in Germany, 1979, and again in 2008. Includes 31 tracks on three CDs, and two DVDs with a running time of over 3 hours of the live performances. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**CD 2955140** DICKIE BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1978 and 2008. Featuring three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Out; Jessica; Having a High Time; Memory of Elizabeth Reed; and more. The DVDs are live concerts at Rockpalast 1978, and 2008, over three hours total and include Statesboro Blues; Nothing You Can Do; Blue Sky; Get Away; No One to Run With; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**CD 2956015** THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Shake ‘Em on Down. Relive all the hits in this live 1973 recording, originally broadcast by KSAN-FM in Sausalito, California. Miller offers up live renditions of 15 of his most enduring favorites including Fly Like an Eagle; The Joker; Rock & Roll Baby; Life in the USA; Geja’s, Train Kept A Rollin’; Love; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 284141X** STEELY DAN: Bristow, VA 1996. Collects 14 dazzling tracks from the pair’s concert in Bristow, Virginia on July 21, 1996. Songs include Everybody’s Gone to the Movies; Josie; Hey Nineteen; Jack of Speed; Home at Last; and more. Zay Zay City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 68663728** FRANK ZAPPA: The Muffin Man Goes to College. This live recording 2004 from Providence College, Rhode Island in 1975 includes 19 tracks featuring Improvisations; Con Amor El Brillo; Muffin Man; The Oracle; Sunrise; Minnesota; Penguin in Bondage; Governor; The Message: Willie the Pimp; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6738702** NEIL YOUNG: Cow Palace 1986. The iconic rock star heads to San Francisco, California for a live radio broadcast in L.A., tearing through 25 tracks like Mr. Soul; Down By the River; After the Goldrush; Cortez the Killer; Who’s been Named Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 682878** LEONARD COHEN: Upon a Smokey Evening. Recorded in Bonn towards the end of this celebrated and gifted performer’s world tour in 1979. Songs include Bird on the wire; Heart of Gold; That’s What I Go to Say Goodbye by Fire; Passing Through; So Long, Marianne; Famous Blue Raincoat; There is a War; The Gypsy’s Wife; The Guests; Suzanne; Memories; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Gold & Silver. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 6717990** RAMONES: The Broadcast Archive. Brings together three complete live radio broadcasts by the pioneering punks, each recorded at different periods of their career—New York in 1977 and 1982, and Argentina in 1996. Nearly 90 tracks in all (with some interview audio), featuring all the Ramones’ best. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6857515** BUCKINGHAM NICKS: Alarma 1975. This twenty track collection is taken from a FM broadcast recorded at the Moscow Auditorium, Tuscalsoca, AL in 1974 and ’75. Songs include Lola; Chat; Monday Morning; I Don’t Want to Know; Never Going Back Again (Instrumental); Places Are Run; You Won’t Forget Me; Frozen Love; and more. Under a Red Moon. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2888289** DICK DAVIES & THE GRATEFUL DEAD: David & the Dorks. This eight track album is a testament to the staggering talent and creativity of these top rock & roll giants. Features tracks: Drop Down Mama; Cowboy Movie; Triad; The Wall; Song; Bertha; Deep Elem Blues; Motherless Children; and Laughing. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 290263** BLACKFOOT: Original Album Series. Five complete albums from the American southern rock band, including: Strikes; Tomcatin’; Marauder; Siogo; and Vertical Smiles, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2909539** THE CHUBBY CHECKER COLLECTION 1959-62. This two CD collection of 60 of Checker’s hits captures the essence of the dance craze era through one of its prime movers. Tracks include: Motherless Children; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Gold & Silver. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 6992099** FRANK ZAPPA: Berlin 1978. Recorded at Berlin’s Deutschedomhalle on February 15th, 1978. The two CD set collects 26 tracks, including Dancin’ Fool; The Black Page; Muffin Man; Yo Mama; Wild Love; The Torture Never Stops and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6760112** THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirteen tracks collect audio extracts from ungettable TV appearances, including performances on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me A Woman; Wild Love; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2927519** JOHNNY BURNETTE: The Complete US & UK Singles and Eps As & Bs, 1956-62. This 62-track collection encapsulates Burnette’s entire chart career prior to his tragic early death in 1964. Includes You’re Undecided; Midnight; I Say Little Woman; Bring On, Bring On; Let Me Share the Ride; Good To Be Young; One Night at the Cow Palace; Motherless Children; and Laughing. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**CD 2930141** LEE RANALDO & THE HOGGERS: Complete US & UK Singles and Eps As & Bs, 1992-97. This Release contains all the singles and eps from the debut album, Live In Fire; Passing Through; So Long, Marianne; Famous Blue Raincoat; There is a War; The Gypsy’s Wife; The Guests; Suzanne; Memories; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Gold & Silver. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 2881011** MONTY PYTHON: The Complete Monty Python TV Shows. Six singles are collected from the music icon. Nice and Slow; Country Love Song; Shine on Through; Mama Can’t Buy You Love; Ready for Love; and Three Way Love Affair. MCA Records. $5.95

**CD 6828787** FLEETWOOD MAC: Love Becoming a Habit: The Collection. This two DVD collection of 60 of Checker’s hits captures the essence of the dance craze era through one of its prime movers. Tracks include: Motherless Children; and more. Twenty tracks on 2 CDs. Gold & Silver. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 2881011** MONTY PYTHON: The Complete Monty Python TV Shows. Six singles are collected from the music icon. Nice and Slow; Country Love Song; Shine on Through; Mama Can’t Buy You Love; Ready for Love; and Three Way Love Affair. MCA Records. $5.95
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★ CD 6674267 FRANK ZAPPA: The Rare Tapes Broadcast. Named the “Un-Concert” by Zappa himself, these nine hard-to-find live recordings come from a host of venues recorded between 1973 and 1974. Radio intros and outros are joined by multiple excerpts, songs, and discussion, making this a truly unique Zappa experience. HPB. Pub. at $14.99. ★

★ CD 2953552 TODD RUNDGREN'S UTOPIA: Live at the Fox 1973. From a live performance in Atlanta, 1973 these come nine tracks including Utopia Theme; Don’t You Ever Learn; Sons of 1984; Open My Eyes; Black Maria; The Last Ride; Slut; Couldn’t I Just Tell You; and Everybody’s Going to Heaven-King Kong Reggae. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RealBeat Records. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 6887015 GRATEFUL DEAD: Laughter, Love & Music. From an FM broadcast recorded at the Bill Graham Memorial, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 1991, are fifteen tracks including Hell in a Bucket; I Know You Rider; Born on the Bayou; Bad Moon Rising; The Other One; Tuckin’; Touch of Grey; Forever Young; and more. Two CDs. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99. ★

★ CD 6717653 THE RASCALS: The Complete Singles A’s & B’s. A comprehensive 47-track collection of the band's hit singles including Good Lovin'; I Ain’t Gonna Eat Out My Heart Anymore; Mustang Sally; Groovin’; A Beautiful Morning; People Got to Be Free; I Believe; and more. One CD. Iconography. Pub. at $14.95.

★ CD 6760376 PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged. Two CDs present the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of Born at the Right Time; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough Fair; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99. ★

★ CD 3691575 METALLICA: Transmission Impossible. Features rare broadcast recordings from their shows and this legendary band performed in the 1980s and 1990s. Songs include Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; Whiplash; Enter Sandman; Ride the Lightning; and more. On 3 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. ★

★ CD 3691535 FOO FIGHTERS: The Big Day Out. Features the full broadcast recording of their live performance on January 26, 2000 from Sydney, Australia. Fifteen tracks, including Learn to Fly; Monkey Wrench; Hey, Johnny Park; Everlong; Up in Arms; and more. Subra. Pub at $14.99. ★

★ CD 2981157 RUSH: Icon. A collection of 12 songs from the progressive rock band, including Working Man; Fly by Night; The Necromancer; The Twilight Zone; Circumstances; and more. Universal Music. ★

★ CD 2980878 BLINK-182. Collects 14 songs from the popular rock band, including Feeling This; Obvious; I Miss You; The Fallen Intermediate; Easy target; I'm Lost Without You; and more. Geffen. ★

★ CD 2929367 GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 4 NO. 2. Presents the music of this unforgettable group in this third CD, 33 track live recording at Brendan Byrne Arena in 1988. Includes Mississippi Half-Step Uptown Toodeoo; Jack Straw; Lay it Down; I Know You Rider; Tush; and more. Resonance. Pub. at $47.98. ★

★ CD 2841258 GRATEFUL DEAD: Shakedown New York. Held across three nights at the Manhattan’s 34th Street in April 1971, this performance featured some of the band’s greatest songs. Tracks include Bertha; Sugar Magnolia; Casey Jones; Dark Star; Beat It on Down the Line; and more. Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs. Sutra. Pub at $19.99. ★

★ CD 6803180 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert. The greatest jam band of all time takes the stage for this historic 1980 performance. Twelve tracks include To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; I've Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; Greatest Story Ever Told; They Love Each Other; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $14.99. ★

★ CD 2940914 TESLA: Mechanical Resonance. Collects 12 tracks from the hard rocking band’s debut album, including EZ Come EZ Go; Cumin’ Alcha Live; Gettin’ Better; Before My Eyes; Cover Queen; Rock Me to the Top; Modern Day Cowboy; and more. Geffen Records. Sold Out. ★

★ CD 6903404 FREDDIE KING: Live & Loud 1966. Here is Freddie, fierce and low-down at the Fillmore West. Not a perfect recording, Freddie is a bit “off mike,” but what does it give you power of his guitar playing which never sounded better. Tracks include Ain’t Nobody’s Business; I Wonder Why; Hideaway; Whole Lotta Lovin’; Going Down; Play It Cool; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99.


★ CD 6908721 FRANK ZAPPA: Live in Barcelona 1988. One of Zappa’s finest shows from his 1986 tour took place in Barcelona on May 17, 1986. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; Sharleena; Ain’t I Got No Heart; Love of My Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99. ★

★ CD 6793377 FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS. Have. Two-CD Set. Collects twenty-one tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Jenison field-house at Michigan State University in 1974. Songs include Tush Tush Tush (A Token of My Love); The Chimp; The Sum; Peninsula Palace; Bondage; Montana; Chunga’s Revenge; Son of Orange County; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 6938744 GRATEFUL DEAD: Visions of the Future. From a live broadcast recorded at The Spectrum, Philadelphia, PA, 1981. This show’s eighteen tracks include Half a Bucket; El Paso; Ramble on Rose; The Promised Land; It’s All Too Much; Uncle John’s Band; The Last Time; Rain; and more. Tush Tush.★

★ CD 2871076 TED NUGENT: Live in Detroit–Classic FM Broadcast 1986. The 16 tracks in this album are featuring bluesy rock ‘n roll mayhem. Features several of Nugent’s hits, including Free for All; Hey Baby; Bad; Killer; Tied Up in Love; Anybody Who’s Marc; Stormtropmin’; Sneakers Cowboys; Little Red Book; Savage Dancer; Crazy Ladies; Motor City Madhouse; and more. LaSer Media. Pub. at $13.99. ★


★ CD 6793259 DANNY AND THE JUNIORS: The Complete Releases 1957-62. This 35-track, two CD collection comprises the entirety of their recorded output during the core era of their recording career, featuring Save a Little Love and B sides. Hits include Dance with the Hop; Sometimes (When I’m All Alone); Pony Express; Daydreamer; The Charleston Fish; Do You Love Me; A Thousand Miles Away; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★

★ CD 2820218 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND. New York Rehearsal 1965. From tracks from a live FM broadcast, New York City, 1966, and a live FM broadcast recorded at The Filmhouse, New York City, 1966, include Walk Alone; Venus in Furs; Day Tripper; Wilson; Candy Store; Chocolate Watchband; and more. Verve. Pub. at $19.99. ★

★ CD 6992283 TOM WAITS: My Father’s Place. This superb live recording from late 1977 finds Waits holding court at this legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks including Standin’ on the Corner; I Never Told You; California, Here I Come; New York Lowdown at the Fillmore West. Not a perfect recording, Freddie is a bit “off mike,” but what does it give you power of his guitar playing which never sounded better. Tracks include Ain’t Nobody’s Business; I Wonder Why; Hideaway; Whole Lotta Lovin’; Going Down; Play It Cool; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99. ★
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**CD 29921626 SANTO & JOHNNY.** The 10 tracks compiled here are from one of the most popular instrumental duos of the ’50s and ’60s. Includes Show and Tell; The Way We Were; Sea Dream; Pontoonito; Lonely Girl; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6795088 METALLICA: The Broadcast Archive.** Drawn from the group’s most prolific periods, three CDs capture these ferocious metal gods in adrenaline-pumping live performances from the ’80s and ’90s. Nearly 40 tracks include much-loved re-recordings like Enter Sandman, Bell Tolls, plus other favorites like One and Wherever I May Roam. and For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more, other classics like One; Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 29808826 LINKBL-182: Enema of the State.** The third studio album from the punk rock band collects 12 songs, including Dumpweed; Don’t Leave Me; Aliens Exist; Going Away to College; Anthem; and more. Universal Music. $16.95

**CD 2990812 GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 4, NO. 4.** Recorded live at the SPECTRUM, in Philadelphia on April 5 & 6 1982. This three CD 32 track collection includes: Cold Rain and Snow; Promised Land; Candyman; C.C. Rider; Slow Move; Shakedown Street; Lost Sailor; Saint of Circumstance; Truckin; The Other One; Morning Dew; Sugar Magnolia; It’s All Over Baby Blue; Terrapin Station; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $54.99 $39.95

**CD 2888459 NEIL YOUNG: Live on Air/The Lost Years.** Revisit Metallica’s most pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1983 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more, other classics like One; Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 2998214 JOHN CIPOLLINA/NICK GRAVENITES BAND: Live at Rockpalast-Dortmund 1980.** Cipollina never recorded a solo album so this concert is a rare document of seeing him fronting a great band. Collects 15 tracks on two CDs, including: Rockpalast. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 2980994 BERNIE JAM: Take Off Your Pants and Jacket.** Thirteen tracks from punk rock band, including The Rock Show; First Date: Stay Together for the Anthems Part Two; and more. Universal Music. $14.95


**CD 282020X VAN HALEN: Ain’t No Love in the City.** Live from FM broadcast recorded at The Perscvalo Civic Center, Florida, 1995 and The Jon Stewart Show, of the same year. These 13 tracks include a cover of Seventh Seal; Big Fat Money; Finish What Ya Started; Why Can’t This Be Love; Right Now; You Really Got It; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6992048 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: The Soul Cruisers.** On February 13th, 1977 Springsteen and The E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on this 2CD set. Among The 15 tracks included, you’ll find: Thunder Road; Backstreets; Rumbling; Born To Run; Blood Broth and Water; Action in the Streets; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6976328 LOU REED: The Live Archive.** Presents three live recordings, on 3 CDs, of Lou Reed’s concerts given in 1976 and 1989. His distinctive style is heard on thirty-eight tracks. Songs included are Sweet Jane; I Don’t Think She Understands Me; Love; Lisa Says; A Sheltered Life; The Kids; Claim to Fame; Romeo Had Juliet; Hallelujah and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2870975 PAUL WHITER: Where I Lay My Hat.** This comprehensive compilation features all the hits from this pop soul singer who powered through the 80’s and 90’s with hit singles and top five albums. Features 32 tracks over two CDs, with hits like I Don’t Want to Go On; Can’t Get Enough of Your Love; and many more. Whiter. Pub. at $24.99 $13.95

**CD 2990768 PEARL JAM: The Broadcast Archive.** A collection of 42 live track recordings from the bands early days from their collection. Includes: Auld Lang Syne; Saving the Day; Miss America; Last Year’s Fuze; and many more. Universal Music. $59.95

**CD 294040X ANTHRAX: Spreading the Disease.** They were a leader of the thrash metal scene of the 80’s and this album does nothing to disprove that declaration. Collects the following nine tracks A.I.R.; Lone Justice; Madhouse; S.S./C/Stand or Fall; The Enemy; After Shock; Armed and Dangerous; Medusa; and Gung-Ho. Island Records. $9.95

**CD 2942984 THE CROONERS ROCK! Collects fifty of the pre-rock era crooners that tried their hand at the genre that was sweeping the nation. A fascinating insight into how the genre of pop music began. In an era, it includes tracks like Two Hearts, Two Kisses by Frank Sinatra; Just Kiss Me by Dean Martin; A Teenager in Love by Dickie Valentine; and much more. Two CDs, Acrobot. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**CD 2953463 MOVING SIDEWALKS: The Complete Collection.** Featuring the complete live broadcasts by the influential psychedelic rockers along with non-LP singles and unreleased tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Coachmen –26 in all including Flashback; No Good to Go to C.C. Rider; Need Me; Sick Again; and more. RockBeat. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**CD 2903725 MORRISSEY: Poetry Hour.** Recorded for FM broadcast at the Balch Fieldhouse, Boulder, Colorado in 1992, this dynamic show was part of Morrissey’s tour to promote his album Your Arsenal. These fifteen tracks include Girl Least Likely To; November Spawned a Monster; Certain People I Know; Tomorrow; Suedehead; Suedehead; I’m A Poet; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2986149 STONE THE CROWS & MAGGIE BELL.** This 2 CD collection features the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and Maggie Bell, the two most popular and influential blues artists of the 60’s and 70’s. Collects 24 tracks and includes: The Beautiful People; Don’t Leave Me; Aliens Exist; Going Away to College; Theme; Good To Cry; Eclipse; Need Me; Stay Away; Coachmen–26 in all including Flashback; No Good to Go to C.C. Rider; Need Me; Sick Again; and more. Broadcast Archiv. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 690690X R.E.M.: The Spirit of Radio.** This set is comprised of two superb CDs containing live radio broadcasts of concerts from 1984 and 1989, along with a third disc containing media interviews with the guys from various points across their career. Songs include Radio Free Europe; Second Guessing; Pop Song; Pale Blue Eyes; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

---

**CD 282014X JEREMY: Evin Flow; Tremor Christ; Spin the Black Circle; and more.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**CD 5961592 PEARL JAM: Live on Air/The Lost Years.** Revisit Metallica’s most pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1983 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more, other classics like One; Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 2998214 JOHN CIPOLLINA/NICK GRAVENITES BAND: Live at Rockpalast-Dortmund 1980.** Cipollina never recorded a solo album so this concert is a rare document of seeing him fronting a great band. Collects 15 tracks on two CDs, including: Rockpalast. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 2980894 LINKBL-182: Take Off Your Pants and Jacket.** Thirteen tracks from punk rock band, including The Rock Show; First Date: Stay Together for the Anthems Part Two; and more. Universal Music. $14.95

**CD 282020X VAN HALEN: Ain’t No Love in the City.** Live from FM broadcast recorded at The Perscvalo Civic Center, Florida, 1995 and The Jon Stewart Show, of the same year. These 13 tracks include a cover of Seventh Seal; Big Fat Money; Finish What Ya Started; Why Can’t This Be Love; Right Now; You Really Got It; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6906149 STONE THE CROWS & MAGGIE BELL.** This 2 CD collection features the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and Maggie Bell, the two most popular and influential blues artists of the 60’s and 70’s. Collects 24 tracks and includes: The Beautiful People; Don’t Leave Me; Aliens Exist; Going Away to College; Theme; Good To Cry; Eclipse; Need Me; Stay Away; Coachmen–26 in all including Flashback; No Good to Go to C.C. Rider; Need Me; Sick Again; and more. Broadcast Archiv. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 690690X R.E.M.: The Spirit of Radio.** This set is comprised of two superb CDs containing live radio broadcasts of concerts from 1984 and 1989, along with a third disc containing media interviews with the guys from various points across their career. Songs include Radio Free Europe; Second Guessing; Pop Song; Pale Blue Eyes; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

---
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The Last Ride; Heavy Metal Kids; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2888068 BEYONCE: Dangerously in Love. Collects 17 tracks from the music megastar. Tracks include Crazy in Love; Naughty Girl; Baby Boy; That's How You Like It; Daddy Lessons; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 6674259 FLEETWOOD MAC: Into the Eighties. Stevie Nicks and the gang bring their rollicking '70s sound Into the Eighties with this live 1982 performance in Inglewood, California. Track list includes Fleetwood Mac favorites like The Chain; Gypsy; Tusk; Rhiannon; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 2993910 THE STROKES: Comedown Machine. Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; and more. Rough Trade Records. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

CD 2899356 MILEY CYRUS: Younger Now. Twelve songs are compiled here from the American country artist, including Younger Now; Malibu; This Summer; Love Someone; Peace Without You; I Miss You So Much; Bad Mood; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $6.95. $4.95

CD 6990126 RUMBLE AT WAIKIKI: The John Blair Anthology. Here is the long overdue retrospective of John Blair's musical work at the end of the 1970s, when he invaded with the surf rock scene. This two disc collection with 52 tracks include classics like: Ole Stew Foot; Honky Tonk Man; I'm Coming Home; Free Fall Cat Fight; Moon Cricket; Blue Flame; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $36.95. $27.95

CD 6992904 CHUCK BERRY: Gold. Chuck Berry may be the one most important name in the history of rock and roll. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from the legendary artist, including Maybellene; Betty Jean; Roll Over Beethoven; Johnny B. Goode; Back in the U.S.A.; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $9.95. SOLD OUT

CD 2955356 CHUCK BERRY: bottom Line 1974: Revised Neil's glory days with this live broadcast, recorded at The Bottom Line in New York City. Thirteen tracks include Citizen Kane Junior Blues (aka Pushed over the Edge); Long May You Run; Greenleaves; Julius Caesar Blues; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95

CD 2993910 THE STROKES: Comedown Machine. Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; and more. Rough Trade Records. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

CD 2899356 MILEY CYRUS: Younger Now. Twelve songs are compiled here from the American country artist, including Younger Now; Malibu; This Summer; Love Someone; Peace Without You; I Miss You So Much; Bad Mood; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $6.95. $4.95

CD 6990126 RUMBLE AT WAIKIKI: The John Blair Anthology. Here is the long overdue retrospective of John Blair's musical work at the end of the 1970s, when he invaded with the surf rock scene. This two disc collection with 52 tracks include classics like: Ole Stew Foot; Honky Tonk Man; I'm Coming Home; Free Fall Cat Fight; Moon Cricket; Blue Flame; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $36.95. $27.95
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1971, come these 18 tracks that include: Casey Jones; Me and My Uncle; Hart to Handle; Playin' in the Band; Sugar Magnolia; Truckin'; Next Time You See Me. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95

CD 6962839 CROWDED HOUSE: Gold. This two CD set collects 35 songs from this spectacular Australian rock band. Tracks include: Now We're Getting Somewhere; Don't Dream It's Over; Four Seasons in One Day; Temple of Love; Something So Strong; and more. Universal Music. $15.95

CD 2955350 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX. This stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music by groups including The Larks, The Crickets, The Magic Tones, The Five Echoes, The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & the Tops, and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $59.99. $44.95

CD 2993910 THE STROKES: Comedown Machine. Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; and more. Rough Trade Records. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

CD 2899356 MILEY CYRUS: Younger Now. Twelve songs are compiled here from the American country artist, including Younger Now; Malibu; This Summer; Love Someone; Peace Without You; I Miss You So Much; Bad Mood; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $6.95. $4.95

CD 6990126 RUMBLE AT WAIKIKI: The John Blair Anthology. Here is the long overdue retrospective of John Blair's musical work at the end of the 1970s, when he invaded with the surf rock scene. This two disc collection with 52 tracks include classics like: Ole Stew Foot; Honky Tonk Man; I'm Coming Home; Free Fall Cat Fight; Moon Cricket; Blue Flame; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $36.95. $27.95
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CD 6962839 CROWDED HOUSE: Gold. This two CD set collects 35 songs from this spectacular Australian rock band. Tracks include: Now We're Getting Somewhere; Don't Dream It's Over; Four Seasons in One Day; Temple of Love; Something So Strong; and more. Universal Music. $15.95

CD 2955350 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX. This stunning boxed set with a thirty-two page informational booklet features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music by groups including The Larks, The Crickets, The Magic Tones, The Five Echoes, The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & the Tops, and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $59.99. $44.95

CD 2993910 THE STROKES: Comedown Machine. Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; and more. Rough Trade Records. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

CD 2899356 MILEY CYRUS: Younger Now. Twelve songs are compiled here from the American country artist, including Younger Now; Malibu; This Summer; Love Someone; Peace Without You; I Miss You So Much; Bad Mood; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $6.95. $4.95

CD 6990126 RUMBLE AT WAIKIKI: The John Blair Anthology. Here is the long overdue retrospective of John Blair's musical work at the end of the 1970s, when he invaded with the surf rock scene. This two disc collection with 52 tracks include classics like: Ole Stew Foot; Honky Tonk Man; I'm Coming Home; Free Fall Cat Fight; Moon Cricket; Blue Flame; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $36.95. $27.95
**Rock - Pop**

**★ 2831090 JOE SIMON: Step by Step.** A Step. A collection of 35 tracks comprising Simon's top hits including My Adorable One; Teenager’s Prayer; Nine Pound Steel; Looking Back; Moon Walk Part 1; That’s the Way I Want Our Love; Drowning in the Sea of Love; I Found My Dad, River; Music in My Bones; and One More. Mango Music. Pub. at $21.95

**★ 5674291 GRATEFUL DEAD: Cambodian Refugee Benefit.** Held at the Oakland Coliseum Arena in 1980, the Grateful Dead's benefit concert performance is captured in 10 tracks. Dead Heads will love cuts of the People's Choice; Don't Depend on the Government; Give Peace a Chance; and many more. Capitol Records. $11.95

**CD 2897989 QUEEN: Greatest Hits.** Hailing from Britain, this legendary rock band has sold over 200 million albums worldwide, including Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; We Will Rock You; We Are the Champions; Don’t Stop Me Now; Killer Queen; and many more. Hollywood Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2821451 JOHN LENNON: Power to the People - The Hits.** A wonderful collection of 15 songs from the rock icon, including Instant Karma! (We All Shine On); Stand by Me; Imagine; Happy Xmas (War Is Over); Power to the People; Gimme Some Truth; Give Peace a Chance; and many more. Capital Records. $5.95

**CD 2871939 THE BEATLES: Help!** Released on August 6, 1966, this album entered the chart at number one and stayed there for nine of its 37 weeks in the top Ten. These fourteen tracks include: Help!; Can’t Buy Me Love; You’re My World; I’ll Get You; Hide Your Love Away; I Need You; Tell Me What You See; Dizzy Miss Lizzy; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. EMI Records Limited. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2805472 RICKY NELSON: The Essential Recordings.** From 1957 to 1962, Nelson was the only star in the US to seriously rival Elvis Presley's popularity and success. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Hello Mary Lou; Poor Little Fool; It's Late; Believe What I Say; I'm Walkin'; Bop Boy; Right by My Side; Teenage Idol; and more. MCA Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2829398 THE MOODY BLUES: Icon.** Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British progressive rock. Nights in White Satin; When a Lover Spares His Woman; Fever Afternoon; Ride My See-Saw; Question; The Story in Your Eyes; Isn't Life Strange; Gemini Dream; The Voice; Your Wildest Dreams; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2894458 THE WHO: Meaty Beaty Big and Bouncy.** Collects 14 tracks from this legendary group, including Can't Explain. The Kids Are Alright; Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; The Magic Bus; Pinball Wizard; I'm a Boy; and more. MCA Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6836256 THE BEACH BOYS GREATEST HITS.** Twenty addictive favorites by the ultimate beach boys: California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Surfin’ Girl; Do It Again; Surfin’ Safari; Surfin’ U.S.A.; Don’t Worry Baby; Little Deuce Coupe; I Get Around; Help Me, Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Kokomo; and more. Capitol Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2805529 SANTO & JOHNNY: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection features all of Santo and Johnny’s hits and other key recordings. Features 40 tracks, including Slangin’; it’s a Wonderland; Dream; Teddyroo; Bullseye!; Hop Scotch; The Movers; Birmingham; Reflections; Sea Shells; Song of the Islands; Mack the Knife; Misery; and more. Primo

**★ 2849556 THE WHO: Who’s Next.** Originally released in 1971, presents nine tracks which include Baba O’Riley; Bargain; Love Ain’t for Suckers; Baba O’Riley; Second Wind; Mighty Call; Won’t Get Fooled Again. MCA Records. $6.95

**CD 2871947 THE BEATLES: Yellow Submarine.** This album remixes all of the original tracks from the 1968 animated film Yellow Submarine, including a number of songs that were not originally available on the Standard Yellow Submarine soundtrack. Features 15 tracks including Hey Bulldog; Eleanor Rigby;andin the Yellow Submarine sleeve. EMI Records Limited. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2892025 THE BEATLES: Rock ‘n Roll Music Live & Rare 1962-1966.** An amazing collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legends. In addition to several live performances from around the world, you’ll enjoy their first radio interview and a CD of outtakes. Includes multiple renditions of many of their hit songs, such as Yesterday; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; I Want to Hold Your Hand. $34.95

**CD 2894394 THE BEST OF CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVISITED: 20th Century Masters.** That southern sound plays on in ten tracks, representing some of the band’s most memorable rock anthems: Born on the Bayou; Green River; Lodi; Commotion; Who'll Stop the Rain; Green River; Me and My Pal Daisy; Midnight Special; Lookin’ Out My Backdoor; and Tombstone Shadow. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 6832687 GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE DESTROYERS: 30 Years of Rock.** A sixteen track collection of the band’s greatest hits including Madison Blues; One Bourbon, One Scotch, One Beer; Move It On Over; Who Do You Love?; Bad to the Bone; I Drink Alone; Gear Jammer; Willie and the Hand Jive; and more. MCA Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2850111 ANN-MARGRET: The Essential Recordings.** She was one of the most famous sex symbols of the 1960s and 1970s. This two CD collection showcases her full range of musical styles, from Country to Pop, Show tunes, Jazz, and sultry Torch tunes. Features 40 tracks, including My Backdoor; My Adorable One; Teenager’s Prayer; Nine Pound Steel; Looking Back; Moon Walk Part 1; That’s the Way I Want Our Love; Drowning in the Sea of Love; I Found My Dad, River; Music in My Bones; and more. Universal Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2894459 LITTLE RIVER BAND: Icon.** Compiles 12 songs from the Australian rock band’s It's a Long Way There; Man on Your Mind; Lonesome Loser; Lady, Cool Change; Happy Anniversary; Down on the Border; The Night Out; Remembering; The Other Guy; Take It Easy on Me; and Help Is on Its Way. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2894513 THIN LIZZY: Icon.** A fabulous collection of 11 songs from the hard rock band, including Whisky in the Jar; The Roller; Still in Love with You; Van Demon; Borderline; and lots more. Reel to Reel. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2829347 FUNK RAILROAD: Icon.** All aboard for great '70s rock–11 songs that packed arenas worldwide: We’re an American Band; Some Kind of Wonderful; The Main Event; Bad Bad Leroy Brown; On With the Show; Midnight Special; Headin’ Out; Standin’ on the Corner; Inside Looking Out; Rock & Roll Soul; and Closer to Home (I’m Your Captain). **SOLD OUT**

**CD 289294X THE BAND: Icon.** A collection of 11 tracks by this legendary group, including Rag Mama Rag; The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; Up On Cripple Creek; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; Stage Fright; The Weight; King Harvest; Life in a Carnival; and Oriental Dixie. Columbia Records. **SOLD OUT**

**★ 282012X TALKING HEADS: The Archives.** This three CD boxed set includes the albums Talking Heads: The Boston Tea Party; Talking Heads: More Songs About Buildings and Food; Talking Heads: Little Creatures. Each with a total of 48 tracks from live FM broadcasts from 1979, 1983, and 2001. Tracks include Artists Only; Stay Hungry; Electric Guitar; Psycho Killer; Burning Down the House; Girlfriend; and Better; and Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2902071 CHICAGO: Original Album Series.** A collection of five albums up to the anniversary albums: Chicago: Chicago V; Chicago VI; Chicago VII, Chicago VII, Chicago VII, Chicago VII; and Chicago VII. Each album captures the original artwork. **SOLD OUT**
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CD 2877443 BRIAN WILSON: No Pier Pressure. This singer and songwriter presents his musical style on this 18 track collection. Includes Love to Love, This Bear's Dance; Whatever Happened; On the Island, Half Moon Bay; Our Special Love; The Right Time; Guess You Had to Be There; Don't Worry; Somewhere Quiet; Why, and more. This CD includes original album artwork. Warner Music Group. $21.95

CD 6963021 LYNRYD SKYNYRD: Gold. A wonderful collection of 25 songs from the legendary Southern rock band. Tracks include Sweet Home Alabama, What's Your Name, Gimme Three Steps, Was I Right or Wrong; Journey; You Left Me; Ain't It Good; Girls Girls Girls. Each track includes individual packaging in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. $15.95

CD 2902393 ALICE COOPER: Original Album Series. One compact collection brings together five complete classic albums by this godfather of hard rock and heavy metal. Includes the CD version of this record and singer-songwriter. Twenty-eight tracks include Fogelberg classics like Phoenix, The Language of Love; Heart Hotels; She Don't Look Back; Long Time, Slowly; Missing You: Lovely; Wonderful; and more. Two CDs. Rhino. $14.95

CD 6837573 LITTLE FEAT: Original Album Series. Combining jazz, funk, and country into their own sound, Little Feat showcases their personality in these five classic albums: Little Feat, Sailin' Shoes; Dixie Chicken; Feats Don't Fail Me Now; and The Last Record Album. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. SOLD OUT

CD 6837433 BREAD: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by the acclaimed soft rock band, banded together: Bread; On the Waters; Manna; I'm A Want You; and Guitar Man, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $21.95

CD 6897184 FATS DOMINO: Eight Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks. Songs from one of the brightest stars in rock 'n roll are included in this groundbreaking 50-track set. It comprises all A- and B-side releases in the period, including Maybellene; The Downbound Train; Louisiana Is The Place For Me; and more. Thirty tracks. Universal Music. SOLD OUT

CD 6893188 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Gold. This revolutionary band had an immense impact on the music scene in the 1960s. This two CD set includes I'm Waiting for the Man; Heroin; Venus in Furs; Sweet Jane; Rock and Roll; Pale Blue Eyes; All Tomorrow's Parties; and more. Thirty tracks. Universal Music. $15.95

CD 2940728 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: Greatest Hits. Their music range was as diverse as anyone's, making them one of Rock's greatest bands. Compiled here are 14 songs, including We're an American Band, Shinin'; On; Pain; newborn; Mission; and more. Wonderful; and more. PolyGram. SOLD OUT

CD 6721514 DAN FOGELBERG: The Definitive Anthology. Offers a career-spanning musical portrait of this renowned singer-songwriter. Twenty-eight tracks include Fogelberg classics like Phoenix, The Language of Love; Heart Hotels; She Don't Look Back; Long Time, Slowly; Missing You: Lovely; Wonderful; and more. PolyGram. $21.95

CD 2940655 DIO: The Last in Line. Nine tracks from the band fronted by Ronnie James Dio are collected here. We Rock; The Last in Line; Breathless; I Speed at Night; One Night in the City; Evil Eyes; Mystery; Eat Your Heart Out; and Egypt. ($The Chains are On). Vertigo. $9.95

CD 2940922 LIZZY WHISKEY: Whiskey in the Jar. This collection concentrates on the best of Irish and Celtic music. Includes their first UK Top 10 single, Whiskey in the Jar. Collects 15 additional tracks, including This Rover, Return of the Rover, and much more. Two CDs. Rhino. $14.95

CD 2940450 THE BEST OF EXTREMA. A great collection of songs from the hard rock band. Thirty tracks, including Decadence Dance; Rest in Peace; Kid Eggo; Get The Funk Out; Sing the World; Am I Never Going to Change; Tragic Comic; and more. PolyGram Records. PRICE CUT TO $7.95

CD 694082X THE BILL HALEY CONNECTION. This collection of Roots and Cover Versions features an interestingly-angled spotlight on Bill Haley; in the spotlight we can see what inspired him and how he inspired other people. Twenty-nine tracks include Rock Around the Clock; Rags to Riches; Remembering-Part 2; Remembering Your Heart Out; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. $9.95

CD 6941060 GREAT BRITISH ROCK 'N' ROLL & ROCKABILLY REUNION. The history of British rock'n'roll is celebrated on this collection of 50 tracks. Includes Rockabily Rebel by Graham Fenton's Matchbox; Put a Light In the Window by Crazy Cavan and the Rockabily Rebels, Till I Waltz Again With You by Jimmy Blood; That Rock 'n' Roll, and more. Right Recordings. Pub. at $16.16. $9.95

CD 6940792 WILLIE HUTCH: In Tune. Released in 1978, this album features eight tracks that include And All Hell Broke Loose; Paradise; All American Funkman; Anything Is Possible If You Believe in Love. Come on and Dance with Me; Easy Living; It's a Shame; Sexy Lady; and Lasts Forever. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 2940620** DAVID BOWIE: London Boy. Compiles Bowie's legendary scores, including Space Oddity (the original version), The Laughing Gnome, If You Tell Tuesday, Rubber Band; Did You Ever Have a Dream; There is a Happy Land; Karma Man; and more. Eighteen tracks. Spectrum Music. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 2940833** THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: The Abbey Road E.P. A collection of live versions of the Abbey Road cover. Songs included are: Fire; Backwoods; Catholic School Girls Rule; Hollywood, and True; Men Don't Kill Coyotes. Capital Records. **PRICE TO $7.95**

**CD 6837395** AZTEC CAMERA: Original Album Series. Five essential albums from the Scottish pop band including High Land, Hard Rain; Knife; Stray; and Frentonia, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **$13.95**

**CD 6897622** 1959 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides, Part 2. Providing the hits that didn't appear in the two main 1959 British Hit Parade collections, this four CD set features 97 tracks by performers that include Perry Como, Paul Anka, Stonewell Jackson, Elvis Presley, Frankie Vaughan, The Platters, Nat King Cole, Lenny Bruce, and many more. Songs include So Close; Love of a Lifetime; You're Gonna Miss Me; and many more. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.9. **$9.95**

**CD 6977316** GRAHAM GOULDMAN: Love and Work. In a career spanning over five decades, Gouldman is renowned as one of the UK's finest songwriters. This solo effort is dedicated to songs by Andrew Gold. This album, presented in a beautiful digipack with a pull out 16 page booklet, includes 12 tracks, including Daylight; Arika; Any Day Now; and more. Absolute. Pub. at $12.99. **$6.95**

**CD 627809X** CARL PERKINS: The Kings of Rock n Roll. His sound personified the rockabilly era. His songs were recorded by Elvis, TheBeatles, Jimi Hendrix and Johnny Cash, which only further cemented his title as the King of Rock and Roll. This 13 track collection features the hits Kentucky Woman; Massachusetts; Different Drum; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE TO $7.95**

**CD 697726X** THE COASTERS: Live from the Palace of Auburn Hills. Show business has never seen a group quite like The Coasters. They occupied the central niche in the music field due to their style and approach. This two disc collection includes 16 Greatest Hits from the “Clown Princes of Rock and Roll!” Including timeless classics like Charlie Brown; Along Came Jones; Poison Ivy; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

**CD 2940361** AEROSMITH: Big Ones. If you love Aerosmith, you’ll enjoy the 12 songs collected here. Tracks include Walk on Water; Janie’s Got a Gun; Livin’ on the Edge; Love in an Elevator; Dude (Looks Like a Lady); and more. Geffen. **PRICE TO $7.95**

**CD 281160X** SISTER SLEDGE: Greatest Hits Live. An all star compilation celebrating the best of Sister Sledge. Features hits like Everybody Dance; Thinking of You; He’s the Greatest Dancer; True Love; Frankie; Brother Brother Stop; Love of the Lord; We Are Family; Lost In Music; and more. Classic World Productions. **PRICE TO $5.95**

**CD 6971652** DAVID FAITH: Three Classic Albums Plus Singles. A collection of one of Britain's greatest mod sensations of the 60's. Some 78 tracks on four CDs include Beat Girl; The Off Beat; I Did What You Told Me; Turn Me Loose; So Many Ways Believe What You Say; With Open Arms; Who Am I?; Wonderful World; and many others. Real Gone Music. **Price: $14.98** **$7.95**

**CD 165757X** EDDIE BROUSSARD BAND: Live at Rockpalast. Recorded live at Crossroads-Festival at Harmonie Bonn, Germany, March 24, 2006 this 16 track collection includes Evering Over Rooftops; Speak Down the Wires; We're Gonna Miss Me; Feeling Too Much Money Business; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; Drifting Heart; and more. Gefen. **PRICE TO $7.95**

**CD 2841304** THE ISLEY BROTHERS: The Early Years. Collects ten tracks from the doo-wop legends, including Let's Twist Again; Never Leave Me Baby; Hold On Baby; I Need Your Love; and more! Classic World Productions. **PRICE TO $3.95**

**CD 2924757** ELVIS DELUXE: The Story So Far. Features 10 tracks from the pioneers of the Polish stoner rock scene including Your Goodfeed; No Reason; Dark Lovers; Face It; Something to Hide; Out of Life; The Hope; and Search and Destroy. MMP. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE TO $9.95**

**CD 2901978** FREDDIE STEVENSON: The Darkness/The Brightening. Eighteen track collection includes Welcome; The Rope Maker’s Daughter; Heart Shaped Stone; All I’ve Got Left Is the Moon; Hold On Baby. **PRICE TO $9.95**

**DVD 6938663** CROSBY, STILLS, NANDA & THE YOUNG: Rare Video Broadcast Collection. Fullscreen. With performances of this occasional quartet given over the years, this is the most comprehensive exceptiona collection of twenty-two rare TV broadcast performances across their career. 95 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 1871242** THE ROLLING STONES – SWEET SUMMER SUN: Hyde Park Live. widescreen. The greatest rock and roll performance in a summertime extravagana in 2013. Includes one DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the show. **PRICE TO $9.95**

**DVD 2704145** ROCKTHOLOGY, VOLUME 4. Experience hard rock and heavy metal like never before with music videos, interviews, history highlights, and more! The two audio DVDs feature rock legends, Queens of The Stone Age, Machine, Black Sabbath, The Doors, Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC, and Deep Purple. 61 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$2.95**

**DVD 2927526** WILSON PHILLIPS: Live from infinity Hall. This live performance caught the band’s harmony-rich sound on songs made famous by their parents, The Mammans & the Papas, and the Beach Boys. Included are hits like Wouldn’t It Be Nice, Monday Monday; and California Dreamin’ plus their smash hit Hold On. 61 minutes. Sony Music. **$5.95**

**DVD 2886553** WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969. An enthralling “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**Last Wish: Lonesome; and many others. Read more.** **$9.95**

**CD 697922X** KENNY O’DELL: Beautiful People. Before he headed for Nashville and songwriting stardom, Kenny O’Dell recorded this bubblegum psych opus with The Drifters. The twelve tracks on this two-disc set are the only known recordings he did with the bubblegum band. In addition to the two audio CDs rendering this 18 track collection his complete Vegas White Whale recordings; it features the hits: Kentucky Woman; Massachusetts; Different Drum; and No Obligations. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. **$7.95**

**CD 2940558** CHUCK BERRY: After School Session. Berry was music’s first important singer/songwriter/instrumentalist and perhaps its most significant. The 12 songs collected here will do nothing to disprove that. Tracks include School Day; Ring Ring Goes the Bell; Feeling Too Much Money Business; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; Drifting Heart; and more. Gefen. **PRICE TO $7.95**

**CD 2901978** FREDDIE STEVENSON: The Darkness/The Brightening. Eighteen track collection includes Welcome; The Rope Maker’s Daughter; Heart Shaped Stone; All I’ve Got Left Is the Moon; Hold On Baby. **PRICE TO $9.95**

**DVD 1871242** THE ROLLING STONES – SWEET SUMMER SUN: Hyde Park Live. widescreen. The greatest rock and roll performance in a summertime extravagana in 2013. Includes one DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the show. **PRICE TO $9.95**

**DVD 2704145** ROCKTHOLOGY, VOLUME 4. Experience hard rock and heavy metal like never before with music videos, interviews, history highlights, and more! The two audio DVDs feature rock legends, Queens of The Stone Age, Machine, Black Sabbath, The Doors, Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC, and Deep Purple. 61 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$2.95**

**DVD 2927526** WILSON PHILLIPS: Live from infinity Hall. This live performance caught the band’s harmony-rich sound on songs made famous by their parents, The Mammans & the Papas, and the Beach Boys. Included are hits like Wouldn’t It Be Nice, Monday Monday; and California Dreamin’ plus their smash hit Hold On. 61 minutes. Sony Music. **$5.95**

**DVD 2886553** WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969. An enthralling “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with live footage of all the bands and performers who appeared. Three hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**
**DVD 2788284** THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of their ‘Some Girls’ album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on both a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Imagination; and Jumpin’, Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

**DVD 2975653** KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live. Widescreen. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unmissable spectacle features hit after hit after hit, and the Prismatic World Tour allows Katy to share intimate moments with her fans in a unique shared connection with the music. Songs performed include Roar; Firework; Wide Awake; Birthday; and many more. 147 minutes. Eagle Vision. $5.95

**DVD 5700469** NANCY WILSON: Homecoming. Widescreen. Twenty years after their last official live set, Nazz are back on their home turf of Glasgow, tearing through a sensational set of hits and live favorites. Includes DVD of the enthralling concert with bonus interviews of the band, plus a CD with the same live tracks, from When The Lights Come Down to Love Hurts. 85 minutes. Eagle Rock. $5.95

**DVD 2975651** KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro. An incredible performance from the pop star, live from the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, Scotland. This set includes a DVD of the show as well as two CDs (28 tracks). Amongst the songs performed are; Les Sex; In My Arms; Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Timebomb; and many more. Warner Music Group. $9.95

**DVD 3701344** AVERAGE WHITE BAND: Live at Montreux 1977. Fullscreen. The Average White Band performs at the 1977 Montreux Festival. From the opening bars of Pick Up the Pieces through a storming version of I Heard It Through the Grapevine, they hold the audience in the palm of their hands. 97 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 2888424** GRATEFUL DEAD: Live at Tivoli 1972. Widescreen. Filmed for live television during the ‘Fare Thee Well’ Dead’s show at the prestigious Tivoli Concert Hall in Copenhagen. This rare concert footage will prove a delight for all Deadheads. The set list includes 12 classics such as Me & Bobby McGee; Chintown Shuffle; Ramble on Rose; Next Time You See Me; See You Again; and more. 77 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 1871196** FREE FOREVER. Fullscreen. Free’s greatest live performances and videos are collected in this tribute to one of the greatest bands of the 70s. The second DVD features an audio-only recording of their Isle of Wight performance, plus three surviving videos from the set. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95

**DVD 4581296** FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight. Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock’s heyday with a livewire performance from their 2002, 25th Anniversary Tour. In addition to live renditions of Double Vision; Juke Box Hero; Hot Blooded; I Want to Know What Love Is and more, this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse of the band on the road and behind the scenes. 90 minutes. Eagle Vision. $6.95

**DVD 1992 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s ‘Some Girls’ album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. This Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love in Vain; Beast of Burden and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95

**DVD 2001213** DON MCLANE: American Troubadour. Since first hitting the charts in 1959, Don McLean has garnered gold and platinum records worldwide. Enjoy a behind the scenes look at this talented artist, featuring live performances of his best known hits including American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); Crying; and more. 55 minutes. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**DVD 6857809** TOM PETTY: The Television Collection. Widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances, all recorded for television broadcast and taken from across Tom’s extraordinary career. Twenty-four tracks in all. 101 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 672933X** ALANIS MORISSETTE: Live at Montreux 2012. Widescreen. On July 2, 2012, Alanis Morissette, one of the most successful female artists and songwriters of all time, returned to Montreux as part of her Guardian Angel Tour in support of her album Havoc and Bright Lights. Twenty live recordings include You Learn; Hands Clean; Hands Across the Sea; Thank U; and many more. 60 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $5.95

**DVD 6897665** SAVOY BROWN: Live from Daryl’s House. Fullscreen. Features ten performances that include Nuthin’ Like the Blues; Bad Weather Brewing; Why Did You Hoodoo Me; Craw; Blues; Cobra; Gypsy/Red; Thunder, Lightning and Rain; I’ve Been Drinking; Standing in a Doorway; and Savoy Brown Boogie. 90 minutes. Panache Records. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 2837232** GREGG ALLMAN: Live at The Fox in Atlanta. Widescreen. From the opening bars of Soul Sacrifice through a storming version of I Heard It Through the Grapevine, they hold the audience in the palm of their hands. 97 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 6791527** CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection. One of our greatest vocalists today performs the hits that made her a superstar in this electrifying live concert. Includes performances of many of Aguilera’s best: genie in a bottle; Come On Over Baby (I Want It All); You’ll be a woman and more, plus holiday songs and duets with Lil Bow Wow and Brian McKnight. 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

**DVD 6799256** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded during the late 1960s and early 1970s, with clips that include his solo-acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 5862205** A NIGHT WITH LEO REED. Fullscreen. Features an intimate visual record of Lou Reed’s legendary sold-out engagement at the Bottom Line in New York City. The concert was a homecoming for Reed, whose career began in Manhattan’s Greenwich Village. He performs songs from throughout his career: Sweeping Rain; I’m Waiting For the Man; Waves of Fear; Wild Side; New Age; Kill Your Sons; Satellite of Love; and more. 60 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**DVD 2888475** NEIL YOUNG: The Road Boot Record. Fullscreen. Using rare concert archive interviews, rare film clips, contributions from those who have worked alongside Neil Young and a healthy dose of the music he loved and the music he produced in response, this set looks at and documents ‘Road Boot’. 71 minutes. I’m Waiting For the Man; Waves of Fear; Wild Side; New Age; Kill Your Sons; Satellite of Love; and more. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**DVD 2865823** EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER...WELCOME BACK MY FRIENDS: 40th Anniversary Reunion Concert. Reuniting for the first time since 1999, the band’s London’s First High Voltage Rock Festival is loaded with special effects and performances of The Barbarian; Knife-Edge; From the Beginning; Touch and Go; Pictures at an Exhibition; and more. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 6887104** TOM WAITS: The Television Collection. Widescreen. With lengthy shows from 1981, 1986 and 1992, this film includes solo acoustic piano and guitar selections, and full band renditions which together make for one of the finest Tom Waits collections yet to emerge. 125 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2888483</strong></td>
<td>MILEY CYRUS: Bangerz Tour. Features live performances and behind the scenes looks into the Bangerz World Tour. Performances include hits like SMS (Bangerz); Can't Be Tamed; Live in the Sky with Diamonds; Drive; Hey Ya.; Jolene; We Can't Stop; Wrecking Ball; Party in the U.S.A.; and more. 95 minutes. Sony Music. $3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6572448</strong></td>
<td>SHERYL CROW: Miles from Memphis Live at the Pantages Theatre. Wide-screen. Performing at Hollywood's Pantages Theatre, this concert is a support of her album Miles from Memphis. Crow intermingles new tracks with her best-loved hits in a mesmerizing, elegant, and atmospheric live performance. Includes renditions of Our Love Is Fading; A Change Would Do You Good; Sweet Children; and More! 85 minutes. Sony Music. $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 3701387</strong></td>
<td>MIKE + THE MECHANICS + PAUL CARRACK: Live at Shepherds Bush London. This exhilarating live show sees Mike &amp; the Mechanics reunited with Paul Carrack to perform songs from their latest album. Recorded, along with all their best-loved tracks from earlier albums. Songs include Falling, New You, Your Love, All of the Love, Over My Shoulder. Eagle Rock. Pub. at $14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6831907</strong></td>
<td>THE CLASH: Rude Boy. Set in the U.K. of 1978 and filmed as a fictional documentary. Rude Boy follows Ray (Gange) as he quits his job in a London sex shop to become a roadie for the most exciting live band in the country. The Clash. At the center of it all, is the most stunning, furiously alive and visually superior footage of The Clash that has ever been recorded. Directed by David Mallett captures all the ferocity of AC/DC’s 1996 Balbaterock tour, unfloding live at the Plaza Del Toros De Las Ventas arena in Madrid, Spain. Completely re-edited in HD with audio mixed in both Stereo and 5.1 Surround Sound, it features performances of Black Rain, London Calling, Road to Nowhere, and Over My Shoulder. 127 minutes. Eagle Rock. Pub. at $14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 5657015 AC/DC–NO BULL: The Directors Cut</strong></td>
<td>MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6809200</strong></td>
<td>CHARLIE GRACIE: Fabulous! Charlie Gracie’s number one hit Butterfly, knocked Elvis from the top of the charts and sold over three million copies worldwide. Paul McCartney, Van Morrison and Graham Nash are among his biggest admirers. He continues to be a great musical ambassador, as his 60 plus year career continues to endure, inspire and awe. 58 minutes. MVD Vision. Pub. at $13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6812104 THE ROLLING STONES: SOME GIRLS</strong></td>
<td>Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on Blu-ray and CD, this Fortworth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love in Vain; Beast of Burden and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. Columbia. 154 minutes. Columbia. $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6812015 PAUL McCARTNEY: Live Kisses</strong></td>
<td>On February 9, 2012, Paul McCartney brought his newly released Kisses on the Bottom–a collection of lovingly rendered standards and two enthralling originals–to life at the Carnegie Hall. Filmed theatrically in the UK the following year. Yes Rainbow theatre, this feature was released theatrically in the UK the following year. Fulls creen. Filmed in 1972 at London’s Odeon Walsall; Full from Heaven; Pull Me Under; The Longest Day; Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6811477 THE DOORS: R-Evolution</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Brings together a wealth of rare footage of The Doors, combining early television appearances with their own music films, illustrating how The Doors evolved from the Minutemen and Sixties television to a point where they had the creative input and power to shape how they were portrayed on screen. 154 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6801211 THE ROLLING STONES–SWEET SUMMER</strong></td>
<td>SUN: Hyde Park Live. Filmed in London’s Hyde Park in 2013. This is their first ever live concert release in a can’t-miss extravaganzas in 2013. The Stones’ trademark electricity is made even more vivid on Blu-ray, ripping through an assortment of blood-pumping classics like Start Me Up; Gimme Shelter; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Sympathy for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Adults only. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2804026</strong></td>
<td>MILEY CYRUS: Bangerz Tour. Features live performances and behind the scenes looks into the Bangerz World Tour. Performances include hits like SMS (Bangerz); Can’t Be Tamed; Live in the Sky with Diamonds; Drive; Hey Ya.; Jolene; We Can’t Stop; Wrecking Ball; Party in the U.S.A.; and more. 95 minutes. Sony Music. $3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2856425</strong></td>
<td>K.D. LANG: Ingenue. Sony Music. $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2895767X</strong></td>
<td>MINISTRY: Enjoy the Quiet–Live at Wacken 2012. A blistering live performance from the industrial metal band. Eleven songs performed, including Holgudddohholgs; “No W”, Rio Grande Blood; 99 Percenters; Just One Fox, and more. 56 minutes. EMI Music. $7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 6951681 THE US FESTIVAL: 1983</strong></td>
<td>11 out of 12. With highl ights that include performances by Tom Petty &amp; The Heartbreakers, The Police, Fleetwood Mac, Santana and more, this film blends rare concert footage and insightful interviews with band members and performers. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blu-ray 2856423</strong></td>
<td>K.D. LANG: Ingenue. Redux. k.d. lang performs at the legendary Majestic Theater in San Antonio, Texas, following her sold-out 2010 tour celebrating the 25th anniversary of the GRAMMY award winning, critically acclaimed album Ingenue. This concert features the entire Ingenue album including her hit Constant Craving. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CD 2801272 ROMANCING THE 70S: Lovin’ You. Bring back the great love songs of the 70s with this two-CD collection of 30 tracks performed by the original artists, including ‘Right Time of the Night’ by Jennifer Warnes, Knock Three Times by Dawn and Tony Orlando; Afternoon Delight by Starland Vocal Band; TheMean Green Machine by Three Dog Night; and more. Acrobat. $14.95.


CD 5878756 FRANKIE LAINE: Sings ‘I Believe’ and Other Great Hits. Standing alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America’s great vocalists, Laine performs 16 tracks: Mule Train; Jealousy; High Noon; ‘I Believe; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is a Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me; Strange Lady in Town; and more. Acrobat. $4.95.

CD 2801221 DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour. This collection features four albums originally recorded for 11 different McLean albums between 1970 and 2010. Among the 30 tracks compiled here are: Everyday; Crying; Addicted to Black; American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); and many. Acrobat. $4.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3687570 SUPERSTARS OF THE 80S. Relive a decade of great music with some of the greatest dance hits of the 1980s. Includes Darlene Love; Hall Days by Ward Church; Who Can It Be Now? by Men at Work; Sexual Healing by Marvin Gaye; Change of Heart by Cyndi Lauper; Broken Wings by Mr. Mister, and more. Thirty tracks on 2 CDs. The Shiek of Araby; Liebestraum; The Blue Danube; The Glow Worm; and many. Acrobat. $14.95.

CD 3702472 MY LOVE: Petula Clark Sings the Sixties. Ten songs are compiled here from the British star: A Sign of the Times; Dancing in the Street; Alfie; I Remember, I Remember, My Love; My Love; San Francisco (Be Sure to Wear Some Flowers in Your Hair); CHERISH; EASY LIVING; Here, There and Everywhere; and more. Acrobat. $4.95.

CD 2981106 NEIL DIAMOND: Gold. Collects 10 classics from this music superstar, including Lord, Sweet Caroline; Kentucky Woman; Both Sides Now; Holy Holy; Solitary Man; and more. Acrobat. $14.95.

CD 5878780 FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before the Next Teardrop Falls, Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; The Wild Side of Life; You’ll Lose a Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She’s About a Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; Up from a Low-E; and more. Acrobat. $14.95.

CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits. All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks: If I Didn’t Care; Address Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whistling Grass; We Three; My Shadow, and Me; To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobat. $4.95.

CD 1833723 AMERICA’S GREATNESS OF THE 50S. Every chart-topping single of a momentous decade, all in one album. Includes: ‘I Love You, America’ by Ralphie Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer by Gene Autry; Mona Lisa by Nat King Cole; Because of You by Tony Bennett; The Doggie in the Window by The Chordettes; I Love You, Moon by Brenda Lee; and Elvis Presley; and so much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

CD 2926008 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the versatile, painter and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: Bill Bailey; Won’t You Please Come Home?; It’s My Nosey’s Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; The Border; I Know What You Did Last Christmas; Ding Dong; Goodnight, Big Fellow; and more. Real Piano Player; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.95. $9.95.

CD 2803876 JIMMY BUFFETT: Songs from So. There. A 16 track album full of chill evocations of island life from the king of leisure and margaritas. Drift away with timeless classics like Somewhere ‘Bout a Boat; Einstein Was a Surfer; Earl’s Dead-Cadillac; For Sale; Too Drunk to Karaoke (featuring Toby Keith); Only Me; and more. Mailboat Records. $5.95.

CD 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial years of the Ventures’ career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as the complete content of their first four albums—Walk Don’t Run; The Ventures; Another Smash; and Flirtation. Two CDs. Acrobat. $12.95.

CD 2801248 LONG AGO & FAR AWAY. This two CD set collects 30 songs you’ll always remember and treasure. Tracks include: Long Ago (And Far Away) by Engelbert Humperdinck; Mountain High Enough by Jennifer Warnes; Hey There and Everywhere by Tony Orlando & Dawn; and more. Acrobat. $9.95.

CD 6971792 FRANK SINATRA: Eight Classic Albums. Hear the extraordinary voice of Sinatra in this four CD collection with 98 tracks of his most endearing songs. Includes Night and Day; Nice Work if You Can Get It; Where are You; You Are My Love; This Is Not A Love Song; From This Moment On; and many. BMG. $4.95.

CD 2953447 BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas. Enjoy some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies—subtle undulating rhythms, smooth harmonies to Let It Be; Michelle; Real Love; Something; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98. $12.95.

CD 6636217 STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART. Contains sixty tracks of some of the greatest music in the American songbook, with hits by artists such as Captain & Tennille; Dionne Warwick; Paul Anka; Helen Reddy; Barbra Streisand; Neil Diamond; and hundreds of others. Machine Records. $13.95.

CD 4579224 THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION, 1953-60. Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical satirists of the 1950s, this entertaining 70-track collection comprises the complete content of four of his defining albums: Songs by Tom Lehrer; An Evening Wasted with Tom Lehrer (Live); More of Tom Lehrer; and Tom Lehrer Revisited. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95.

CD 654333 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERETS. Ssgt Barry Sadler. 13 tracks. This track joins Ssgt’s A Whipping Post Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Saloon; Salute to the Nurses; I’m Watching the Raindrops Fall; Garet Trooper; The Soldier Has Come Home; Lullaby; Take Me Home, Country Roads; Rainbow; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98. $12.95.
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**CD 2684386 THE BEST OF CHUCK MANGIONE: 20th Century Masters.** Illustrating his prowess on the flugelhorn, here are Mangione’s most recognizable hits including Land of Make Believe; Bellavia; Main Squeeze; Chase the Clouds Away,Feels So Good, Hide and Seek; Children of Sand; Hill Where the Lord Hides; and Give It All You Got. Universal Music. $5.95★★

**CD 5923903 INSTRUMENTAL EAGLES.** Hear all your favorite Eagles like never before with 16 toe-tapping instrumental adaptations. Includes renditions of Hotel California; Life in the Fast Lane; Lynyrd Skynyrd; and more. Acrobat. **$4.95**

**CD 2935236 THE KINGS AND QUEENS OF SWING.** This four CD set collects 80 tracks from legends like Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, Nina Simone, Sammy Davis Jr., Andy Williams, Judy Garland, Louis Armstrong, Paul Anka, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Nat King Cole, and many more. Universal Music. **$6.95**

**CD 2900742 THE WONDERFUL EYDIE GORME.** Twenty-one Eydie Gorme hits come together for one nostalgic collection. Includes Besame Mucho; I’ll Take Romance; Too Close for Comfort; Johnny One Note; Together; (Wherever We Go); Your Kisses Kill Me; To You from Me; After You’ve Gone, Stormy Weather; Singer’in the Rain; Tip Toe Through the Tulips with Me; and more. TGG. **$16.99**

**CD 6705855 THE FABULOUS FIFTIES: The Wonderful World of Popular Music.** Rediscover the magic of a decade in great music with 15 timeless songs. Includes Venuses by Frankie Avalon, Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing by The Four Aces, Love Letters in the Sand by Pat Boone; and more. Time Life. **$5.95**

**CD 435074X HERE’S NAT KING COLE.** Nat King Cole performs on twenty-one tracks, including such favorites as Pretend; Lover; Come Back to Me; Too Young; Autumn Leaves; Unforgettable; Nature Boy; Mona Lisa; Forgive My Heart; Darling; Je Vous Aime Beaucoup; The Sand & the Sea; Remember You. **$6.95**

**CD 5184482 RICKY NELSON: THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION 1957-62.** A comprehensive 108-track collection featuring the A and B sides of all of Nelson’s U.S. and U.K. singles up to 1962, and all the tracks on the seven LP’s he released in that same period. Includes I’m Walkin’; I’m a Fool; Love; Compliments of My Heart; Goodnight, My Little Lover; Poor Little Fool; Travelin’ Man; Hey Pretty Baby; Mad Mad World; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**CD 3691519 DORIS DAY: THE HITS Collection, 1945-62.** Day was one of the most universally popular entertainers of the post-war era on both screen and record. This 79-track, three-CD set features a multitude of hit songs, including Sentimental Journey; My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time; I’ve Got the World on a String; Love Somebody; A Guy Is a Guy; Secret Love; Que Sera, Sera; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 2921618 PETULA CLARK: GREATEST HITS.** Clark’s career has spanned eight decades! This CD collects 13 wonderful tracks, including Sign O’ The Times; I Know a Place; My Love; Downtown; I Couldn’t Live Without You; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 5924359 INSTRUMENTAL CARPENTERS.** Rediscover the greatest songs from this beloved ’60s outfit, presented here in all-new instrumental arrangements. Includes I Can’t Help Myself; Love; For All We Know; Goodbye to Love; Only Yesterday; Please Mr. Postman; Top of the World; We’re Only Just Begun; Superstar; and more. Acrobat. **$4.95**

**CD 2687400 LES PAUL AND MARILYN MARGARET: GREATEST HITS.** The Legendary duo perform 20 heartwarming tracks including renditions of Tennessee Waltz; How High Is the Moon; I’m Sittin’ On Top of the World; Lady of Spain; St. Louis Blues; Take Me in Your Arms; Happiness; Just One More Chance; My Baby’s Coming Home; and more. TGG. **$5.95**

**CD 6784909 HIT PARADE 1939.** Collects 25 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed to the top of the charts in 1939, including Moonlight Serenade by Glenn Miller; Woodchopper’s Ball by Woody Herman; Hold Tight, Hold Tight by The Andrews Sisters, Cherokee by Benny Goodman. **$5.95**

**CD 6878202 THE CLASSIC SONGS OF COLE PORTER.** Collects 50 Porter songs, some by artists who were legendary interpreters of his work, like Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire and Doris Day. Washington, along with others who simply dipped into Porter’s rich catalog of landmark songs for their albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 5908590 JO STAFFORD: I Remember You.** Stafford performs with the orchestras of Tommy Dorsey and Tommy Pepitone. Collects 20 tracks, including Rum and Coca Cola; Beer Barrel Polka; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; and more. Acrobat. **$6.95**

**CD 4467655 THE BEST OF THE ANDREWS SISTERS: Golden Memories.** Laverne and Maxene were the most popular trio of the 1930s and ’40s, and were noted for their devotion to the troops. Here, twenty tracks, including Rum and Coca Cola; Beer Barrel Polka; Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; and more. Acrobat. **$4.95**

**CD 5873785 DEAN MARTIN: Some Enchanted Evening.** This four CD set collects 80 tracks from releases by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such favorites as Beauty and the Beat; Me And My Shadow; I Won’t Dance; Natasha; and many more. Universal. **$11.95**

**CD 3070115 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1951, VOLUME 2.** This great-value four CD collection of 105 tracks comprises every record in the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart during 1951 along with those that made the Top 10 of the Juke Box and Disc Jockey charts. Vocalists include Patti Page, Mario Lanza, Guy Mitchell, Eddie Fisher, Vic Damone, Tony Bennett, Jo Stafford and many more. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $34.95 **$16.99**

**CD 6807860 TERESA BREWER: THE SINGLES Collection 1949-62.** This 57 track collection includes many of the stylish and versatile singer’s hits including her memorable number one hits Music! Music! Music! and Till I Was Ten Years Old. **$11.95**

**CD 3099793 THE PIANO MEN.** This 28 track collection showcases Henry Mancini performing Moon River; Days of Wine and Roses, and more; Floyd Cramer performing Always; Softly, as I Leave You; Danny Boy, and more; Roger Williams performing Autumn Leaves; and Peter Nero performing Stormy Weather; The Look of Love; Alfie; Can Do; Baby, It’s Cold Outside; and many more. Two CDs Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 2947285 TROUBLE.** A nostalgic collection of 25 classic rock ‘n roll songs, including Big Betty Lou; Rock and Roll Woman; The Big Rocker; I Only Have Eyes For You; Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 **$5.95**

**CD 6972211 JOHNNY MATHIS: Close to You/Love Story.** This two for one album is a journey into the legendary singer’s 1970s output. Includes Close to You; For All We Know; Goodbye to Love; Only Yesterday; Please Mr. Postman; Top of the World; We’re Only Just Begun; Superstar; and many more. Acrobat. **$13.95**

**CD 2947331 BOBBY DARIN: THE COMPLETE US & UK A & B Sides, 1955-62.** This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop, Dream Lover; Mack the Knife; Beyond the Sea; Lazy River; Multiplication; and Things I’ve Done Before. **$9.95**
Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 2980967** DEAN MARTIN: The Millennium Collection. He was known as the “King of Cool” with his relaxed, crooning voice, charming out dozens of hit singles; many of which are collected here, including Ain’t That A Kick in the Head; That’s Amore; Volare; You’re Nobody Until Somebody Loves You; and more. Ten tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99

**$19.95**

**CD 2943885** THE CLAUDE THORNHILL COLLECTION 1943-53. Admired by his peers for the unique distinctive and stylistic approach of his orchestras, as well as his skill and versatility as a pianist, Claude Thornhill was one of the most respected personalities in the swing and big band era. Collected here are 46 tracks covering the two core decades of his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99

**$19.95**

**CD 6867243** WHERE TIME STANDS STILL: The Ultimate Romance Collection. Eighteen tracks of beautiful romantic music include Moon River by Vic Damone; Stardust by Kenny Rogers; The Very Thought of You by Engelbert Humperdinck; Harbor Lights by The Platters; Isn’t It Romantic? by Tony Bennett, Almost Like Being in Love by Ella Fitzgerald; and more. Reader’s Digest.

**$5.95**

**CD 5878985** PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits 1943-1953. Presents a comprehensive selection of Como’s pre-rock ‘n’ roll hits. Fifty tracks include 10 number ones and virtually all of his top 10 hits, including Long Ago (and Far Away), I’ll Kiss You; Dream a Little Dream of Me; Almost Like Being in Love; Love So Right; I’ll Remember April; On Broadway; I’ve Grown Accustomed to Her Face; and many more. Ten tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$16.99**

**CD 6857639** THE KINGSTON TRIO COLLECTION 1958-62. Comprises all their A & B sides from the first formative years of their recording career. Fifty-five tracks include Scarlet Ribbons; Tuesday Night at the movies; Ruby Red; The Tijuana Jail; Home from the Hill; Goodnight My Baby; The New Frontier; Oh, Sail Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

**$19.95**

**CD 6971224** GRACE KELLY: One Night Live at the Royal Albert Hall, London. Backed by the London Philharmonic, Humperdinck sings and dances through a collection of romantic favorites and show stopping dance tunes in this one-night-only concert from 1962.

**$12.95**

**CD 2927535** THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION 1939-62. Fifty-one tracks feature Kitty’s five solo performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw Orchestras. Includes 31 chart hits, including Number One favorites like Besame Mucho, There! You’ve Said It Again, I’m Beginning to See the Light, It’s Been a Long, Long Time; and many more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99

**$19.95**

**CD 2927616** PEGGY LEE WITH THE BENNY GOODMAN ORCHESTRA 1941-47. Forty-four tracks comprise titles Peggy Lee recorded with Benny’s orchestra over this two decade period, as well as four performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw; and Benny’s other two different bands over some six years, including some hard-to-find live radio recordings from between 1941 and 1942. Two CDs include I See a Million People (But All I Can See Is You); Somebody Loves Me; Blues in the Night; We’ll Meet Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$19.95**

**CD 2870886** KATE SMITH: God Bless America. Known as the First Lady of Radio, Kate Smith had an amazing 5 decade singing career. This three CD compilation features 75 titles, including Shine on Harvest Moon; Beautiful Dreamer; The White Cliffs of Dover; I Only Have Eyes for You; Selma; I Dream of Jeannie; Easter Parade; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**$29.99**

**CD 3702537** YANNI: Nightbird. A collection of Yanni’s favorites: North Shore of Matsushima; Point of Origin; Within Attraction; Dance with a Stranger; Chasing Shadows; Days of Summer; and Nightbird. Ten Tracks. BMG.

**$4.95**

**CD 3702480** PERRY COMO: Dream on Little Dreamer. Collects nine songs from the legendary crooner, including Dream on Little Dreamer; Days of Wine and Roses; What Kind of Fool am I?; Moon River; Maria; and more. BMG.

**$4.95**

**CD 6642276** THE CHORDETTES: Greatest Hits. The female vocal group whose bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with one of the biggest songs of the century–Mr. Sandman—it also features Never on a Sunday; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$19.95**

**CD 8691479** GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS BY SPECIAL REQUEST/THE BEST SONGS ARE THE OLD SONGS. A collection of 26 recordings that are fine examples of the distinctive Lombardo sound. Tracks include Monopoly; Midnight at the Baltimore; Don't Break the Heart That Loves You; Crazy; A Little Bitty Tear; Can't Help Falling in Love; Break It to Me Gently; After You; When I Fall in Love; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

**$13.99**

**CD 3553620** THE EVERYBROTHERS: The Complete UK EPs 1956-62. One of the most distinctive rock acts of the era, the Every Brothers are celebrated like never before in this massive 75-track set, comprising the A B sides of all their EPs, plus their finest singles not included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**$17.95**

**CD 685768X** NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set compiles recordings from Simone’s first albums: Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and Her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina Simone Singing Ellington tracks recorded on Bethlehem and Columbia. Many of her singles not included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**$19.99**

**CD 2947447** THE FOUR ACES: The Hits Collection 1951-99. This 52-track compilation comprises the Top 10 hits of this widely popular vocal group, as well as a handful of bonus A sides. All their landmark number ones are here, including It’s No Sin; Stranger in Paradise; Three Coins in the Fountain; Mister Sandman; Melody of Love: is a Many Splendid Thing; and many more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99

**$9.95**

**CD 292577X** THE BUDDY CLARK COLLECTION 1934-49. Selected A & B sides from his releases during this era, his duets with Doris Day, Dinah Shore, and The Chantelles; and featuring his best hits, including the number one hits: Linda, Peg O’ My Heart; Love Somebody; along with top ten entries Ballerina; Now Is the Hour; My Darling; My Darling: It’s Cold Outside and You’re Breaking My Heart; Forty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$19.95**

**CD 2926032** THE JUNE CHRISTY/STAN KENTON COLLECTION 1945-55. This 49 track, two CD collection comprises most of June Christy’s studio and live recordings with Stan Kenton during this era, and includes the billboard hit, There! You’ve Said It Again. It’s Been a Long Time; Just A-Sittin’ and A-Rocking; Shoo Fly Pie and Apple Pan Dowdy; It’s a Pity to Say Goodnight; Across the Alley from the Alamo; and How High the Moon. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$12.95**

**CD 6786677** CHUBBY CHECKER: King of the Twist. The artist known for giving America one of the most beloved dance crazes of the twentieth century, Checker delivers that original hit and many of its variations and follow-ups, plus other essentials like The Chicken; The Fly; The Pony; The C.C. Rider; Shorizontal; and more. Javelin.

**$2.95**
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**CD 6878210 GENE PITNEY: The Collection. One of the most consistent hit makers of the ’60s, Gene Pitney established an identifiable pop sound, trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including “Something’s Gotten Hold of My Heart,” “The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,” and many more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95**

**CD 3701549 MOONLIGHT PIANO. Collects 22 piano classics, including Moonlight in Vermont by Gordon Langford and his Orchestra, It’s Impossible (Samos Novios) by Roger Williams, with his Piano and Orchestra, My Foolish Heart by Nick Ingman and his Orchestra; Misty by Ronny Price with his Piano and Orchestra; and more. Orchard. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95**

**CD 2980848 MARVIN GAYE: Ballads. Compiles twelve tracks of Gaye singing ballads including The Shadow of Your Smile, My Funny Valentine; Piece of Clay; Yesterday; You’ve Changed; (I’m Afraid) The Masquerade Is Over; Too Young; Unforgettable; There Goes My Baby; Night Life; Distant Lover; and After the Dance. Universal Music.**

**CD 2980851 BING CROSBY: My Favorite Love Songs. Ten tracks from the music icon, including The One I Love (Belongs to Somebody Else); Temptation; Oh! How I Miss You Tonight; Surrender Dear; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Universal Music.**

**CD 2985377 A SUMMER PLACE: Great Instrumental Hits. Presents a stunning collection of 75 great instrumental recordings including Blue Hawaii by Billy Vaughn Orchestra; All My Love by Percy Faith and his Orchestra; Quiet Village by Martin Denny; Tear Drop by Santo and Johnny, and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95**

**CD 5818397 THE BROWNS: The Complete As & Bs and More, 1954-62. Rediscover the distinctive harmony sound of this family that made hits in tracks from their early career. This collection compiles all their A and B sides, including hits like Scarlet Ribbons; Take a Chance; I Heard the Whistle Blow; I’ve Love for Sale; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99**

**CD 2925877 FRED ASTAIRE: Easy to Dance With/Now. Collects twenty-seven recordings from the irminable dancer, actor and vocalist, including You’re Easy to Dance With; That Face; The Way You Look Tonight; So Near and Yet So Far; Change Partners; I’ll Walk Alone; Puttin’ on the Ritz; Calypso Holiday; The Notorious Landlady; The Marvel; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95**

**CD 2821435 THE ESSENTIAL FRANK SINATRA: The Columbia Years. The Columbia years (1943-1952) represent the singer’s formative era. These 75 songs capture the essence of this time period. Songs include I’ve Got a Crush on You, Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night In the Week), Someone to Watch Over Me; Day by Day; Oh, What It Seemed to Be; and more. Sony Music.**

**CD 2922840 TONY BENNETT: The Singles Collection 1951-62. Ranking among the most beloved and highly-regarded vocalists of the 20th century, Bennett’s sound continues to resonate for generations of musicians. Collected here are 78 tracks from his early career, including his U.S. and UK chart hits: I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Because of You; Cold Cold Heart; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95**

**CD 5923050 THE FIRST HOT 100 of the 60s. Highlights a landmark in music history—the first Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that year’s list. Includes El Paso by Malvina Reynolds; Fever by Nancy Sinatra; Theme from The Blob by Bobby Darin; Be My Guest by Fats Domino; Danny Boy by Conway Twitty; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95**

**CD 6961533 MITCH MILLER: Happy Times/night Time. Miller became a household name in the early 1960s with his single show which was based on his popular children’s albums. Included here are 32 tracks from two of those popular albums along with bonus tracks including Indiana; Side by Side; Beautiful Ohio; Don’t Bring Lulu; Night and Day; Embraceable You; The Lady in Red; Sing-Song-Song; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95**

**CD 2947501 NEIL SEDAKA: The Complete US Singles and EPS As & Bs. One of the most successful and ubiquitous of the many writers of the late ’50s and early ’60s, Sedaka’s amazing career is celebrated in nearly 50 nostalgic tracks. This two CD set includes the A and B sides of every single he released, including, small hit singles which he wrote for other personalities, such as Connie Francis. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95**

**CD 692039X JUDY GARLAND: Last Tracks 1929-1959. Few stars inspire such enduring affection as Judy Garland. Here are over 100 tracks, many never heard before, featuring her signature gifts including Alice Blue Gown; A Happening Day; My Wonderful One; The Man With the Grey Hair; You’re a Vender; Chin Up, Cheeni, Carry On: God’s Country; and so much more. Four CDs. slabased. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95**

**CD 2959658 THE ANITA BRYANT COLLECTION 1956-62. Compiles all the A & B sides of her singles for Carlton and Columbia including all of the hits from this decade. This collection comprises most of the A & B sides of her singles for Carlton and Columbia albums. Collects 57 songs on two CDs, including Paper Roses; In My Little Corner of the World; Be Good, Be Careful; Dance On; I’m Not a Child Anymore; and many more. Two CDs. Midder Music Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95**

**CD 2981130 PAUL ANKA: Rock Swing. You’ll find 14 tracks from this soft rock icon, including It’s My Life; Eye of the Tiger; The Way You Make Me Feel; Tears in Heaven; Jump, Hello, and more. Universal Music.**

**CD 294751X PAUL ANKA: The Complete US Singles As & Bs 1956-62. Compiles the A and B sides of every single the Canadian singer released during his prolific period, including many of his biggest hits like Lonely Boy, I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; and Put Your Head on My Shoulder. Sixty tracks in all, this two-CD set is a premiere introduction to Anka’s early library. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95**

**CD 298796 THE CREW CUTS: Singles Collection 1954-60. Brings together selected A & B sides from the doowop group’s Mercury and RCA singles from the period, including hits like Sh-Boom; Earth Angel; Gum Drop; Ko Ko Mo (I Love You So); and Crazy ‘Bout Ya Baby. Sixty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95**

**CD 2937489 PATTI PAGE: The Complete US Hits 1948-62. Compares every chart entry that Patti made in the USA from 1948 debut through to 1962, including her four landmark Number One hits—All My Love; Tennessee Waltz; Doggie in the Window; and I Went to Your Wedding. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.99**

**CD 2943026 DON CORNELL: The Hits Collection 1942-58. One of the coterie of Italian-American crooners to come to the fore during the post-war years, Cornell’s heyday is revived with this 50-track collection, comprising some of his most popular and enduring hits such as Hand, I’m Yours; Stranger in Paradise; Baby, It’s Cold Outside; I’ll Walk Alone; Careless Hands and more, some performed with the great Sammy Kaye. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95**

**CD 2985977 JULIUS ROSA: The Complete US Singles 1956-62. This 60-track collection comprises most of the A & B sides of La Rosa’s singles for Cadence and for RCA, plus selected A & B sides for the Roulette and Kapp labels. Songs include Domani Promenade; Be Good, Be Careful; Dancing in the Rain; Lipstick and Candy and Rubber Sole Shoes; No Other Love; I Believe; All I Want; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95**

**CD 6602728 FLOYD CRAMER: I Remember Hank Williams/Floyd Cramer Gets Organ-ized. Plus two albums: The Floyd Cramer TV Show & Remember Hank Along With Cramer’s take on Lovesick Blues; Hey, Good Lookin’; Your Cheatin’ Heart and more. The next 2 come from Gets Organ-ized, moving Floyd from the piano to the organ for songs like Sentimental Journey, Dreamer. Plus eight bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95**
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**CD 2280099 PERRY COMO: Till the End of Time.** Three CDs compile the must-have classics from one of the 20th century’s biggest music stars. Songs like “I’ll Be Seeing You,” “Till the End of Time,” “Love and Devotion; Some Enchanted Evening; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; There’s No Place Like Home for the-anor.”

**$19.95**

**CD 6798310 DOC WATSON: Sittin’ on Top of the World.** Doc Watson’s flat-picking skills and knowledge of traditional American music were highly regarded and he often performed with his son guitarist Merle Watson. Here is a collection of 75 tracks including Six Thousand Yours; Tom Dooley; Blue Smoke; Intoxicated Rat; Greensleeves; Farewell Blues; and more. Rounder Records. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**CD 6856280 JOHNATHAN MATHIS SINGS THE MUSIC OF BACHARACH & KAEMPFFER.** A wonderful collection of 25 songs from Mathis as he pays tribute to Burt Bacharach and Bert Kaempfert. Tracks include Wonderful by Night; Spanish Eyes; Strangers in the Night; Don’t Stay; I Say a Little Prayer; Odds and Ends; and many more. Avid Entertainment. Pub. at $17.99

**$11.95**

**CD 6938582 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS, VOLUME 3, 1952.** This great-value 105 track collection comprises every record which charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart. It features some of the biggest names in music like Jo Stafford, Patti Page, Pearl Bailey, Joni James, Eddie Fisher, Guy Lombardo & His Royal Canadians, in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart. It features

**$21.95**

**CD 3702367 SAM MAKIA: 16 Hits of Hawaii.** The perfect CD for your next luau! Sixteen tracks, including Hawaiian Wedding Song; Beautiful Girls and the Little Grass Shack; Lovely Hands;  On the Beach at Waikiki; Little Grass Shack; your next luau! Sixteen tracks, including CD

**$14.95**

**CD 2947455 THE HILLTOPPERS Sing Singles Collection 1952-58.** With their clean-cut college look, wholesome image, harmony vocals and easy-listening sound, the Hilltoppers found huge success in the '50s and '60s, has

**$12.95**

**CD 298806X AMERICAN SONGBOOK: 100 Hits.** Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. CD 2 CDs. Demons Music Group. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 6409050 THE VERY BEST OF JON JAMES, 1951-61.** Forty-five tracks highlight the singles of this American pop start who did, finding huge success in the '50s and '60s, has largely fallen from the public consciousness. Tracks include Let There Be Love; Is It Any Wonder? You Believe Me; Last Train to Clark; My Heart Stood Still; Only You; Marianne. Five CDs. Demons Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

**CD 6943039 GUY LOMBARDO: Essential Gold.** This three CD, 70 track collection of the Guy Lombardo orchestra’s essential gold includes Enjoy Yourself; Anniversary Song; Easter Parade; Danny Boy; Sailboat in the Moonlight; Goodnight Sweetheart; Frankie and Johnny; Whistling in the Dark; June in January; You Made Me Love You; and more. Dynamic Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 2999839 JOHNNY MATHIS: I Love My Lady.** Surround yourself with the immortal sound of this great performer. This 8 track CD includes Fall in Love; It’s Alright to Love Me; Something Is Singing About Me; I Love My Lady; Take Me With You; You and Me; and Love and Devotion. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.98

**$11.95**

**CD 2845385 JESSIE MATTHEWS: A Centenary Celebration.** This historic compilation spans more than 50 years of charismatic performances by this great star, and includes many items never previously released. Songs include Why Don’t You Dance; I’ve Fall in Love; My Heart Stood Still; Let’s Do It; I’ll String Along with You; and many more. Fifty-six tracks on 2 CDs. Avid Entertainment

**$12.95**

**CD 699217X THE BEST OF NELSON EDDY & JEANETTE MACDONALD: Song of Love.** A collection of 72 tracks on three CDs, including solo numbers by Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald as well as a CD of their duets, includes In the Garden of More; Carolina in the Morning; Hone on the Range; On Top of Old Smoky; Goodnight Irene; Tiptoe Through the Tulips with Me; and many more! Dynamic Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

**$21.95**

**CD 2584560 THE WAY IT WAS: LESTER LYNDON.** It won’t be easy to stay off the dance floor with these 75 classics. Three CDs offer up many of your bootie-favored tracks: Who Put the Bonji by Barry Mann; Venus in Blue Jeans by Jimmy Clanton; Palisades Park by Freddy Cannon; The Twist by Charlie Gracie; the Latin Echo; I’m Falling in Love; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**$23.95**

**CD 2985934 HIT PARADE 1949.** Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest songs released in 1949, as recorded by the original artists. Includes Baby It’s Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; Mule Train by Frank Ifield; I’ve Got a Breakin’ Heart by Heart; Don’t Care; Handless Hearts by Mel Torme; and more. Dynamic

**$14.95**

**CD 2936150 MELODY FAIR: ORCHESTRAL MAGIC.** This historic compilation features songs from nearly a decade of their career, including

**$9.95**
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD 6784887 EDDY DUCHIN: Let's Fall in Love.** Fall in love all over again with 25 classics featuring one of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of the 30s and 40s. Tracks include You Are My Lucky Star; Cheek to Cheek; Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?; Let's Fall in Love; Moon River; I'm in the Mood for Love; etc. 3 CDs. **$14.95**

**CD 675123 HIT PARADE 1961.** A valuable treasure chest of the year's best, collecting 25 original artist tracks in a range of genres, Relive top-notch hits like The Lion Sleeps Tonight by The Tokens; Travellin’ Man by Ricky Nelson; Runaway Scared by Roy Orbison; Sadie by Ben E King; and many more. 3 CDs. **$14.95**

**CD 6791981 CHET ATKINS & LES PAUL: Guitar Monsters.** The titanic pairing of two master guitarists, who made only two albums together, the Grammy-winning Cheater and Lester and this, its lesser-known sequel. These eleven tracks include Limehouse Blues; I Want to Be Happy; Over the Rainbow; Meditation; Loney River; ‘I’m Your Greatest Fan;’ It Don’t Mean a Thing (If It Ain’t Got That Swing); and more. Real Gone Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6751222 LIBERACE: Six Classic Albums.** Relive the enduring and beloved pianist and showman in this four CD collection with 70 tracks of Liberace’s memorable music. Includes: Lustrebeam; Rhapsody in Blue; Peer Me and My Shadow; Love Letters in the Sand; Near You; I Hear a Rhapsody; and more; great, little gems. Reel to Reel Records. **$12.95**

**CD 6758304 DANNY & THE JUNIORS: Greatest Hits.** The 30 tracks gathered here perfectly reflect a magical period in American pop music. Includes: At the Hop (Twistin’ USA); Rock ’n Roll Is Here to Stay; Dottie; Back to the Hop; (Do the) Mashed Potatoes; and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6227765 LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR.** There are more than 60 tracks in this collection, many of early 60s back to life, offering 75 well-loved jukebox classics like Lipstick on Your Collar by Connie Francis; The Great Pretender by The Platters; Earth Angel (Will You Be Mine) by The Crew Cuts; and many more. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6784933 HIT PARADE 1942.** Big stars and bigger songs populate these 25 hit recordings. Enjoy the sounds of 1942 all over again with Jersey Bounce by Benny Goodman; Blues in the Night by Woody Herman; White Cliffs of Dover by Kate Smith; Just As Though You Were Here by Tommy Dorsey with Frank Sinatra. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6636209 ROCK AND ROLL AT FIFTY.** Rock’s first decade is spotlighted in this collection of hits, packaged in a collectible case packed with photos and history. Three CDs offer 60 classics that started it all: Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; Tutti Frutti by Little Richard; That’ll Be the Day by Buddy Holly; Let’s Have a Party by Bill Haley and His Comets; and more. Shout Factory. **$5.95**

**CD 6785026 HIT PARADE 1950.** The 25 classics that made 1950 a year to remember. Revisit mid-century America with essentials like: Ten Thousand Miles by Pat Boone; Mountains High by Mel Torme; I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus by The Andrews Sisters; There’s No Tomorrow by Tony Martin; and more. Dynamic. **$5.95**

**CD 6784933 HIT PARADE 1942.** Big stars and bigger songs populate these 25 hit recordings. Enjoy the sounds of 1942 all over again with Jersey Bounce by Benny Goodman; Blues in the Night by Woody Herman; White Cliffs of Dover by Kate Smith; Just As Though You Were Here by Tommy Dorsey. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6848680 THE RAT PACK: 100 Hits.** Enjoy an album that captures three legends, Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin and Sammy Davis Jr., separately and in combination, performing at their best. The four CD set collects 100 hits, including: Volare; Memories Are Made Of This; I Got a Woman; I Got a Kick Out Of You; On the Road Again; White Christmas; Infant Baby; Come Fly with Me; and many more. Not Now Music. **$14.95**

**CD 6784941 HIT PARADE 1943.** These are the songs that had you on the dance floor in 1943, and they’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers; For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly. As Time Goes By by Dooley Wilson, I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby, & Paula. **$7.95**

**CD 6780833 DOMINGO: Songs.** Placido Domingo’s album, his first pop album in over 20 years, is a collection of some of the world’s most popular melodies. These songs have been made famous by Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong and others. Includes What a Wonderful World; Come What May; Time after Time; From This Moment On; and many more. Fourteen Tracks. Toyo Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6701663 NEIL SEDAKA: Heroes Collection.** A legendary pop performer shows us why he was musical hero with 50 of his most cherished recordings: I Go Ape; Stupid Cupid; The Diary; Coming Home to Mary Lou; Another Sleepless Night; No Vacancy; As Long as I Live; Ring a Bell; Take These Clothes; California Sun; Smile; That Same Old Fool; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. **$5.95**

**CD 6689833 BAD BAD WOMAN: Gems From The Philips Records USA.** This label’s legacy with 50 of the most notable releases from the Philips: Bad Bad Woman by Bob & Carol; Come Running by Marty Wilde; Hey Little Girl by Johnny Hallyday; Aunt Rhody by The Springfields; Bobby Is the Dane by The Tokens; What a Wonderful World by Tony Orlando, & Paula; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6693072 NAT KING COLE: Gold.** A recording career that spanned nearly three decades, Cole was truly unforgettable. This box set includes 40 tracks, including: Straighten Up and Fly Right; (Get Your Kicks on) Route 66; Unforgettable; Mona Lisa; Stardust; Too Young; and many more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 6791905 DOO WOP JUKEBOX HITS.** These are the groups whose vocal captured you in your youth. Ten CDs highlight the music of doo wop legends: The Tokens; The Fourteen; Bobby Hebb; The Miracles, The Five Keys, The Cadillacs, The Fantastics, The Checkers, The Ravers, The Masterskeys, and much more. Intense. **$24.95**

**CD 6690092 HALFWAY TO PARADISE: The Epic Records Story.** This fabulous 6-disc box set captures life in the world of Epic, reflecting the eclectic musical mix that was the post-Elvis, pre-Beatles days. Three CDs feature songs by Tony Orlando, Roy Hamilton, Bobby Vinton, Martin Luther, Link Wray, Dickie Valentine. **$9.95**

**CD 6693060 A TASTE OF HONEY: Gems from the Mercury Vaults.** Collects 75 wide-ranging tracks from 1962, at the peak of Mercury Records’ varied output. Three CDs are packed with songs from household-name performers: It’s Sure Gonna Hurt by Dolly Parton; Do You Care by Little Richard; House of Dolls by Melvin Griffen. **$9.95**

**CD 6693060 A TASTE OF HONEY: Gems from the Mercury Vaults.** Collects 75 wide-ranging tracks from 1962, at the peak of Mercury Records’ varied output. Three CDs are packed with songs from household-name performers: It’s Sure Gonna Hurt by Dolly Parton; Do You Care by Little Richard; House of Dolls by Melvin Griffen. **$9.95**
World - Folk

★ CD 6558879 EDITH PIAF: Chansons. An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime, Edith Piaf is widely regarded as the most important French chanteuse of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language tracks: Jurabian (Hurricane); Je Suis A Toi (I Am Yours); La Vie En Rose (Life Is A Rose); and many more. Six CDs. Broadcast Audience: Pub. At $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 5909698 THE LITTLE BOX OF BOSSA NOVA. Two independent collections make for one great night of that infectious Bossa Nova sound. Includes Joao Gilberto’s The Roots of Bossa Nova, bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD, and Bossa Nova Brasile/Bossa Nova USA, featuring the classic early cuts of Di Ava Telles, Luis Bonfa, and others. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. At $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 5993059 JOAN BAEZ: The Debut Album Plus! Joan’s groundbreaking first album, featuring 13 folk-blues classics like Silver Dagger; House of the Rising Sun; Wildwood Flower; John Riley; Mary Hamilton; and more, comes together with ten bonus tracks from the Folksingers’ Round Harvard Square album, including collaborations with Bill Wood and Ted Alevizos. Chrome Dreams. Pub. At $19.95 $11.95

★ CD 2292156 MITCHELL MILLER: Folk Songs/March Along. A great selection of 28 folk songs to sing along with! Includes: On Top of Old Smoky; Red River Valley; Down in the Valley; My Darling Clementine; Aunt Rhody; The Blue Tail Fly; Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Sepia. Pub. At $13.99 $9.95

★ CD 2085413 ODETTA: The Essential Recordings. Known as “The Voice of the Civil Rights Movement,” this two CD collection celebrates the world’s most fabled “Queen of American Folk Music” by Martin Luther King Jr. himself. Features 40 tracks, including Sany Arno; Joshua; The Gallows Pole; Maybe She; Go; and many more. Chicago Blues. Pub. At $18.95 $11.95

★ CD 2993292 VAN MORRISON: Versatil. Across the 16 tracks collected, Morrison interprets some of the very building blocks of modern music in his utterly unique style. Songs include Broken Record; A Day in the Life; Let’s Let the Blackbird Unchained Melody; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Affirmation; and more. Exile. Pub. At $13.99 $9.95

★ CD 5990708 JOHN WILLIAMS: 500 Years of Guitar. One of the world’s foremost classical guitarists, Williams performs 14 masterful guitar pieces, including Sor, variations on a theme by Mozart, and Barcarolle (Cavatina) by Tansman, the single from the film Deep Forest. Includes singles “Black Magic” and “Come Rain or Come Shine.” Sony Music. $5.95

★ CD 696303X THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: Gold: One of the most popular 1960s groups, this album features singles from their first five albums and was made during 1966-1969. Among the 32 tracks compiled in this two CD set are Monday, Monday; Got to Feelin’ California Dreamin’; Do You Wanna Dance; Dedicated to the One I Love; and more. Geffen. $15.95

★ CD 2995373 BOB DYLAN: Fallen Angels. This 12 track collection captures the iconic style of this legendary performer. Includes Young at Heart; Maybe You’ll Be There; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; All the way; Skylark; Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody’s Gonna Love You Like I Love You; Give Me Five;发表; and more. cupboard. Pub. At $14.95 $9.95

★ CD 2995379 BOB DYLAN: Carnegie Hall Complete 1963. Collects 14 tracks from Dylan’s first proper concert, held on November 4, 1963. Songs include Pretty Peggy-O; In the Pines; Gospel Plow; 1913 Massacre; Backwater Blues; Talking Business; I’m Not Stateside; and more. Cupboard. Pub. At $14.95 $9.95

★ CD 6791832 AMERICAN FOLK: Milestones of a Legend. A snapshot of folk music’s trailblazers, presenting the debut albums of Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul & Mary; the first four LPs by Joan Baez; two LPs by Burl Ives; four LPs by the Kingston Trio; and the first four albums by the Brothers Four. Those works plus the next generation they inspired on 10 CDs, featuring classics from House of the Rising Sun to Lemon Tree. Intense. $24.95

★ CD 6831745 LEONARD COHEN: The Archives. Collection of five broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from Switzerland, 1976; Germany 1979; and Switzerland 1993. Features 67 tracks that include Bird on the Wire; The Partisan; Who by Fire; There Will Come Soft Rains; and more. Six CDs. Broadcast Audience: Pub. At $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 6621388 RAVI SHANKAR: Ragas & Talas + India’s Master Musician. Presents two of Shankar’s earliest albums in their entirety, combining to offer nearly an hour and a half of glorious Indian music, includes all of Raga Indian Aru first issued in 1953; and India’s Master Musician, first issued in 1958, plus five more. Two CDs. Minuet. Pub. At $9.99 $7.95

★ CD 2947578 THE XAVIER CUGAT COLLECTION, 1933-1958. Known as the first bright Cuban-American rhythm into public consciousness in the U.S., Xavier Cugat gets his due in this 30-track collection. Spanning his full career from his earliest 1930s recordings through to the mid-1950s, it includes Lady in Red, Mi Sombrero; Night Must Fall; La Cucuracha; Amor; Rumba Rumba; Cuban Mambo; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. At $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 6908845 LEONARD COHEN: Austin City Limits. This collection brings nine tracks from Cohen’s October 1988 Austin City Limits performance in Austin, Texas. Songs include First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; Ain’t No Cure for Love; The Night Comes Quietly; and more. Ten tracks. All Access. Pub. At $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2821419 BOB DYLAN: Original Album Classics. Collects five albums from the legendary Bob Dylan: Shot of Love; Infidels; Real Live; Dylan & the Dead; and Oh Mercy. Among the songs included: Shoehorned; Confusion; Shooing Star; Shot of Love; Slow Train; I Want You; Where Teardrops Fall; What Good Am I; and more. Five CDs. Columbia. $14.95

★ CD 3691659 MARIO LANZA: All the Things You Are. Showcases Lanza’s mastery of multiple musical genres from popular ballads of the ’50s to 19th century operetta before venturing into Neapolitan and Italian song. Tracks include Volta; Besame Muchí; My Wild Irish Rose; La Bohème; O Soave Fanciulla; and more. Five CDs. Columbia. $14.95

★ CD 3691764 STEPHEN STILLS & DAVID CROSBY: Cowboys for Indians. On February 5, 1967 Still and Nash performed in Austin, Texas at a benefit gig. They both performed dynamic solo sets and then collaborated for the final half hour or so, during which David Lindley joined the duo. This two CD set features the entire performance. Seventeen songs, including Midnight Rider; Treetop Flyer; For Car; Me; and more. Lefteri Media. Pub. At $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 2841207 BOB DYLAN: The Unplugged Rehearsals. Collects 11 tracks from Dylan’s 1994 rehearsal sessions performed for MTV’s Unplugged series. Songs include I Want You; Lightning Bolt; Knocked Out Loaded; Don’t Think Twice, I’m All Right; Haze; and many more. Sonic Boom. Pub. At $14.99 $11.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time Lost; and more.</td>
<td>Access. Pub. At $14.99 $11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CAJUN HOT STUFF, 1926-1940.</td>
<td>Twenty tracks recall a long-lost era of distinctive southern style. Includes Mama, Yonder Come Your Mammy; Léo Delisle &amp; M. Lafleur; Saute Crapaud! by Columbus Frugue; Hackberry Ramblers by Jolle Blinde; Two-Step by Thiobodeaux Boys; Cruise Shooters Hop by Joe Wemer &amp; Ramon Courchene; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>BOB DYLAN: Different in a Good Way.</td>
<td>Twenty tracks recall a long-lost era of distinctive southern style. Includes Mama, Yonder Come Your Mammy; Léo Delisle &amp; M. Lafleur; Saute Crapaud! by Columbus Frugue; Hackberry Ramblers by Jolle Blinde; Two-Step by Thiobodeaux Boys; Cruise Shooters Hop by Joe Wemer &amp; Ramon Courchene; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LEONARD COHEN: The Songs of Leonard Cohen.</td>
<td>Six tracks including Bird on the Wire; The Partisan; Who by Fire; There Will Come Soft Rains; and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>THE LITTLE BOX OF BOSSA NOVA.</td>
<td>Two independent collections make for one great night of that infectious Bossa Nova sound. Includes Joao Gilberto’s The Roots of Bossa Nova, bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD, and Bossa Nova Brasile/Bossa Nova USA, featuring the classic early cuts of Di Ava Telles, Luis Bonfa, and others. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and enter the item number in the search box.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

**CD 6749356 BOB DYLAN: Shelter from a Hard Rain.** The classic 1967 broadcast, featuring live renditions of ten classic tracks. A Hard Folk Ballad in the Wind; Railroad Boy; Deportee; I Pity the Poor Immigrant; Shelter from the Storm; Maggie's Farm; One Too Many Mornings; The Times They Are A-Changin'. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2903769 JONI MITCHELL: Don Juan's Reckless Daughter.** Collects Joni's first six albums recorded between April 27th, 1983, performed at Holland's North Sea Jazz Festival. Twelve tracks include: Coyote; For Free; Big Yellow Taxi; A Case of You; You Turn Me on I'm a Radio; You're So Square; Solid Love; Love; Ladies Man; Don't Interrupt the Rhythm; Refuge of the Roads; and You Dream Flat Tires. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99


**CD 675820 CELIA CRUZ: The Untamed Queen of Salsa.** Celia Cruz was the undisputed queen of Salsa and her 23 gold albums and seven Grammy Awards can attest to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including Yerbo Moderno; Cao Cao; Facundo; Mari Picaro; Desvuelo De Amor; and many more. Not New. $7.95

**CD 2798329 CARLOS SANTANA & JOHN McLAUGHLIN: An Love Supreme.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the International Amphitheater, Chicago, IL, 1973, these 12 tracks include Meditation; The Life Divine; A Love Supreme; I’m Aware of You; Taurian Matador; Let Us Go into the House of the Lord; More. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3690903 BAHAMIAN BALLADS.** Presenting ballads from the Bahamas, native singer André Toussaint brings smooth and soothing Caribbean songs to this 22 track CD. Includes Hand Woman; Goddess Mine Est Es Fidel; Calypsos; Love in Bremen; Bambino; I’attendrai; Cu Cu Ru Cu Pu Paloma; Watermelon Spoolin’; Here I Go Walkin’; Come Closer To Me; Hold ‘m Joe; Granada; and many more. Xanadu of America, Inc. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 6514867 BOB DYLAN: Under the Covers.** This CD collection brings together 20 splendid live covers spanning 30 years, performed by the folk icon. Includes Don’t Start Me Talkin’; Hard Travelin’; Cocaine; and many more. Lord and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6573864 JONI MITCHELL: Live at the Second Fret 1966.** Eighteen acoustic tracks, capturing Joni live at Temple University’s radio station in 1966. The folk-rock favorite performs Little Green; Marcie; London Bridge;ballad with his的工作, 包括与如手 my Brother, South Seas, Bremen; Love in Bremen; Bambino; I’attendrai; Cu Cu Ru Cu Pu Paloma; Watermelon Spoolin’; Here I Go Walkin’; Come Closer To Me; Hold ‘m Joe; Granada; and many more. Xanadu of America, Inc. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 2953390 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Live 1974.** Formed in 1966 and becoming popular all over the world, this English Folk Rock Band, which began as a trio, has embraced an American folk and even blues traditions for their music. Includes Hand Woman; Goddess Mine Est Es Fidel; Calypsos; Love in Bremen; Bambino; I’attendrai; Cu Cu Ru Cu Pu Paloma; Watermelon Spoolin’; Here I Go Walkin’; Come Closer To Me; Hold ‘m Joe; Granada; and many more. Lord and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2805138 CELIA CRUZ: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD compilation focuses on the undisputed “Queen of Salsa,” who set the course for the Salsa and Latin rhythms of the ‘60s and ‘70s. Celia Cruz and her band, Kara’s Funk Blues Brothers, released more than 75 albums and six Grammy Awards in a career spanning the late 1950s to the late 1980s. This collection features tracks like Hoy Hoy in the World; Masmorabe; and Ipidi. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934.** A.P. Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group. The ten albums collected here were released on RCA Victor Records from 1927 to 1934. The Carter Family was an influential group of musicians who helped pioneer country music. Includes tracks like The Lost Sung Year; The Lost Sung Year; The Lost Sung Year; and many more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2702597 NEIL YOUNG: Transitions Impossible.** This three disc, 50 track set features rare broadcast recordings by Neil Young, from live shows he performed in the 1970s and ’80s—his glory years. Track includes Are You Ready for the Country? Ain’t That A Lot of Love; Lookin’ for a Love; Don’t Let It Bring You Down; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5900271 CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS FOLK SONG FAVORITES/SING ALONG WITH CONNIE FRANCIS.** The beguiling Connie Francis applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainstays, including Oh Suzanna; Red River Valley; On Top of Old Smokey; Home on the Range; I Love You Truly; Down in the Valley; Golden Syne; Clementine; And It’s All Played Out; and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6638570 JOHN PRINE: Live at the Singer-Songwriter Festival.** performed live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival in Fribourg, Switzerland. Prine entertains with “17 Classics: Spanish Paint Deadend:” O’Clock News; Picture Show; Sound of the Loneliness; Paradise; Souvenirs; and many more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6880707 CLANNAD: Turas 1980.** Collects twenty tracks from a live concert in Bremen, Germany in 1980, which include Turas Carolan; An Buiinean Buí; Cran Ul; Gathering Mushrooms; Rince Phibd a Cheoil; Two Sisters; The Old Couple; and many more. Two CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 6938070 O’DETTA: The Albums Collection 1954-62.** This substantial 122-track, five CD set provides a comprehensive overview of the first decade or so of her recording career, comprising nine of the albums she released from 1953 to 1962. Tracks include Old Cotton Fields at Home; Payday atCoal Creek; Sail Away Ladies, Sail Away; All the Pretty Little Horses; This Land; Weeping Willow Blues; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6898828 DANIEL O’DONNELL: Simply Daniel.** Collects two original best-selling albums from O’Donnell, the master of country and Irish music, Live, Laugh, Love and Yesterday’s Memories. This two CD set features 30 tracks, including This I Want You; You Walk Through this World With Me; and many. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6791875 CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale.** Presents 212 songs from the 60-plus year career of this international star of stage and screen to track her work, with tracks like C’est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamingo; O Billy Boy; La Vie Me Pousse; Mucho, Mucho; Chanson d’Amour; Malagueña; and many more. Primo. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 5991518 I’LL BE HATIN’ IN HAWAII.** This four CD set contains 105 Hawaiian classics. A superb compilation of the best Hawaiian music for any enthusiast. From beauties of old like Rainbow; Koa; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
**CD 6861318** DANIEL O’DONNELL: Back Home Again. The country and Irish folk icon presents many of his greatest hits on this two-CD collection. Among the 32 tracks compiled are: I Just Wanna Dance with You; Never Ending Song of Love; Back Home Again; Memory Number One; The Boys from County Killybegs; Stand Beside Me; and many more. Also includes a concert DVD. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99

PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 295348X** PHIL OCHS: Live Again! This newly-discovered concert board tape is a welcome addition to Ochs’ slim recorded legacy. Nineteen tracks include The Ballads; Flowers on the Wall; There But for Fortune; Santo Domingo; Pretty Smart on My Part; Pleasures of the Harbor; The Party; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve.


PRICE CUT to $7.95

**CD 6738826** TOM WAITS: The Complete KFPC Folkscene Broadcasts. Two CDs present two KFPC Folkscene collections, highlighting live 1970s performances by the distinctively raspy-voiced musician. Includes On the Wireless (28 tracks) and Fumblin’ on the Radio (20 tracks), featuring renditions of The Ghosts of Saturday Night; Drunk on the Moon; Fumblin’ with the blues and more, plus on-air interviews. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6861288** BOB DYLAN: Blame It on Me. This three-CD collection brings together 17 songs from the folk icon’s live performance in Brazil in January 1990. Includes Subterranean Homesick Blues; Lay Lady Lay; A Woman with Something on Her Mind; You’ve a Long Ways to Go; Now, Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2829356** THE IRISH ROVERS. Sixteen tracks encompass the career of this Irish folk outfit: The Unicorn; Liverpool Loo; The Oranges and the Green; Lily the Pink; Did She Mention My Name; The Irish Rover; Whiskey in the Jar; The Nightingale; Mrs. Chandler’s Boarding House; Winken’, Blinken’ and Nod. Universal Music.

**CD 6758673** PEREZ PRADO: King of Mambo. He may not be a household name outside of Latin music circles, but the dance music pioneer offered two tracks, including mambo-definitely Enjoy 50 classics on two CDs including Mambo Number 5; Cherry Pink & Apple Blossom White Guantanamera; Patricia Quines, Quizes, Quetas; and many more. Not Now Music.

**CD 6648967** THE CLANCY BROTHERS & TOMMY MAKEM: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects sixty hits from these legendary Irish Folk group who introduced Irish folk music to the U.S. in the 60s including Whack Fol the Diddle; The Croppy Boy; Kelly the Boy from Killane; Brennan on the Moor; Whiskey in the Jar; and the Devil; I’ll Tell My Ma. Ballyimenti, and more. Universal Music.

**CD 280557X** TITO PUENTE: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection celebrates the early career of the artist who will forever be remembered as “The King of Latin Music.” Featuring tracks including Ran Kan Kan; Mambolino; Perfidia; Brasil; Yours; Hong Kong Mambo; Saca Tu Mujer; Son Montuno; Acapulco; Velorio; Complication; Bragado; Bonito; and many more. Not Now Music.

**CD 6814859** BOB DYLAN LIFE AND LIFE ONLY! Radio & TV 1961-1965. This 80-song collection is taken from a selection of radio and television appearances by Bob Dylan spanning the years 1961 to 1965. Features songs and interviews from the 1961 folk iconoclast at the Riverside Church in New York, Manhattan, 3 TV appearances on The Ed Sullivan Show, and two TV appearances on The Dick Cavett Show. Among the songs performed are Handsome Molly; Omie Wise; Sally Gall; and many others. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6816377** JIMMY ROSELL: The Best of Neapolitan Songs. Rosell’s voice was among the most beautiful of the 20th century, thrilling millions of fans in a career spanning six decades. This two-CD set collects 22 songs from the iconic Neapolitan artist. Among the songs included are: Vieni, Vieni; Mala Femmena; Guaglione; Passione Ardent; Ceno Catene; and many more. M&R Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6861041** EDITH PIAF: Birthday Edition. Celebrate an immortal French performer with this comprehensive collection credited from her first hit in 1954 to 1962, featuring some of her greatest hits. Includes the entirety of Encores Parisiennes; Mes Grands Succes; La Vie en Rose; Chansons Parisiennes Vol. 1 & 2; Edith Piaf charite Raymond Assol; Les années du BFALP litt indurat; Paf at the Paris Olympia; and more. Ten CDs. Intense.

**CD 6771041** EDITH PIAF: Birthday Edition. Celebrate an immortal French performer with this comprehensive collection credited from her first hit in 1954 to 1962, featuring some of her greatest hits. Includes the entirety of Encores Parisiennes; Mes Grands Succes; La Vie en Rose; Chansons Parisiennes Vol. 1 & 2; Edith Piaf charite Raymond Assol; Les années du BFALP litt indurat; Paf at the Paris Olympia; and more. Ten CDs. Intense.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

CD 6971830 LUIZ BONFA: Six Classic Albums. The sensual music of this Brazilian guitarist and composer, whose musical style is derived from the Brazilian jazz and bossa nova is featured in this four CD 68 track collection of his works. Includes De Cigarro en Cigar; Carnaval de Olem; Brasilia; Old Times; Penny's Farm by Pete Seeger; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.
$39.95

☆ CD 66980477 VIGILANTE MAN: Gems from the Topic Vaults. Drawn from 1954 to 1962, these 40 classics from the independent Topic Records label feature songs from some of the finest folk and acoustic singers of the 20th century. Includes Vindaligante Man by Woody Guthrie, Sally Dog by Ramblin' Jack Elliott; and more. 153 minutes on two CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99
$11.95

CD 66828787 SERGE GAINSBOURG: Avec Amour. Collects three original albums by the noted French pianist–Lettant (10 tracks); Du Chant a La Une! (9 tracks); and No. 2 (8 tracks)-plus 18 bonus tracks featuring the vocals of Elsa Martin, Juliette Greco, Catherine Sauvage and others. Three CDs. Not Now Music.
$49.95

CD 66826699 GEORGES BRASSENS: Bonhomme. Six original albums from this iconic French performer, capturing his musical poetry in one comprehensive set. Includes the entirety of his best–selling albums; Le Vent; Les Sabots d’Hélène; Je me suis fait tout petit; Oncle Archibald; and Le Poinçonneur Des Lilas; La Nuit D’Octobre; Indifferente; Viva de Cigarrro en Cigar; Brasilia; Old Times; and more. A DVD of interviews is also included. Five–forty–five tracks on 3 CDs. Not Now Music.
$39.95

☆ CD 28055377 SERGE GAINSBOURG: The Essential Early Recordings. Every fan of his music should hear this early music of Serge Gainsbourg giving a breathtaking insight into the sheer mastery of his talents. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Le Poinçonneur Des Lilas; La Nuit D’Octobre; Indifferente; Viva; Villa; Judith; Black Trombone; Introitioed Man; and more. Primo.
$11.95

CD 2798603 TOM WAITS: Under the Bridge. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Shoreline Amphitheatre, Mountain View, CA, and for KCRW, Santa Monica, CA in 1996. Two FM tracks and a bonus track. Includes Hold On; Chocolate Jesus; Fall of Troy; Back in the Good Old World; Tango Ty; They’re Sore; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99
$9.95

☆ CD 66575079 INSPIRED BY CANADA/NOTRE PAYS/AMICI CHAMBER ENSEMBLE. This sixteen track collection pays tribute to Canada through song. Tracks include The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise; Le Poinçonneur Des Lilas; En deul: Prélude from African folk music to Mozart. Includes tracks by Marianne on the Wall; Small Blue Thing; Tom’s Jockey; Fall of Troy; Back in the Good Old World; Tango Ty; They’re Sore; and much more. Conducted by Chen Xiangye, two DVDs. Silverwolf. Pub. at $19.99
$7.95

☆ DVD 293244X SPIRITS OF MUSIC, PART I. widescreen. Featuring 18 tracks of superb live versions of Leonard Cohen’s classics in The Live Broadcast Sessions 1965-1993. The show featured in this release was filmed at the legendary night club, Tropicana, celebrated its legendary 50th anniversary. Performance includes Scotch and Soda; Tom Dooley; Reuben James; Hard Travelin’; Stoo John B; and more. 72 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $19.99
$11.95

CD 6691079 LEONARD COHEN’S THREE CARD TRICK. widescreen. Featuring 18 tracks from three historic reissue concerts of Leonard Cohen’s classics. Includes the ground–breaking 1965 performance of Cohen’s classic, Hallelujah. Track comprends Hallelujah; Le Vieux Piano; A Case of You; Un Canadien Errant; Red River Canada through song. Tracks include CHAMBER ENSEMBLE.
$11.95

☆ DVD 29084914 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION. Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs, these classics include works by Massenet, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Chopin, Bach, Brahms, Mozart, Strauss, Rachmaninov, Debussy, Ravel, Dvorak, Mendelssohn, and many more. Time Life Music.
$9.95

☆ DVD 30848922 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace. This two CD set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; In the Broken Vessels; Standing on the Promises; l’Ou je dormant, je veux vous voir; Je Vous aime comme un homme; and more. Time Life Music.
$21.95

$14.95

DVD 3923334 FIESTA CUBANA: Live from the Tropicana. widescreen. Havana’s legendary nightclub, Tropicana, celebrated its seventeenth and its hundredth colorful, glamorous, and entertaining evening’s special guest was the world famous Omara Portuondo. Together with her five man band she offers this selection of songs, Tel vez; Amame como soy; O que sera; Dos gardenias; Yo su aide; and more. 105 minutes. Acomar Media. Pub. at $29.94
$19.95

☆ DVD 3697053 PETE SEEGER LIVE IN AUSTRALIA 1963: Folk Icons. Fullscreen. This beautifully filmed 1963 concert showcases one of the most renowned Early Folk figures in music history. Pete Seeger’s performance on stage in Melbourne after fleeing persecution in his homeland. Featuring performances of the folk legend’s most memorable songs, this program is made even better by a wealth of bonus footage from Seeger’s often eventful Australian TV appearances.
$11.95

☆ DVD 6738666 JONI MITCHELL: Let’s Sing Out. Fullscreen. In her early career, Joni Mitchell secured a regular slot on Oscar Brand’s Let’s Sing Out, a 1960s folk–oriented TV broadcast from university campuses across Canada. These performances are collected here onto one DVD, joining Mitchell’s music with interview clips from over the years. 104 minutes. Go Faster Records.
$14.95

☆ DVD 6807825 THE KINGSTON TRIO AND FRIENDS REUNION, 1982. This historic reunion concert with the original members and hosted by Tommy Smothers is filled with the unique and vibrant sound that millions of Kingston Trio fans have loved for four decades. Performances include Scotch and Soda; Tom Dooley; Reuben James; Hard Travelin’; Stoo John B; and more. 72 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $16.99
$9.95

☆ DVD 30848922 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace. This two CD set offers 101 tracks of popular and familiar hymns including Down by the Riverside; When the Saints Go Marching In; In the Broken Vessels; Standing on the Promises; l’Ou je dormant, je veux vous voir; Je Vous aime comme un homme; and more. Time Life Music.
$21.95
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$19.95

☆ DVD 3697053 PETE SEEGER LIVE IN AUSTRALIA 1963: Folk Icons. Fullscreen. This beautifully filmed 1963 concert showcases one of the most renowned Early Folk figures in music history. Pete Seeger’s performance on stage in Melbourne after fleeing persecution in his homeland. Featuring performances of the folk legend’s most memorable songs, this program is made even better by a wealth of bonus footage from Seeger’s often eventful Australian TV appearances.
$11.95

☆ DVD 6738666 JONI MITCHELL: Let’s Sing Out. Fullscreen. In her early career, Joni Mitchell secured a regular slot on Oscar Brand’s Let’s Sing Out, a 1960s folk–oriented TV broadcast from university campuses across Canada. These performances are collected here onto one DVD, joining Mitchell’s music with interview clips from over the years. 104 minutes. Go Faster Records.
$14.95

☆ DVD 6807825 THE KINGSTON TRIO AND FRIENDS REUNION, 1982. This historic reunion concert with the original members and hosted by Tommy Smothers is filled with the unique and vibrant sound that millions of Kingston Trio fans have loved for four decades. Performances include Scotch and Soda; Tom Dooley; Reuben James; Hard Travelin’; Stoo John B; and more. 72 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $16.99
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**CD 3701662**  
Soul of the '60s: Get Ready. Collects 34 songs from legendary soul artists of the '60s. Tracks include 'Heart and Soul,' 'The Needle and the Damage Done' and 'Bye Bye Love.' B&W and Color. 50 minutes. **$14.95**

**DVD 3906724**  
OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Legends. What makes a country star a legend? Instant recognition on a first name basis like George (Jones) performing White Lightning, or Johnny (Cash) doing Ring of Fire. Here are thirteen other legends performing their hits, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, Loretta Lynn, and more. In Color and B&W. **$14.95**

**CD 396991X**  
JOHN DENVER: The Ultimate Collection. This 19 track collection captures the musical style and the gentle sound of this great performer. Includes Anne's Song; Take Me Home, Country Roads; Rocky Mountain High, Sunshine On My Shoulders; Back Home Again; Thank God I'm a Country Boy; I've Had the Time of My Life; Sweet Lady; Calypso; Fly Away; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 6584918**  
PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62. One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record she released between her debut on Corral, through her final four and thirty years until the end of 1962 - just months before her tragic death. Includes Walkin'/After Midnight; I Fall To Pieces; Crazy; She's Got You; and much more. Three CDs. **$11.95**

**CD 6941206**  
CLASSIC COUNTRY: '80s Love Songs. Eighteen classic hits by stars such as Clint Black, A Better Man; Rosanne Cash, Seven Year Ache; Randy Travis; Tell It To You; The Judds Mam's He's Crazy; Dolly Parton I Will Always Love You; Conway Twitty Somebody's Needin' Somebody; and many others. **$4.95**

**CD 2981025**  
GLEN CAMPBELL: All-Time Favorite Hits. Ten disc chart from the music icon; Gentle on My Mind; The Time I Got To Phoenix; Dreams of the Everyday Housewife; Wichita Lineman; Galveston; Honey Come Back; It's Only Make Believe; Rhinestone Cowboy; You; Year Ache; Love Songs. **$11.95**

**CD 3696863**  
DOLLY PARTON: The Hits. Nineteen tracks bring together the hits that made Dolly the people's choice. Includes: 'Jolene,' 'Here You Come Again; Islands in the Stream, with Kenny Rogers,' 'Coal of Many Colors,' 'Tennessee Homesick Blues,' 'The Bargain Store,' 'Love Is A Wonderful Thing That Makes You Feel Like You're Made For Me,' 'Dolly Parton,' 'Wichita Lineman,' 'Mama's Furnace,' 'The Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs;' and many others. **$7.95**

**CD 584651X**  
HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American music industry in the pre-rock era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases to 1955—including his release of 'I'm Your Huckleberry' and the Difter. Four CDs. **$19.95**

**CD 7615191**  
HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow's hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the top ten hits he had during his career. Four CDs. **$12.95**

**CD 3859966**  
JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels. He is a founding father of country music whose influence is incalculable. Here are 13 tracks from some of his most famous recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes The Soldier's Sweetheart; Train Whistle Blues; Hobo Bill's Last Ride; and several Georgia yodels. **$4.95**

**CD 386991X**  
JOHN DENVER: The Ultimate Collection. This 19 track collection captures the musical style and the gentle sound of this great performer. Includes Anne's Song; Take Me Home, Country Roads; Rocky Mountain High, Sunshine On My Shoulders; Back Home Again; Thank God I'm a Country Boy; I've Had the Time of My Life; Sweet Lady; Calypso; Fly Away; and more. **$7.95**

**CD 584651X**  
HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American music industry in the pre-rock era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases to 1955—including his release of 'I'm Your Huckleberry' and the Difter. Four CDs. **$19.95**
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HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow's hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the top ten hits he had during his career. Four CDs. **$12.95**

**CD 584651X**  
HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American music industry in the pre-rock era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases to 1955—including his release of 'I'm Your Huckleberry' and the Difter. Four CDs. **$19.95**
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HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow's hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the top ten hits he had during his career. Four CDs. **$12.95**
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HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American music industry in the pre-rock era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases to 1955—including his release of 'I'm Your Huckleberry' and the Difter. Four CDs. **$19.95**

**CD 7615191**  
HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow's hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the top ten hits he had during his career. Four CDs. **$12.95**

**CD 584651X**  
HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American music industry in the pre-rock era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases to 1955—including his release of 'I'm Your Huckleberry' and the Difter. Four CDs. **$19.95**

**CD 7615191**  
HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow's hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the top ten hits he had during his career. Four CDs. **$12.95**
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CD 3085031 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin' Down Rockin'—The Last Recordings. Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these final songs with nothing more than his guitar and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings wrote, including Goin’ Down Rockin’; Back of the Ball; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wastin’ Time; and many. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy. Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection. You’re My Kind of Woman; I’ll Find You With; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; All I’m Missing Is You; Don’t You Think It’s Time; Endless Sleep; I’m Getting Too Old. and more. Acrobat. $14.95

CD 2980509 JOHNNY CASH: Cash Hall of Fame Series. Twenty tracks from the Man in Black, including Git Rhythm; Tennessee Flat Top Box; Long Black Veil; Thing Called Love; Ballad of Ira Hayes; Blue Train; I Walk the Line; and many. PolyGram Records. $5.95

$5.95

CD 2862492 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Transmission Impossible. Probably the most consistent country artist of the past 40 years, Emmylou Harris manages to remain a performer today as she ever was. This three-CD set collects 45 tracks, including Born to Run; We’ll Sweep Out the Ashes; Wrecking Ball; Cold, Cold Heart; Diamonds, Cry One More Time; and many more. Pub. at the Beat. $19.99 $14.95

CD 5878624 THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934. Collins 18 classics of early country from the genre’s pre-eminent originators: Wildwood Flower; My Clinch Mountain Home; The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunnyside; I’m Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes; By the Light of the Silvery Moon; Brown the Newsboy; John Henry Was a Daredevil Little Man; Wabash Cannonball; and many. Acrobat. $14.95


CD 5878824 ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country or pop charts over more than two decades. Includes All I Needed Was the Rain; I'm a One-Track Mind; Red Rose at my Feet; and many. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

CD 2900661 REAL COUNTRY LEGENDS: Best Of. Twenty-one tracks of Country Gold, including; Anytime by Eddy Arnold; Penny Candy by Jim Reeves; Back Street Affair by Webb Pierce, Why Baby Why? by George Jones, The Wild Side of Life by Hank Thompson, Goin’ Steady by Faron Young; and You’ve Got the Money I’ve Got the Time by Lefty Frizzell. TGG. Pub. at $12.98

CD 5879043 ROY RODGERS: Ride Ranger Ride. The multi-talented western icon gives us 21 of the tracks that helped make him a household name. Old Cowhand; You Waited Too Long; The Hills of Old Wyoming; Chapelin the Valley; Ranger Ride Ranger; Moonlight in the Prairie; Don’t Fence Me In, Hi Ho Silver; and many. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 100180 THE JOHNNY HOFFMAN SINGLE COLLECTION 1950-60. The 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K. The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; Hokum to Luka; Yellow One Hand Me; Arizona; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2981122 PATSY CLINE: Live at the Opry. To this day, Cline remains one of country music’s biggest stars. This CD collects 12 songs, including A Church, a Courthoom, and Then Goodbye; I’ve Loved and Lost Again; Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; She’s Got You; Crazy; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2990819 THE BEST OF PATSY CLINE, VOL. 2: The Millennium Collection. Collects 13 hits from a true legend of country music. Songs include Blue Moon of Kentucky; Crazy; She’s Got You; Sweet Dreams; Walkin’ After Midnight; Back in Baby’s Arms; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 333292X GEORGE JONES: Complete Collection 1960-1962. One of classic country’s greatest is highlighted in this extensive set, bringing together nine essential albums from his heyday. An astounding 130 tracks in all, it includes the entirety of The Golden Glove; Prince of Country Music; Salutes Hank Williams; Duets Country Style; Homecoming in Heaven; My Favorites of Hank Williams; The Fabulous Country Music Sound of George Jones; Sings Bob Wills; and more. Four CDs. Enlighten. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2891532 THE JIMMY WAKELY COLLECTION 1940-53. Wakely was one of the last of the “singing cowboys,” personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD, 84 track set comprises hits sides for Decca and Capitol, including One Has My Name (the Other has my Heart); I Love You So Much it Hurts; Sippin’ Around; and many more. Acrobat. $19.99 $14.95

CD 3696639 CLODROCKS COUNTRY LEGENDS SERIES. CD 2805243 FLOYD TILLMAN: The Essential Recordings. A pionerner of both the Western Swing and Honky Tonk sound, Tillman was one of the first Country artists to write Pop crossover hits. This two CD collection, includes Each Night at Nine; Gone; Some Other World; Sippin’ Around; I Don’t Care Anymore; I Love You Just As You Are; and more! Primo. $6.95

CD 2891430 THE HIGHWAYMEN: On the Road Again. Super Group is a fitting love for the music legends: Johnny Cash, Kris Kristofferson, Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings. This collection 17 songs from a performance recorded in April 1992 in Scotland. Tracks include Don’t the Night Move Me; Blue Moon of Kentucky; A Song Proud; We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and many. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 5878802 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye. Drawn from the Montreal sessions, recorded between 1937 and 1943, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great. Snow’s first recordings include Lonesome Blue Yodel;筒here Was Then a Polk Yodel Like You; My Little Swiss Maiden; Someday You’ll Care; We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and many. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 6941285 GEORGE JONES: Heartaches and Hangovers. Collects songs that make him a household name: Great George Jones including Swinging Doors; Burn Another Honky Tonk Down; Heartaches and Hangovers; Mama, Take Me Home; Feeling single, Seeing Double; World of Forgotten People; I Lost You; The Honky Tonk Don’t Care; and many more! Primo. $4.95


CD 3702502 TRUCK STOP. The songs and artists in this album are typical of the musical talents found working the "rounds of the road," as they travel and unwind at truck stops across America. Ten tracks, including Sleeper Cab Blues; Pinball Machine; Needle of Lionn; Wheels a Turning by The Willis Brothers; and many! Standart Records. $4.95

CD 5993255 THE TENNESSEE ERMIE PELLETT COLLECTION. 50 tracks bring together every A and B side that Ernie released from his 1951 debut through 1962, featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the UK. Mule Train; Shotgun Thompson; I'm Gonna Sit Right Down and Write a Song; and many. Crockett; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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**CD 5942853 GENNERT OLD TIME MUSIC:** Classic Country Recordings 1927-1934. Venture back to a time when country and gospel was just "being developed" with this huge set of remastered classics. Four CDs and nearly 100 tracks bring together important contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin' Doc Roberts, John D. Fowler, Jimbo, Ted Chestnut, Byrd Moore, and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6941303 HANK WILLIAMS: The Greatest Hits Live, Volume 1.** Collects eleven of Williams' greatest hits, some from live recordings including Cold, Cold Heart, The Funeral, Country Garden, Hank and the Drifting Cowboys, I Can't Help It (If I'm Still in Love with You), Half As Much; Moinin' the Blues; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; You're Gonna Change; From Jerusalem to New San Antonio Rose; Smoke on the Water; and more. Seventeen tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6953877 THE HANK WILLIAMS STORY.** Features a 23 track spoken word biography, two CDs and a 2 CD collection of sixty music tracks including Calling You; Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); I'm a Long Gone Daddy; Calling You; A Tramp on the Street; and more. Also contains an informative booklet about the group. RWA. Pub. at $42.99 $29.95

**CD 2981191 TRACE ADKINS: The Millennium Collection.** Collects 10 tracks from the country star, including Rough & Ready; (This Ain 't) No Think in' Thing; You're Gonna Miss This; I'm Tryin'; and more. Four CDs in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 3702413 CONFEDERATE RAILROAD: Notorious.** The southern country rock band's second album collects 10 songs, including Daddy Never was the Cadillac Kind; Elvis and Andy: Summer in Dixie; I'm Just a Redneck, Boy; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95


**CD 5297365 BOBBY HELMS: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** A '50s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over onto the pop charts, Helms is highlighted in 52 tracks, including Wrecking Ball, Parachute Joey and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**CD 2953617 THE LOUVIN BROTHERS COLLECTION 1949-62.** Over 50 tracks capture the short-lived but prolific career of this influential country/gospel duo, celebrated for their songs and styles. Their roles include mandolin, guitar, and melodic vocals. Includes classic tracks Cash on the Barrelhead; The Great Fiddle Music; I'll Have a New Life. Four CDs. Acoustic. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 2957649 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions.** Includes all of Bill Monroe's recording sessions from 1950 and 1951, when the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted from their time to ours. This 5 CD, 181 track collection includes Blue Grass Ramble; Raw Hide; Poison Love; Cabin of Love; and more. Also contains an informative booklet about the group. RWA. Pub. at $42.99 $29.95

**CD 6848664 JOHNNY CASH: 100 Hits.** From the Man in Black, Who's Been Good to Me, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**CD 2947404 DON GIBSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1952-62.** The influential country singer and songwriter is at his best in this 58-track selection, bringing together some of his most memorable favorites as I'm Just a Redneck, Boy; You Make It Easy For Me; and more. RWA. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**CD 5760704 THE BOB WILLS & HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50.** The ensemble played at New York's legendary Bottom Line club, a gig that was recorded for live FM broadcast. This CD collects 16 tracks, including Wrecking Ball, Parachute Joey and many more. Two CDs. Acoustic. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 3907072 TANYA TUCKER: My Turn.** From one of the greatest country music voices comes these twelve tracks that include Wine Me Up; Lovin' Blues; Love's Gonna Live Here; Crazy Arms; The Man I Love; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5664285 GEORGE JONES: Ten Classic LPs.** This four CD collection celebrates the exemplary career of one of country music's great composers and performers extraordinary career. Bringing together ten original albums and a host of non-album singles these 135 tracks include a duet with Marva. Love Me; The Last Day; That's All I Need; Feelin' Single, Seein' Double; Coat of Many Colors; and more. Four CDs. Acoustic. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**CD 6674240 EMMYLOU HARRIS and THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels.** In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock influences on this track with the masterful Blue Grass Boys; Cash on the Barrelhead; That's All It Took; Feelin' Single, Seein' Double; Coat of Many Colors; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2862965 JERRY BYRD: Jerry's Expedition.** This CD collects 30 tracks from the lap steel master, including Steelin' The Blues; Maui Chimes; Byrd's Boogie; St. Louis Blues; Texas Playboy Rag, Byrd's Expedition; Blue Grass; and many more. RWA. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**CD 2953670 JILL BRYSON: Collection 1949-62.** Over 50 tracks capture the short-lived but prolific career of this influential country/gospel duo, celebrated for their songs and styles. Their roles include mandolin, guitar, and melodic vocals. Includes classic tracks Cash on the Barrelhead; The Great Fiddle Music; I'll Have a New Life. Four CDs. Acoustic. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 2853117 GEORGE JONES: The Millennium Collection.** This CD of 10 songs provides a wonderful sampling of this country legend's illustrious career, including She Thinks I Still Care; The Race Is On, A Girl I Used To Know; Not What I Had in Mind; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 6820670 MARLEYS GRASS.** Bob Marley's most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Three Little Birds; No Woman, No Cry; Could You Be Loved; Easy Skanking; I Shot the Sheriff; Get up, Stand up; Redemption Song; Live a Little, and more. Synergy. $4.95

**CD 6992307 WILLIE NELSON: At the Boarding House.** Nelson performed a dynamic show at San Francisco's Boarding House on June 7th, 1975. A show consisting of tunes from his recent albums, plus a number of well-chosen covers. Songs include Shotgun Willie; Funny How Time Slips Away/Crazy Night Life; Woman, Goddamn Me; and more. Seventeen tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2888408 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions.** Includes all of Bill Monroe's recording sessions from 1950 and 1951, when the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its zenith and whose influence has lasted from their time to ours. This 5 CD, 181 track collection includes Blue Grass Ramble; Raw Hide; Poison Love; Cabin of Love; and more. Also contains an informative booklet about the group. RWA. Pub. at $42.99 $29.95

**CD 3702456 JERRY RIVERS: Stories: Country and Great Fiddle Music.** The entertaining overview of this country/gospel duo details their songs and includes mandolin, guitar, and melodic vocals. Includes classic tracks Cash on the Barrelhead; The Great Fiddle Music; I'll Have a New Life. Four CDs. Acoustic. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 6280670 MARLEY GRAS.** Bob Marley’s most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Three Little Birds; No Woman, No Cry; Could You Be Loved; Easy Skanking; I Shot the Sheriff; Get up, Stand up; Redemption Song; Live a Little, and more. Synergy. $4.95
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**CD 6908926** SHE'S SELLING WHAT SHE USED TO GIVE AWAY. Collects 28 risque hillbilly songs from the '30s, including Frankie and the Drifters’ “No Love from My Baby.” When Lulu’s Gone by Bang Boys; Red Nighttime Blues by Jimmie Davis; Nobody’s Business by Riley Puckett; Feels Good by Hartman’s Heartbreakers; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 2817551** JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim and Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label, and this box set highlights the first eight releases they created on Old Dominion during the '70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16-page LP-sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $35.99. $27.95.


**CD 2784433** THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1962. This 110-track, four CD collection is the greatest hits of 1962. Includes Walk On By by Leroy Van Dyke; You’re the Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometimes I’m Tempted by Marty Robbins; Old Rivers by Walter Brennan; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King; Adios by Jackie Wilson; Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou; Four Walls; He’ll Have to Go; and My Heart’s like a Welcoming Committee. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

**CD 6908022** JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950 and 1960 years, plus selected titles from albums: Conway Twitty Sings; Saturday Night with Conway Twitty; Lonely Blue Boy; The Rock & Roll Story; Conway Twitty Tough; and Portrait of a Fool. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 6858848** THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Original Greatest Hits. This collection presents all 15 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include I’ll Be Yours; Duets, Trying to Love Two Women; Love Song; American Made; Bobby Sue; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. $11.95.

**CD 6896278** HANK WILLIAMS: The Hits...Like Never Before. Collects 15 songs from the country music icon, including Cold, Cold Heart; Move It On Over; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; Hey, Good Lookin’; Lovesick Blues; I Saw the Light; and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95.

**CD 6961436** THE GEORGE MORGAN SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62. A country singer from Tennessee, Morgan was compared to A country singer from Tennessee, Morgan was compared to Dean Martin and Rick Nelson, the Sons of Kake Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Stone Wall Jackson; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

**CD 5583338** MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME. Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Rick Nelson; The Sons of Kake Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by Stone Wall Jackson; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 3567723** WEBB PIERCE: The Complete US Country Hits 1952-62. One of the most successful country artists during the 1950s, Webb Pierce scored more country No. 1’s during the decade than any other artist. Collected here are all 63 of his records, both A and B side, that made an appearance on the charts during that remarkable decade, from Wondering and The Last Waltz to Souer of Lower. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

**CD 2925711** JIM HUSKY: The Singles Collection 1951-62. The prolific country hit-maker of the ‘50s and ‘60s is revisted across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like A Dear John Letter (with Jean Shepard); Gone; Wings of a Dove; I Feel Better All Over; Little Tom; A Fallen Star; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95.

**CD 292580X** THE CONWAY TWITTY COLLECTION 1957-62. Sixty-two tracks comprised from the A & B sides of all his singles from the 1950s and 1960s. Includes albums: Conway Twitty Sings; Saturday Night with Conway Twitty; Lonely Blue Boy; The Rock & Roll Story; Conway Twitty Tough; and Portrait of a Fool. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 2820145** STONEWALL JACKSON: The Complete Releases 1957-62. This 44 track set comprises the A & B sides of all his singles during this era, plus all the titles from his first two albums: The Dynamic Stone; and The Saddest Song. The collection features 14 country and pop chart entries including the number one Waterloo and Life to Go; Why I’m Walkin’; A Wound Time Can’t Erase; Leona; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

**CD 2820101** ROY ACUFF: The Early Albums Collection. This four CD set comprising 113 tracks feature ten of Acuff’s early albums including Old Time Barn Dance; Songs of the Smoky Mountains; Hymns; The Great Speckled Bird; Once More It’s Roy Acuff; That Glory Bound Train; King of Country Music; The World’s His Stage; Star of the Grand Ole Opry; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

**CD 6879999** EMMYLOU HARRIS: The Cincinnati Kid. The singer-songwriter brings her folk and country stylings to Cincinnati, Ohio, with this 1985 concert at The Taft Theatre. Sixteen tracks include I’m Moving Out; Just a Little Bit; I’ll Be There; O Holy Night; The Ballad of Sally Rose; Save the Last Dance for Me; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.

**CD 2959887** LEROY VAN DYKE: The Complete Releases 1956-62. This 42 track two CD set focuses on the early years of Van Dyke’s career, and comprises the band’s biggest hits. Tracks include I’ll Be Your Fool; The Streets of Laredo; Golden Years; Goodnight; I’ll Be Your Fool; and many more. Mercury labels from his 1956 debut through to the end of 1962. Songs include Walk On By; Black Cloud; Big Man in a Big House; If a Woman Answers; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

**CD 2944741** MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete US Hits, 1952-62. Comprises 34 of Robbins’ Mercury hits that defined his career. Tracks include: I’ll Go On Alone; Pretty Words; I Can’t Quit; Stairway of Love; She Was Only Seventeen; Ain’t the One Lucky One; Ruby Ann; Ain’t That the Boogie Life Songs of the Smoky Mountains; Hymns; The Great Speckled Bird; Once More It’s Roy Acuff; That Glory Bound Train; King of Country Music; The World’s His Stage; Star of the Grand Ole Opry; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95.

**CD 2837808** PORTER WAGONER: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Comprises every A and B side from the 35 singles released by Wagoner over the course of a decade, including country hits like A Satisfied Mind; Misery Loves Company; Company’s Comin’; Eat, Drink and Be Merry; What Would You Do?; Your Old Love Letters; and many more. Porter Wagoner. Pub. at $12.95.
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CD 292744 THE HANK LOCKLIN SINGLES COLLECTION, 1948-62. Nearly 60 tracks highlight Locklin's output of singles over the first 15 years of his career, including country and pop hits like Send Me the Pillow (That You Dream On); Let Me Be the One; From Here to There to You; Gosh, Girl! It's a Little More. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 5923204 RAY PAYCE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the first decade of Payce's remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Arms; My Shoes Keep Walking Back to You; City Lights; The Same Old Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2937441 MACK'S TEXAS HILLBILLY. Presents a 15-track selection of the best of the Macy label's country and hillbilly releases, including Sittin' on the Doorstep by Woody Carter and His Hooten Boys; I've Never Been So Blue by Jim Reeves; Tennessee by Ramblin' Tommy Blues by Art Gunn and His Arizona Playboys; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 5608379 GLEN CAMPBELL: Love & Live. Enjoying over fifty years as a successful solo performer, Campbell was one of the biggest stars of country music of all time and this collection gathers fabulous performances of some of his biggest hits including Without You; What a Wonderful World; Rhinestone Cowboy; By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Galveston; Victoria Lurienne; and more. Thirty-track set on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2937301 COUNTRY SWINGTIME. This 18-track collection of Western Swing or Country Swing includes Take Me Back To Tulsa by Bob Wills & His Texas Playboys; Panhandle Shuffle by the East of the West, Hot As I Am by Saddle Tramps; Reno Street Blues by Hi-Flyers; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

CD 2935228 SHANIA NOW. This is the fifth studio album from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Collects 15 tracks, including Life's About to Get Good; Swingin' with My Eyes Closed; Who's Gonna Be Your Girl; We Got Somethin' That They Don't. Mercury. $16.95

CD 2985918 THE GEORGE HAMILTON IV COLLECTION 1956-62. This 58 track two-CD set comprises almost all the A & B sides of Hamilton's singles during this era for Colonial, ABC-Paramount and RCA. Songs include Before this Ends; There's Something That You Don't Know; I Ain't Gonna Tell You; I Will Miss You When You Go; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2685737 KITTY WELLS: THE COMPLETE COUNTRY HITS 1952-62. Comprises every record by Kitty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides of all the chart hits. Over sixty tracks recorded from 1952-1962. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

CD 2855434 GOOD OLD BOYS LIVE: Drink Up & Go Home. Frank Wakefield, David Nelson, Brantley Kearns, Pat Campbell and Jerry Garcia formed the Good Old Boys for this February, 1975 live period album. Includes Ashes of Love; Lonesome Road Blues; Long Gone; Pistol Packing Mama; and more. Collects 24 tracks on two CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6686079 ANITA CARTER: Ring of Fire. The youngest of the Carter Sisters, Anita goes solo for this collection of hits, all recorded between 1962 and 1964: (Love's) Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Saturn's Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; A Few Short Years Ago; Running Back to You; My Love, No; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $23.99 $13.95

CD 6690906 THE FARON YOUNG COLLECTION, 1951-62. One of the country's sharpest country crooners to come to prominence in the early 1950s at the height of honky tonk, Faron Young's well-loved '50s hits are presented in this two-CD set. Sixty tracks comprise all A sides and selected B sides from a decade of releases, including Live Like I Love You; I Used to Love You; One for the Country, Me and Hello Walls. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2570878 JOHNNY PAYCHECK: Greatest Hits. This collection features 11 tracks from the man who changed how country music is sung! Tracks include Take This Job and Shove It; She's All I Got; Slip Off Your Satin Sheets; Motel Motel Motel Again; For a Minute There; Song and Sadness; You've Got a Lot of Shufflin' On Your Mind; I'm Gonna Get Even With You; I Love You; I'm Gonna Do It Again; Sinful Heart; Funnel of Love; Let My Love Walk In; The Greatest Actor; You Bug Me Bad; One Teardrop at a Time; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 5749534 THE GEORGE HAMILTON IV COLLECTION 1956-62. This great value 58 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of all this country singer's singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period. Tracks include I'll Be-Lover Country Style; That's the Way I Loved You; I Cried Again; Sinful Heart; Funnel of Love; Let My Love Walk In; The Greatest Actor; You Bug Me Bad; One Teardrop at a Time; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 279862X WANDA JACKSON: THE COMPLETE SINGLES AS & BS 1954-62. This great value 58 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of all this country singer’s singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period. Tracks include Love Me; Hound Dog Blues; Tell Me; Saddle Tramps; Sinking in the Lonesome Sea; East Virginia Blues; Jealous Hearted Me; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2820242 YOUR CHEATIN' HEART: Classic Country Hits. This essential collection of 75 tracks of classic country performed by the original artists includes 'I'm Cheatin' Heart' by Hank Williams; I Love You So Much It Hurts by Jimmy Wakely; I Don't Hurt Anymore by Hank Snow; Jealous Heart by Tex Ritter; Anytime by Eddy Arnold; Wabash Cannonball by Roy Acuff; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2927373 CARL SMITH: THE COMPLETE US HITS, 1951-62. This 50-track set comprises all the entries in the U.S. country and pop charts which Carl Smith scored from his chart debut in 1951 through the decade that followed, including a remarkable run of 21 tracks with consecutive singles during the '50s and a total of thirty Top 10 hits. Two Acobats. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 5796577 THE SLIM WHITMAN COLLECTION, 1951-62. Notable for his inimitable voice and yodeling ability, country star Slim Whitman was in a class of his own. This valuable 52-track collection offers up several of his chart hits, including classics like Indian Love Call; Secret Love; Who Made You Cry; and more. Two Acobats. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 668515X THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941. Experience the later years of the family's career in American music which was an astounding 129 tracks. Over six hours of vintage music in all, it includes some of the Carter's most memorable recordings, and more. Ten tracks. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99


CD 5941273 GEORGE JONES: Mister & Mister and Western Music. A collection of 14 tracks from his countless releases, including I Just Lost My Favorite Girl; What's Bad for You Is Good for Me; Don't You Ever Get Tired; How Proud I Would Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone To Pieces; and more. TIME LIFE.
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★ CD 655973 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974. Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast locally in Nashville, this FM broadcast collects a roll call of their array of favorites by the country-rock group: Foggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Rave On; Honky Tonk’in; Cosmic Cowboy; The Fishin’ Gang; Wilkin’ Shoes; Flinthill Special; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99
   $11.95
★ CD 6686273 HOMER & JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROCK ’N ROLL ERA. The forerunners of song parody, country music jokesters Homer Haynes and Jethro Burns offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock hits of their time. Thirty-six tracks include parodies like Howl Dawg (multiple takes), Two Tone Shoes; Milk-Aged Teenager; At the Flop; a tribute to Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99
   $18.95
★ CD 6675905 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 12-track set covers how it happened, song by song, Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, Charlie Monroe and other influencers, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; Some Pogy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs, JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
   $21.95
★ CD 6940846 THE CHET ATKINS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-62. This 59-track, two CD collection focuses on Atkins’ work as a recording artist, covering a period more than a decade and a half. Tracks include Canneled Heat; I Know When I’m Blue; Barber Ship Rag; Spanish Fandango; Hangover Blues; Mr. Sandman; Windy and Warm; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
   $12.95
★ CD 593689 HANK THOMPSON & HIS 5 RODGERS: Complete Mercury & Columbia Singles As & Bs 1955-62. This 59-track, five CD set compiles some six years’ worth of classic material from this American great. “The Father of Country Music” entertains with over 100 tracks including his first hit, Fiddler’s Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I’m Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
   $21.95
★ CD 5963424 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1950. These 120 tracks comprise a lavishly documented album that according to Billboard’s Country & Western chart for the year, including notable numbers from stars like Eddy Arnold, Webb Pierce, Ray Price, Kitty Wells, Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins, Everly Brothers, Jerry Lee Lewis, Marty Robbins, Jimmie Rodgers, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
   $17.95
★ CD 2870851 JIMMY DEAN: Complete Mercury & Columbia Singles As & Bs 1955-62. He was a country singer, radio and TV personality and actor and this two CD collection celebrates his long and illustrious career. The 51 tracks include hits like False Pride; Hello Mr. Blues; Freight Train Blues; What This Old World Needs; A Fool in Love; Love Me So I’ll Know; My Heart is an Open Book; Weekend Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
   $12.95
   $17.95
★ CD 3567052 EDDY ARNOLD: The Complete Columbia Singles 1945-62. Seventy-seven tracks bring together every A and B side that Eddy charted in either the Country or Pop charts from his 1945 debut through to 1962, almost all of them making the Top 15. It’s a feat of narrative country that traces Eddy’s astonishing progression from the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the late ’50s and beyond. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99
   $14.95
★ CD 6896774 DEBBY BOONE: You Light Up My Life. Collects 12 tracks from the multimillion-selling plus 13 bonus tracks from The Boone Girls. Songs include You Light Up My Life; When the Lovelight Starts Shining; A Rock and Roll Song; He’s a Rebel; My Guy; Please Mr. Postman, and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.95
   $13.95
★ CD 6674100 BONNIE RAITT: Same Old Love. Recorded live at the Orpheum Theatre in Minneapolis, this FM broadcast features Raitt’s best in performances of Baby, I Love You; I Thank You; Sugar Mama; Three Time Loser; The Swag; Angel from Montgomery; Give It Up (Or Let Me Die) and many more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99
   $11.95
★ CD 6675921 GID TANNER AND THE SKILLET LICKERS. Featuring Riley Puckett, Clayton McMichen, Lowe Stokes and others, here are 100 vintage tracks by “Old Timey’s Favorite Band”, remastered for a new audience. Includes renditions of Rock That Cradle Lucy; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Cripple Creek; Bully of the House; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
   $21.95
★ CD 2942992 DARBY & TARTLON: Ooze It Up To Me. Embracing the style of rural blues singers, Darby and Tartlon recorded scores of great country tracks in the 20s and 30s, many of which are presented in this heady collection. Twenty-three tracks from their albums take); Includes renditions of Rock That Cradle Lucy; Bonaparte’s Retreat; Cripple Creek; Bully of the House; and more. Three CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
   $21.95
★ CD 6744764 BILL MONROE: Selected Sides 1950-1959. Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Know When I’m Blue and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99
   $11.95
★ CD 6744766 JOHNNY CASH: A Lone Star State of Mind. This two CD collection takes the full broadcast of a remarkable performance by Cash in Austin, Texas on December 8, 1994. Among the 26 tracks included are: Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; Rocking Chair; For A民主党 ‘Comin’; Man in Black; A Boy Named Sue; and many more. Twenty-six tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99
   $11.95
★ CD 2841401 SLEEPY LAEBEF: Tomorrow Never Comes. This album reflects Sleepy’s never-dying love of hardcore country. Songs include Detour; Too Much Monkey Business; Tomorrow Never Comes; The Blues Come Around; Low Down Dog; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $28.99
   $21.95
★ CD 2937392 HANK THOMPSON & HIS BRAZOS VALLEY BOYS: Swing Wide Your Gate of Love. Twenty-five tracks of country classics by Thompson and his two CD collection features the full broadcast of a remarkable performance by Cash in Austin, Texas on December 8, 1994. Among the 26 tracks included are: Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; Rocking Chair; For A 民民主党 ‘Comin’; Man in Black; A Boy Named Sue; and many more. Twenty-six tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99
   $11.95
★ CD 2935309 THE JIMMIE DAVIS COLLECTION 1929-47. Selection of 33 classics by this country music legend, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Includes renditions of Oh! Papa; My Girl; It’s All Right to Me; One More Night; I’m Lonesome Tonight; It’s A Long Way From Home; I’m Gonna Get Over You; Three Times Lucky; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $28.99
   $21.95
★ CD 287256X THE MITCHELL TOROK COLLECTION. 1949-60. A collection of classics by the ‘50s country star. Includes I’ll Get My Love’ Somewhere Else Daddy; Too Late Now; Red Light, Green Light; I Wish I was a Little Bit Younger (and Knew What I Know Now); Let’s Go To The Ball; Black Boys 1947; Drop It; Red Light, Green Light; You’re Fooling Me; I’m Gonna Get Over You; You’re Templing Me; and more. Thirty-one tracks. M.C. Records. Pub. at $14.99
   $9.95
★ CD 2871092 TEXAS HILLBILLIES. Ninety three instrumentalists and songs providing a glimpse into the string band music performance of Texas’ hillbilly musicians. This four CD collection includes tracks like Lonely Cowboy by Arthur Miles; Chicken in the Garden by Hugh Roden and Toy Rogers; Far in the Mountain by Red Headed Stranger; and more. Twenty-eight tracks. Sutra. Pub. at $26.99
   $19.95
★ CD 2953366 EPIC AMERICANA: Pre-War Blues, Country & Folk. A 78 track anthology of pre-war music featuring 25 tracks of Blues: Crazy Blues; Rambler Blues; Pony Blues; and more. Twenty-six tracks of Country: Arkansas Traveler; Dancing Coral; Blue Railroad Train; and more, and 27 tracks of Folk songs: The House Carpenter; Quit Stoppin’ Me; and more. Twenty-six tracks. Freshwater Music. Pub. at $28.99
   $21.95
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<td><strong>CD 2981009 GEORGE CANYON: Classics.</strong> Compiles 13 tracks from the Canadian country singer, including Ring of Fire; Seven Spanish Angels; My Best Friend; Good Ole' Boys; Good Hearted Woman and more.</td>
<td>Universal.</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 2874474 MAC DAVIS: Greatest Hits.</strong> This ten track collection showcases the very best of Mac Davis. Includes Standing in the Need of Love; Hey Monkey; Looking at Linda; Poor Lover; Cotton Candy I Like the Other; Boys Ain’t Supposed to Cry; Be a Good Little Girl While I’m Gone; Don’t Say No; and more!</td>
<td>Work. Classic World Productions.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 666464X ROY ACUFF: The King of Country Music.</strong> Acuff proves his right to the country throne with nearly 60 vintage tracks including Tied Down; What Will I Do; Is It Love or Is It Lies; Lonesome Joe; Sweep Around Your Own Back Door; Don’t Say Goodbye; A Heart That’s Not Your Own; and more.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 282003X LEFTY FRIZZELL: An Article from Life.</strong> This ultimate boxed collection of one of the greatest songwriters and singers in country music includes 264-page, hard cover volume spanning all of Frizzell’s career; a twenty CD set with 365 tracks–every 78, 45, and LP–from his entire career, along with Lefty’s audio biography, on 8 of the CDs; plus over one hundred non-classic recordings.</td>
<td>Bear Family Records.</td>
<td>$224.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 3861551 GENN BRITT: Chronicle–Friends and Music.</strong> Collects 16 beautiful songs performed by Britt and some of her closest friends, including Over and Over Again; I Won’t Go On Without You; Gardiner’s Lament; Runaway Train; On and On; Big Country; Looking for the Good Life; and so much more!</td>
<td>Pinecastle Records.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6962971 HANK WILLIAMS: Gold.</strong> Williams is unquestionably the first superstar of country music and to this day new fans continue to discover his music. The 42 tracks collected here include Hey Good Lookin’; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Cold, Cold Heart; January 28, 1949; and many more!</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6700802 JOHNNY CASH: Essential Original Albums.</strong> Six complete albums by The Man in Black: Ride This Train; Now, There Was a Song!; The Sound of Johnny Cash; Hymns from the Heart; Songs of Our Soil; and Hymns by Johnny Cash. Filled with classics like Seasons of My Heart; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; Mr. Lonesome; Lead Me Gently Home; and more.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 5897173 KINKY FRIEDMAN: They Ain’t Making Jews Like Jesus Anymore.</strong> Friedman captures the subtle, satirical blend of humor and musicality makes this 25-track collection a true joy. The title track is joined by Rapid City South Dakota; Popeye the Sailor Man; Homo Erectus; Before All Heeds Loose; Sold American; Arab the Arab; and much more.</td>
<td>Bear Family Records.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 69719X GLEN CAMPBELL: Live in Japan.</strong> This country superstar is at the peak of his powers in this 1975 concert that was recorded and previously only released in Japan! He pulls favorites from his vast recorded songbook while displaying his usual unerring taste in covers. Enjoy 13 live tracks, including Lovelight; Salveston; Amazing Grace; and more!</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6941257 GEORGE JONES: 40 Years of Dusts.</strong> This twenty track CD features the many duets recorded by the mercurial voice in country music including Yearning with Jeanette Hicks; Flame in My Heart with Virginia Spurlock; Waltz of the Angels with Margie Singleton; We’re Gonna Hold On With Tammy Wynette; a Few Ole Real Gone Music.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6997117 CHET ATKINS: Eight Classic Albums.</strong> This four CD set captures the Nashville sound of Chet Atkins on 90 tracks, includes Third Man Theme; St. Louis Blues; Lover Come Back to Me; South; Back Home Again In Indiana; Alabama Jubilee; Swedish Rhapsody; Liza; and more!</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6820689 YOUNG GRASS.</strong> Thirteen of Neil Young’s rockin classics get a charming Bluegrass twist in this Grass Series collection. Includes instrumental renditions of Some Other Time; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Long You May Run; Heart of Gold; Cowgirl in the Sand; Looking for more.</td>
<td>Pinecastle Records.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6940940 CHET ATKINS: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.</strong> Collects thirty-six tracks known as “Masters of Music.” Includes classics like Mister Sandman; Gallopin’ Guitar; Country Gentleman; More.</td>
<td>Goldies.</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6767988 TENNESSEE FORD: Songs of the Civil War.</strong> Presents sides of Ford’s concept album series, collecting all 12 tracks of Civil War Songs of the South and all 12 of Civil War Songs of the North. Take a journey into American history with his takes on Stonewall Jackson’s Way; Dixie; The Army of the Free; The Girl I Left Behind Me; and more.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 2805399 LONNIE DONEGAN: The Essential Recordings.</strong> Before Elvis invaded UK’s chart, Lennie Donegan and his band, cranked that first introduced a whole generation to American Blues, Country and Folk songs. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Lonnie Donegan; Laugh, Laugh; Introducing Lonnie Donegan; You Can’t Teach a Dog; Lorelei; San Miguel; Dead or Alive; Lost John; and more!</td>
<td>Primo.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6848796 CHARLES LEE GUY: III: The Prisoner’s Dilemma.</strong> This collection of 17 tracks was recorded in December 1962 in a small auditorium in the Vacaville California State Prison. Includes The Prisoner’s Dilemma; Folsom Prison Blues; Twenty One Years; Send a Picture to My Mother; Cold Gray Bars; The Wall; and many more.</td>
<td>Bear Family Records.</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6938339 BORROWED TYME BAND.</strong> A debut album from an up and coming Indiana based Bluegrass band with twelve tracks that include Little Bessie; Sara; One Man Tyme; My Time Will Come; That describes Slim’s breakthrough hit Need of Love; Hey Good Lookin’; Losing You Blues; Since I Laid My Head Down; Love Has No Pride; and more!</td>
<td>Pinecastle Records.</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6997359 SISTER SADIE II.</strong> An inspiring musical collaboration bringing together some of the best women that bluegrass music has ever claimed. Enjoy 12 excellent tracks including Lookin’ You Blue; Since I Laid My Head Down; Love Has No Pride; and more!</td>
<td></td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD 6989812 JIMMY WEBB: Angel Heart.</strong> Collects 16 songs from the country artist, including Angel Heart; God’s Gift; One of the Few; Driftwood; High Rent Ghetto; Work for a Dollar; and many more.</td>
<td>Tyne/Dow Records.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**DVD 671742 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001.** The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD combination. Spanning nearly 50 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Got to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with many Country legends. Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Rhinestone and more. MVD Visual. $14.95

**DVD 672503 LEGENDS OF COUNTRY: Classic Hits of the ’50s, ’60s & ’70s.** Country’s greatest stars perform country’s greatest hits in this assembly of Legends of Country performances. Includes live performances by Patti Page, Glen Campbell, B.J. Thomas and others; vintage performances of songs like My Little Sunshine and Coal Miner’s Daughter; plus a handful of bonus recordings. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $7.95

**DVD 2662433 THE BELLFURIES: Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio.** Widescreen. In June 2011 at the 15th Anniversary Rockabilly Rave, these two genuine super groups came together in front of a massive sell out crowd. Thousands of fans witnessed a Saturday night that has gone down in rockabilly history. The two albums performed that night were On the Go by Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio and, Jet-Pa Plane. Riverside Records. $7.95

**CD 755219X WILLY NELSON: Live at the US Festival 1983.** Fullscreen. Held over two weekends in 1982 and 1983, the U.S. Festival brought together an exposition for technology and some of the greatest acts in rock. June 4 was “Cow Calamity,” the headliner was none other than the legendary Willie Nelson, performing such classics as Whiskey River; Crazy; On the Road Again; Always on My Mind; and 19 others. His performance is captured here. 80 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.98 $11.95

Jazz - Big Bands

**CD 2900475 THE BEST OF GUY LOMBARDO & HIS ROYAL CANADIAN.** The celebrated Canadian-American bandleader and violinist features in 20 recordings including Autumn Leaves; Around the World; Canadian Sunset; Coquette; Dancing in the Dark; Fascination; Hello Young Lovers; Frankie and Johnny; Homespun, I’ll See You in My Dreams; Stardust; and more. TGG. $4.95

**CD 2927594 NEW ORLEANS JAZZ.** A premier jazz band of the deep south, compiled into one addictive collection. Twenty-five tracks include contributions from Johnny Bsseidtler & His Jazolla Novelty Orchestra, Papalil & His Orchestra, The New Orleans Rhythm Kings, Bunk Johnson, Louis Armstrong, and many others. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

**CD 7553161 THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52.** The Mills Brothers were one of the most important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from recordings in 1931 to their final Top 10 hit in 1952. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 7553072 THELONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete 1957 Riverside Recordings.** For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical titans Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-fabled Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the stunning music presented here, their complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Riverside Records. $5.95

**CD 298105X JOHN COLTRANE: A Love Supreme.** Coltrane saw this album as his gift to God. The world has come to regard it as a classic—not only Coltrane’s best known work, but one of the most important and influential jazz records ever made. Collects Part 1 and Part 2 of the legendary Part 2 Resolution, and reissues some of the bonus tracks. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 3682986 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960’S.** Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites with one jam-packed collection. Includes Giant Steps by John Coltrane, The Fly by Miles Davis with Gil Evans; Driva’ Man by Max Roach; Remember When by Stan Getz; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock, Black Eye Peas by Art Blakey, and many more. Six CDs. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 6908896 PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1953-1963.** This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s Quartet during this time period. 82 tracks complete include his version of Rainbow; Two of a Mind; Desmond Blue; I Get a Kick Out of You; Jazzabellie; all the things you are; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 1862197 BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era.** This collection provides a snapshot of Goodman’s extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his “Golden Era” from 1935–49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1950s. Also includes not only examples of Goodman’s entire band but also tunes recorded by his Small Groups. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 280512X ELLICKSTEYN: The Essential Recordings.** He’s mainly remembered as a peerless, stylish balladeer, but this two CD collection hopes to reestablish his place as a vocalist who inspired a whole generation of future Jazz and Soul artists. Features 40 tracks, including I Cried for You; I'd Rather Be Free; Apologize; Blue Moon; Footloose; Heart; Tenderly; Imaginary Suite; Mama, Be My Love; and more! Primo. $6.95

**CD 5917344 GENE KRUPA: The Drummer’s Band.** The man who established the drum solo as an integral part of jazz and rock, Krupa retains his unparalleled reputation to this day. That talent is on display in this collection of live recordings including Rhythm Jam; Tutti Frutti; Jungle Maddness; Drummin’ Man; Rhumboogie; Drummin’ Boogie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**DVD 3691780 WAYNE SHORTER: Early Albums and More! A true pioneer in jazz, this four-CD box set highlights the early, albeit crucial years of Shorter’s solo career, both as a bandleader and as a contributor. Collects 59 tracks, including Blue in Harlem; Easy Street; Seed of Sin; Scornful Woman; Kick Out of You; Jazzabelle; All the Things You Are; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 6971679 BERT KAEMPFERT: Eight Classic Albums.** The music of orchestra leader and song writer Bert Kaempfert is featured on four CDs, showcasing his early career and some of his lovely melodies such as I Love You; Tammy; La Vie en Rose; Dancing in the Dark; Unchained Melody; Blue Moon; When I Fall in Love; A Swingin’ Safari; Safari; Yellow Bird; and so many others. Includes a 64-page booklet profiling many of these featured legends. Chrome Dreams. $14.95
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**CD 587288X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1956-1966.** Experience two years in the career of a jazz guitarist with eight of the best of the classic albums: in the set: Montgomeryland; Kismet; The Montgomery Brothers and Five Others; A Good Gift-Together; The Wes Montgomery Trio; The Incredible Jazz Saxophonist; Nancy Wilson; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5872561 AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part One 1951-1959.** Offers up the complete track listings of eight essential albums by the great jazz pianist and composer: Piano Scene; Ahmad Jamal Plays; Ahmad Jamal Trio; Count Em 88; At the Pershing/But Not For Me; Live at the Spotlight/Trio Jamal Vol. 1, and Portfolio of Ahmad Jamal Vol. 2. Over 70 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2841355 OSCAR PETTERSON: The Classic Verve Albums Collection.** This four-CD collection brings together eight of Peterson’s finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1950s and 1960s. Collects Stan Getz and the Oscar Peterson Trio; Ben Webster Meets Oscar Peterson; The Trio; Something Warm; The Sound of the Trio; Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6648851 BOOGIE WOOGIE: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** A collection of sixty jazz hits by the original artists including Honky Tonk Train Blues by Meade Lux Lewis; No Special Rider Blues by Little Brother Montgomery; Vine Street Boogie by Jay McShann; Beuiah’s Boogie by Lionel Hampton; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 5818516 NAT KING COLE: The Complete US & UK Hits 1942-1962.** Enjoy an array of hits by the transcendental King Cole with this unique and wide-ranging collection. At 113 tracks, it features all his U.S. Billboard chart entries from the period, as well as his UK hits, including well-loved tracks like Little Brown Jug and When Irish Eyes Are Smiling. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 2927578 THE MUGGSY SPANIER COLLECTION 1924-49.** One of the most prominent cornettists in Dixieland jazz, Muggsy Spanier defined the revival movement with 16 recordings by his Ragtime Band in the first quarter-century of his recording career. Forty-seven tracks on two CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2996000 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: The Early Years 1952-56.** From one of the most innovative, distinctive and influential groups in the 1950s comes this 32 track 2 CD set comprising recordings from this time period. Songs include All The Things You Are; La Ronde; The Queen’s Fancy; Django; I'll Remember April; Song; Kansas City Shout; Rat Race; Quince; Stormy Monday Blues; Life is a Struggle; and many more. Acrobats. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2903814 WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz.** This three CD, 71 track collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues; Midnight Blues; Maskrat Ramble by Wild Bill Davison & His Comrades; Darktown Strutters’ Ball by Bunk Johnson; At a Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feathormen; Shug Henry; Big Nick; Bowtown, Five Pennies, and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 587257X AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part Two 1959-1966.** Add eight full essentials to your collection with this celebration of Jamal’s great piano hits. Brings together Jamal at the Penthouse; Happy Moods; At the Pershing Vol. 2; Listen to Ahmad Jamal Quintet; Alhambra; Copenhagen; Felicia Blackhawk. Over 70 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2841274 THE HARRY JAMES HITS COLLECTION 1938-53.** This 71 track three CD collection features some of the biggest recordings leading an orchestra under his own name. Tracks include Sleepy Lagoon; I Had the Craziest Dream; I’ve Heard that Song Before; I’ll Get By; I’m Beginning to See the Light; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2926016 JOHNNY GRIFFIN: The Blue Note & Jazzland Collection.** Features bright moments of the Jazz’s Greatest, including with Johnnie Griffin; Introducing Johnny Griffin; A Blowing Session; The Congregation; Tough Tenors; Grill & Lock; Blues Up and Down; and a dozen favorite albums. Fifty tracks on three CD. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2837047 COUNT BASIE: The Classic Roulette Collection 1958-1959.** This four CD collection showcases some of Basie’s most lauded work and includes his most successful albums to date. Includes some of his greatest hits like Flight of the Fools; Birds; Double O; Midnite Blue; Sire; Count Basie; Sunny Sunday Blues; Waitin’ for Monday; What’cha Know; Life is a Song; and so many more! Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 675838X ESSENTIAL NEW ORLEANS JAZZ.** Collects 50 original Dixieland Jazz favorites on one CD. This CD is the ideal companion to the celebrated albums like Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, Bix Beiderbecke, Pee Wee Russell, Sidney Bechet, Kid Ory, and many more. Not Now. Music. $7.95

**CD 2937263 BENNY GOODMAN: Small Band Recordings 1936-1944.** Twenty-five tracks from Benny’s Original Trio (Goodman, Teddy Wilson, and Gene Krupa, plus Lionel Hampton on three tracks). Includes Dinah; Tea for Two; Ida, Sweet Apple Cider; Sweet Georgia Brown; Stardust; Sunrise; and The Wang Wing Boogie. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**CD 2953579 THE FRANKIE TRUMBAUER COLLECTION, 1924-46.** Spanning just over two decades, this 47-track collection explores the jazz saxophonist’s entire career, selecting work from his collaboration with Box Beiderbecke, as well as his early work with various line-ups, and some of his recordings with LeonIDGE, George Wettling, and Phil Whiteman. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**CD 6809869 SUN RA: The Early Albums Collection 1957-1963.** A true maverick, Sun Ra remains one of the most influential, innovative and controversial figures in jazz. This four CD set collects 80 tracks, including Brainville; Call for All Demons; India, Sunology; Circe; The Nile; Big City Blues; When Sun Comes Out; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2837471 THE JAZZ FROM U.N.C.L.E. LIVE IN CONCERT: The Summit Studio Recording.** A very special concert performance of the 50th anniversary celebration of the classic spy series, featuring composers Jerry Goldsmith, Lalo Schifrin, Gerald Fried and Robert Drasnin. Tracks include Theme from Man from U.N.C.L.E.; Meet Mr. Solo; Roulette Rhumba; There They Go; and more. Fourteen tracks. Arena. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2859569 SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLUES: The Jesse Fuller Collection.** A collection of the 1960s recordings of this folk guitarist, bringing together just about all of the songs Fuller recorded and released during this era. Songs include Railroad Worksong; Lining Up the Tracks; Leavin’ Memphis Frisco Bound; Got a Date Half Past Eight; Take a Whole Hammer out of My Boutique; Jesse Fuller’s Midnight Special; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2796341 BOBBY TIMMONS: The Riverside Albums Collection.** This 4 CD collection brings together the entirety of Bob Timmons repertoire for Riverside, featuring eight albums released between 1954-1964 including: The Bobby Timmons Trio in Person; This Here Is Bobby Timmons; Soul Time Bobby Timmons; Easy Does It Bobby Timmons Trio; Bobby Timmons Sweet and Soulful Sounds; and John Jenkins, Cliff Jordan, and Bobby Timmons. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD 6744745 DUKE ELLINGTON: His Classic Collaborations 1956-1963.**
Collects eight classic collaboration albums with fellow greats Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, and Rosemary Clooney. Includes every track of Blue Rose; Black, Brown & Beige; Back to Back; Recording Together for the First Time; First Time! The Count Joins Duke; Ellington Meets Coleman Hawkins; Money Jungle; and Duke Ellington & John Coltrane. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6863546 GRANT GREEN: The Classic Albums Collection.**
Among the most influential alto saxophonists of the 20th century, Green's majestic sound permeates these four jam-packed CDs. Includes the complete collaborations of early albums Flying Machines, First Start Street, Sunday Morning; Grant's Stand; Born to Be Blue; Feel the Spirit; Am I Blue; and Idle Moments. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6826612 DIZZY GILLESPIE: The Classic Verve Collection 1957-1961.**
This four CD collection features eight of the finest LP's Gillespie recorded for Verve Records during this pivotal period of his career. Includes Dizzy in Greece, Dizzy Gillespie and Stuff Smith; At Newport, Dudes; Sonny Side Up; Have Trumpet, Will Excite; An Electrifying Evening with the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet; and Perceptions. Forty-seven tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6829358 LOUIS PRIMA: Rhythm Man!**
Contains 22 carefully compiled tracts of trumpeter, singer, bandleader and novelty hit maker, the ebullient Louis Prima. Includes It's the Right Time; Me, Jamaica Joe; Chinatown; My Chinatown; Worry Blues; I Still Want You; Bright Eyes; The Lady in Red; In a Sentimental Mood and Swing with Me Rhythm. Hallmark.

**CD 6848672 RAMSEY LEWIS: Black Eye Peas.**
Ramsey Lewis has garnered the affections of jazz fans along with pop and soul fans. This two CD set collects 40 cool ditties from the piano legend, including My Funny Valentine; Dee's New Blues; Black Eyed Peas; Here's to Life; The Ripper; I Got Rhythm; Hallmark.

**CD 587247X HERBIE MANN: The Complete Recordings, Part Three 1959-1962.**
The Herbie Mann retrospective continues with a collection of eight complete albums, all featuring the Mann on flute, brass, vibes and percussion. At the Village Gate; Brazil; Bossa Nova and Blues; Right Now; and St. Thomas. Fifty-two tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $29.45

**CD 2953595 DJANGO REINHARDT: Gypsy.**
The guitarist's sound is on full display 12 tracks. Sweet Georgia Brown; Easy Going; College Stomp; Harlem Swing; Farewell Blues; Blue Light Blues; Low Cotton; Finesse; The Younger Generation; Echoes of Spain; Limehouse Blues; Les Yeux Noirs; and Swing De Paris. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 3691174 MUSIQUE DU BLEU: Great Sound of Africa.**
Prepares 16 tracks performed by the U.S. Air Force Band. Includes the Aviators by John Philip Sousa; Squadron Song by Moore, Hall & Fitch; The Caucasian Song and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 2959542 THE HORACE HEIDT HITS COLLECTION 1937-45.**
Collects 50 songs on two CDs showcasing an artist whose music has continued with a collection of eight complete albums. Includes every track of 87 jazz essentials collects nearly all the tracks of 222 records. Album Jukebox; Thy Album; Blue Bat; Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once upon a Summertime; Sun God; and many more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2970894 THE KAY KYSER HITS COLLECTION 1935-48.**
This 13 CD set comprises Kay Kyser's Billboard and Columbia chart entries, including hits like The Umbrella Man; Three Little Fishies; Jingle Jingle Jingle; D'Buttermilk Sky; Woody Woodpecker; Thanks for About This Time; Pushin' Sand; Fly Me to the Moon; Rosemary; Did You Mean It?; Star Gazing; Ya Go Me; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6887058 MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-1963.**
Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Gil Evans and others, these four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5872871 TELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-61.**
Featuring collaborations with other jazz greats, this ten-album collection captures more than a quarter of the career of an influential modernist. Includes the track listings for Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane; Thelonious Himself; Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers with Thelonious Monk; Thelonious in Action; Misticentero; Thelonious in San Francisco; and many more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2937492 THE PAUL WESTON COLLECTION 1935-61.**
Paul Weston was a hugely influential postwar musical figure, skilled as a musician, arranger, conductor, and composer. This massive 103-track collection sees him collaborating with a who’s who of contemporaries, including Tommy Dorsey, Dinah Shore, Lee Wiley, Betty Hutton, Dean Martin, Doris Day, Judy Garland, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

**CD 6675212 THEY ALSO SANG WITH TOMMY DORSEY.**
A wide array of hit performers sing for Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the 30's, 40's, and 50's. Collects like Jack Teagarden's First Stand; Bix Beiderbecke's International Sweethearts of Rhythm; Anita Boyer, the Clark Sisters, Lucy Ann Polk and others interpret Got No Time; Blue Rain; Am I Proud?; Our Love; Moon Love; and more. Flyright Records.

**CD 6675190 THE TERRITORY BANDS 1935-1957.**
Twenty-four tracks across the country to present the jazz and big band outfits often neglected by history. Featuring Nate Leslie, Bobby Gordon, Blanchie Calloway, the Original Yellow Jackets and more, performing tracks like The Blue Angel; I Gotta Swing; Blue Drag; and more. Flyright Records.

**CD 295995X THE SAMMY KAYE COLLECTION 1937-53.**
Collects 72 tracks on three CDs, comprising selected A and B sides from Kaye's releases on Vocation, Victor and Columbia during these years. Includes Songs Daddy, I'm a Big Girl Now; Chickery Chick; The Old Lamp-Lighter; Harbour Lights; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 1833588 BILL EVANS: 12 Classic Albums 1956-1962.**
This massive collection of 87 jazz essentials collects nearly all the tracks from twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: albums from his start; Coltrane; Everybody Digs Bill; The Ivory Hunters; Portrait in Jazz; Explorations; Sunday at the Village Vanguard; Waltz for Debby; Undercurrent; Moon Beams; Interplay; Empathy; and How My Heart Sings. Six of the eight albums are now released on three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2927568 NANCY WILSON: The Early Years 1956-62.**
Provides a thorough look at the formative years of Wilson's career, illuminating as one of the finest vocalists to take the mantle of jazz in the post-war era. These 55 tracks showcase Wilson as a singer, with her own chart entries like in Love; Someone Wonderful; Hello Young Lover; The Swingin' of That Lonesome Old Dog; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2927489 THE JACK TEAGARDEN COMPILATION: Classic Jazz Masters.**
Collects the best-known and most treasured of the great names of jazz. Jack Teagarden is celebrated in this carefully selected collection, featuring 48 tracks from the bulk of his recording career. Includes She's A Great Girl; After You've Gone; Swingin' on the Teagarden Gate; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
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CD 2943050 NEW ORLEANS DANCE BANDS. Experience the roots of Louisiana jazz with 25 tracks from the region’s best dance bands. Includes recordings by Piron’s New Orleans Orchestra, Johnny de Droit & His New Orleans Jazz Orchestra, The Halfway House (Dance Orchestra), The Troggs, John Hyman’s Bayou Stompers, and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95


CD 2937271 THE BILLY MAY COLLECTION 1939-80. During the Big band era, orchestral arrangers were among the most important elements of recordings and stage performances. Billy May, one of the paragons of this coterie of master craftsmen, is celebrated in this massive three-records on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


CD 6807798 THE JIMMY DORSEY HITS COLLECTION 1935-57. The ultimate collection of one of the most significant musicians and band leaders of our time with 165 tracks encompassing many of his number one hits like Is It True What They Say About Dixie; Change Partners, The Breeze and I; Amrapola; Smoky; Green Eyes; My Sister and I; Maria Elena; Blue Champagne; Tangerine & the Sixties; I Can’t Help It; I’ll Cry Instead; Goodnite; LPs for VeeJay. Featuring songs like I’ll Take Five; One O’clock Jump; During the ’40s; In the Mood; and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 5872863 THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57. Monk is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives us a taste of the vast oeuvre. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2; Thelonious Monk Trio; Monk; Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2947366 THE CAL TJADER QUINTET: Live at Club Macumba San Francisco 1956. Comprises two live club performances at the Club Macumba. The quintet offers a delightful and beautifully indulgent renderings of several jazz standards (like Lullaby of Birdland), as well as mambo originals. With an unstructured, informal ambience, it offers a fascinating window into the experimental and developing band. Twelve tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

CD 6749461 Gennett Jazz, 1922-1930. Remaster from an astounding 105 vintage sides from the Gennett Records label, including memorable recordings by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band; Wolverine Orchestra, Windy City Jazzers; Jelly Roll Morton; Red Onion Jazz Babies; Vicksburg Blowers; State Street Rambler; and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

CD 309884X SOME THOUGHTFUL YEARS: Reader’s Digest Music. A fantastic collection of 60 tracks of the music listened to by the “Greatest Generation,” performed by the Original Singing Dinners. In the Mood, by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band; Deep Purple, by Helen Forrest; One O’clock Jump, by Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; I Can’t Help It, by Les Brown & His Orchestra with Doris Day; vocal, and many more. Three CDs. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $39.99 $31.95

CD 5812712 KENNY BURRELL, 1957-1962: The Complete Albums Collection. Experience Burrell’s trademark fusion of jazz and blues across eight albums from his storied career. Includes the complete track listings for Interplay for 2 Trumpets and 2 Tenors; Long Licks; In the Mood; In The Nick of Time; and more. Three CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6857817 TOMMY DORSEY – TENDERLY: The Best of the Deca Years. This seventy track collection features the best recordings for Deca from 1950 to 1953, showing that Dorsey was still a formidable trombonist and innovative performer. Tracks include Opus Two; They Didn’t Believe Me; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; The Touch of Your Hand; Hot Tom Alley; The Blue Room; Tenderly; Goodnight, I’ll Take a Look Alone, and more. Three CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6584888 J.J. JOHNSON: The Columbia Albums Collection 1956-1961. Comprises the entirety of Johnson’s work as a band leader for the Columbia label – eight complete albums by a true pioneer of the trombone: J is for Jazz; First Place; Blue Trombone; Diane J.J. 3; J.J. in Person; Really Livin’; Trombone and Voices; and J.J. Inc. Fifty-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

CD 6928277 CALIFORNIA BOPPERS. Gathers two dozen tracks from the likes of the Lionel Hampton Orchestra; the Dizzy Gillespie Jazzmen; Howard McGhee; the Benny Carter Orchestra; the Jimmy Mundy Orchestra, Dodo Marmanos, and Wardell Gray. ABM. $9.95

CD 6744729 CHET BAKER: The Riverside Collection 1956-1960. Brings together eight complete albums, encompassing the entirety of Baker’s output for the Riverside label: Stan Meets Chet; Chet Baker Sings It Could Happen to You; Chet Baker Sings A New World; Chet Baker Sings My Fair Lady; Johnny Pace; Chet; Chet Baker Plays the Best of Lerner and Loewe; Chet in Milan; and Chet Baker with Fifty Italian Strings. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6675018 GLENN MILLER: How Sweet You Are. Glenn Miller and the Army Air Force Band performed 18 complete recordings across two full wartime broadcast performances from 1943. Includes renditions of Tuxedo Junction; Star Dust; I Sustain the Wings; plus a pair of medleys, complete with Army Air Corps Marching Band and even a recruitment message. Flyright Records. $3.95

CD 2927632 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Early Years 1944-48. Sarah Vaughan was one of the illustrious vocalists who spanned the genres of jazz, big band music and sophisticated pop during the post war era. Included in this track collection are Don’t Blame Me with Billy Eckstine; Love Me; September Song with Les Brown & His Band; Wilson Octet; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2937379 THE HUGO WINTERHALTER COLLECTION 1939-61. Brings together Winterhalter’s work with both artists for whom he arranged and produced recorded under his own name, providing an insight into the contribution of the industry’s key behind the scenes artistic influences. Over 100 tracks include compositions arranged by him for the likes of Count Basie, Frank Sinatra, Dinah Washington, Harry James Day and many others. Two full wartime broadcast performances from 1943. Includes renditions of Tuxedo Junction; Star Dust; I Sustain the Wings; plus a pair of medleys, complete with Army Air Corps Marching Band and even a recruitment message. Flyright Records. $3.95

CD 2947560 THE SPANIELS: The Complete Releases 1953-62. Collects all 51 tracks released by the dooowop vocal group during the first decade of their career, either as A and B sides of their singles or on their two LPs for Vesey. Features Hit Songs including Don’t Be Ashamed, Inspirational Cupid, Over the Garden Wall, Goodbye; and I Like It Like That; these classics serve as an essential showcase of a distinctive vocal powerhouse. Two CDs. Acrobat. $9.95

CD 2927322 THA AL BOWLY COLLECTION, 1927-41. One of the first British artists who could seriously be called a pop star, Al Bowlly was a crooner in the heyday of the dance band era of the ’30s, whose effortless romantic vocals made him a true superstar of his era. Featuring 100 terrific tracks spanning his entire recording career, this four-CD collection offers an entertaining overview of the singer’s magnificent style and talent. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

CD 3891433 THE AMES BROTHERS SING FAMOUS HITS OF FAMOUS QUARTETS/SWEET SEVENTEEN. Collects 26 tracks from the renowned quartet, including Goodnight Irene; Paper Doll; The Gauchos Serenade; To Each His Own; People Will Say We’re in Love; Lover Man; and much more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 2903792 STEPHANE GRAPPELLI ENSEMBLE: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 03.** These twenty tracks, recorded in Germany on the NDR in 1953, include Autumn in New York; Jeepers Creepers; These Foolish Things; She's Funny That Way; It Might as well Be Spring; St. Louis Blues; How High the Moon; Love of My Life; I'mvon Believe in You; Blue Moon; Lady Be Good; Punnies from Heaven; and more. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6992234 SAMMY KAYE–SWING & SWAY: Hit Parade Platinum Collection.** This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including Love Me or Leave Me; Hello, Hello, Hello; I Wonder; Do You Know That Song Again? Careless Hands; The Gypsy; Powder Your Face with Sunshine; That's My Desire; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2937488 THE OSCAR PETERSON TRIO LIVE 1953-56.** One of the greatest jazz pianists of the post-war genre is at his best in three live performances from the mid-1950s, first at the Blue Note in Chicago, then at The Stratford Shakespearean Festival in Ontario. Twenty-five tracks include: Heat Wave; Somebody Loves Me; Anything Goes; How High the Moon; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2937409 JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Rudy Draper Quintet Sessions 1957-58.** A taste of Coltrane’s early period. Includes 58 tracks from the acclaimed jazz band with which Coltrane worked in the late 50’s. Alligator. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**CD 6992110 THE IVIE ANDERSON COLLECTION 1932-46.** A wonderful two CD set featuring 50 tracks from the acclaimed jazz singer. Includes Hayfoot; Strawfoot; Mexico Joe; It Don’t Mean a Thing; Watermelon Man; Truckin’; Troubled Waters; Delta Bound; All God’s Chillun Got Rhythm and more. Acme. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5877868 THE COMPLETE BUDDY RICH: The Classic Albums 1946-1956.** Few names stand out in the history of drumming like the great Buddy Rich. Bring his sound to your collection with this dynamic two CD set. Features the entirety of his most illustrious and distinctive jazz albums. Features the entire studio career of the most unorthodox performing drummer of all time. Acme. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6803687 PHIL WOODS: The Classic Albums Collection 1954-1961.** Phil’s recording career. Dates back to 1946, spanning 15 years. Covers many important and definitive recordings between the years 1954 and 1961. Features the Jazz Kaleidoscope and wood’s original ensemble. Features the Elusive Hunter, a complete set of live performances recorded at the famous West End club in London. Includes one of the rarest and most important recordings of wood’s career - his 1946 Blue Note session. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6908799 IN THE MOOD: Big Band Hits.** Collects 68 tracks on three CDs compiling big band hits from a host of music legends, including Glenn Miller, Artie Shaw, Tommy Dorsey, Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Les Brown, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Harry James, Charlie Barnet, and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**CD 6675220 THE GREAT SONGS OF TONY BORYNSKI, VOL. III.** A series of hit performances by Tony Borynski & His Orchestra in these three recordings from the 30s, 40s, and 50s. Collaborators include Connie Haines, the Pied Pipers, Bonnie Lou Williams, Jack Duffy and Birman’s. This album pays tribute to Borynski, a major arranger and composer in the Big Band era. Three CDs. Bluebird. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**CD 2841266 HARRY “SWEETS” EDISON: The Classic Albums Collection.** This four CD collection brings together Edison’s finest and most acclaimed albums from across the mid to early period of his lengthy career, allowing jazz fans to sample his best work. Albums include Buddy and Sweets; Sweets; Gee, Baby Ain’t I Good to You; Going for Myself; The Swinger; Sweetening it Up and To Do One Together. Sixty-five tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6889691 DUKE PEARSON: The Classic Albums Collection.** This collection of 52 tracks brings together eight of the finest albums to feature the great jazz musician’s work. Songs include Like Someone in Love; Gate City Blues; I’m a Fool to Want You; The Golden Jazz; My Little Girl; Minor Mistakes; Angel Eyes; Out of This World; Say You’re Mine; Duke’s Motive; Get the Cat Walk; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2947498 MUGGSY SPANIER’S RAGTIME BAND: ‘Live’ at Club Hangover, San Francisco, April/May 1953.** Collects five complete radio broadcasts by the band. Many of the tracks have never before released in any form. Twenty-five tracks in all, this 2CD set is a stunning showcase for Spanier’s straightforward and uncomplicated jazz style around which the finely-honed band improvises in uninhibited fashion. Features the songs:

- *DEEPAK C: THE COMPLETE ARTHUR HAYNES COLLECTION 1954-1964.* Features the entirety of nine of Haynes early albums. This 101-track collection traces his recording career over a crucial 20-year period from its very beginnings to the latter half of the 1950s, and includes some rare early recordings. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**CD 3648796 THE GEORGE SHEARING COLLECTION 1939-58.** The remarkable George Shearing overcame blindness to become one of the most illustrious and distinctive jazz pianists of his time. This 101-track collection traces his recording career over a crucial 20-year period from its very beginnings to the latter half of the 1950s, and includes some rare early recordings. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**CD 3553701 THE RAY CONNIFF COLLECTION 1938-62.** A veritable Renaissance man of big band music, this trombonist, bandleader, conductor, and arranger is featured in an incredible 113 tracks. This set records performances by the band. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6711782 MILES DAVIS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters.** During 1958 and 1959, two of the greatest luminaries in jazz history performed together in Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. Collected here are all of their master takes, as well as their surviving live recordings together, all on three CDs. Over 30 tracks in all. One Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 2792982 SONNY CRIS: Six Classic Albums. An alto saxophonist of prominence during the bebop era of jazz, this collection includes six of his classic albums to feature the great jazz musician’s work. Features the albums:

- "Live" at the Cafe Bohemia, November 1955. Comprises the performances from Cafe Bohemia which were subsequently released on Blue Note, along with three studio tracks. Nineteen tracks in all. One Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 2825729 ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: ‘Live’ at the Cafe Bohemia, November 1955. Comprises the performances from Cafe Bohemia which were subsequently released on Blue Note, along with three studio tracks. Nineteen tracks in all. One Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6857736 ROY HAYNES: The Classic Albums Collection 1954-1964.** Features the entirety of nine of Haynes early albums. This 101-track collection traces his recording career over a crucial 20-year period from its very beginnings to the latter half of the 1950s, and includes some rare early recordings. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**CD 2947390 COUNT BASIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: “One Night Stand” Broadcasts 1944-6.** Nearly 40 tracks bring together live performance by Basie’s Orchestra between 1944 and 1946 at two popular New York venues—the “Blue Room” at Hotel Lincoln and the Aquarum Restaurant—which went out as part of the AFRS “One Night Stand” broadcasts. A fantastic collection of live performances which many jazz collectors consider to have die-hard jazz buffs. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
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**CD 2937549** ZOOT SIMS AT RONNIE SCOTT’S 1961. The contents of two original albums charting a legendary Anglo-American jazz alliance—Zoot at Ronnie Scott’s and Solo for Zoot—are released on CD for the first time, featuring a limited edition reissue of Love for Sale, unseen for over 40 years. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. \$9.95

**CD 2960028** THOSE FABULOUS DORSÉYS. Collectively and individually, the Dorsey Brothers were some of the biggest recording stars of the 1930s and 40’s. Their underlying big band legacy is presented here on this massive three CD, 74 song collection. Tracks include Amalgama; I Hear a Rhapsody; Green Eyes; All of Me; Chasing Shadows; I’ll Never Smile Again; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $39.95. \$9.95

**CD 2930717** MILES DAVIS SEPTET: Vienna Stadthalle 1973. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Wiener Stadthalle, Vienna, Austria, November 1973 these six tracks include Turnaroundphrase; Tune In; Ife; Right Off; Funk; and Calypson Fretilmo. HOBO. Pub at $14.99. \$11.95

**CD 2947412** EARL HINES & HIS ESQUIRE ALL STARS. In the 1950s, Radio station KCBS in San Francisco broadcast a regular live jazz series recorded at Doc Dougherty’s Club Hangover. Presented here are the first season Club performances of Earl Hines, one of the most important and influential pianists in 20th century jazz. Twenty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. \$9.95

**CD 6919626** MILES DAVIS: The Archives. A collection of live FM radio broadcast concerts from 1940 to 1969. This 3 CD boxed set of 20 tracks includes Miles Davis Rayo 1973; Miles Davis San Francisco 1970; and Miles Davis Chicago Jazz Festival 1990. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. \$12.95

**CD 6723369** CHICAGO: Down Home Blues. Presents 134 extraordinary performances from the golden era of down home blues from the Windy City. Five CDs overflow with rare and previously unreleased tracks, including multiple cuts from BIlly Boy Arnold, Big Maceo, Dusty Ford, Johnnie Shines, John Jackson, Lightnin’ Hopkins, Otis Spann, Elmore James, and many more; while a detailed 87-page booklet explores the contents of two original albums charting a legendary Anglo-American jazz alliance–Zoot Sims and King Crimson. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. \$12.95

**CD 2927357** THE BEST OF BUD POWELL 1944-62. Vol. 1. While Bud Powell may not be one of the first names to spring to mind in listing the greats of jazz piano, he was undoubtedly one of the most important and influential. This collection of 42 tracks represents an overview of his career, from Round Midnight in 1944 to Anthropology in 1962. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. \$9.95

**CD 2871033** STAN GETZ PLAYS THE BLUES. The range of Getz’s blues— from the bop meets country allusions to the near boogie woogie—of his 1944 to 1962 shows that Scott recorded under his own name from the late 1940s. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. \$12.95

**CD 2956813** THE FRANKIE NEWMAN COLLECTION 1929-46. This substantial 69 track three CD set comprises recordings which span Newman’s complete recording career, encompassing his work as a sideman, as a leader of his own groups and as an accompanist for many other artists. Including the Crazy Chords (feat. Stan Getz Quartet); Navy Blue (feat. Stan Getz Quartet); Impromptu (feat. Dizzy Gillespie/Stan Getz Sextet); and many more! Acrobat. Pub at $16.99. \$12.95

**CD 2947544** SOHO BLUES: The Ronnie Scott Anthology 1956-62. Ronnie Scott has carved a formidable reputation as the UK’s leading jazz musician, yet many of his early LPs have become sought-after rarities. This 45-track collection corrects that balance, combining work that Scott recorded under his own name from 1956 to 1961 with featured recordings under the leadership of other British jazz icons. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub at $16.95. \$9.95

**CD 2937328** THE FATS NAVARRO COLLECTION 1943-50. Despite his tragically brief career, bebop trumpeter Fats Navarro built an extraordinarily high profile and reputation. Get acquainted with his impressive library with this 39-track collection, featuring several of his early recordings with a variety of orchestras, plus some rollicking live tracks from his 1943 and 1949 recordings. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. \$9.95

**CD 293731X** THE DIELLS: The Early Years. One of the longest-lasting of all the many R&B vocal groups that had roots in the gospel and doowop era of the 1950s, the Dells are celebrated in a 29-track set exploring their unique career. Includes Don’t You Know (performed as The El Rays); Movin’ On; A Distant Love; What You Say Baby; Jumpers Creepers; God Bless the Child; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. \$9.95

**CD 2953625** WOODY HERMAN: The Third Herd Live 1952. Woody Herman’s highly regarded 1952 recordings for the mid -50s, The Third Herd, performs in Portland, Oregon in late 1952 featuring vocals by Herman, as well as Dolly Houston and Dinah Washington, these 25 tracks include! I Could Do Anything for You; You Belong to Me; This Is New; I May Be Wrong; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. \$9.95

**CD 2798476** LEARNIN’ THE BLUES: The Jazz Stars Play the Sinatra Songbook. This new compilation collects twenty-five appropriations of the Sinatra Songbook performed by some of the finest names from the Golden Age of jazz including Gerry Mulligan performing Lady is a Tramp; Illinois Jacquet performing Lean Baby; Makin’ Whoopee by Red Garland and All the Way by Lee Morgan. On 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub at $16.99. \$12.95

**CD 2792887** LARRY FOOTE: R&B RICH: Swingin’ the Big Band. Collects 17 songs from the legendary drummer and his band. Tracks include Readymix; Basically Blue; Critics’ Choice; My Man’s Gone Now; Sister Sadie; More Soul; Naptown Blues; Never Woman; Marry; and more. Pacific Jazz. \$9.95

**CD 3691543** FRED FRITH: Woodwork. This solo guitar album was recorded live in Brussels in 1987, a part of a European tour. Includes two tracks. Stillness the Dancing and Falls the Shadow. Klang. Pub at $19.95. \$14.95

**CD 2793666** SAM JONES: Three Classic Albums. This digitally remastered collection, spans Jones’ career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features delightful hits like Sunday Kinda Mama; Just Friends; The Four; Bluebird. Jazz Pops, Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95. \$9.95

**CD 290358X** DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINET/HANS KOLLER NEW JAZZ STARS: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 01. Recorded in 1953 in Germany, this collection includes five tracks from the Dizzy Gillespie range of ‘Call Me Irresistible’ and two stunning albums: That Away from Me; Alone Together; Manteca; Yin Din Teo; and I Can’t Get Started. Four tracks from the Hans Koller New Jazz Stars include; The Way You Look Tonight; Indian Summer; You Go to My Head; and All the Things You Are. Midnight Records. Pub. at $18.99. \$14.95

**CD 2937250** JIMMY SMITH: The First Decade, 1953-62. This 42-track selection is from most of Smith’s significant sessions and albums along with some “live” recordings, and recordings with major names like Hank Mobley and Donald Byrd. Features: Sonatone Bounce; Summertime; Plum Nellie; The Stormy Blues; Sister Sadie; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. \$12.95

**CD 2937250** JIMMY SMITH: The First Decade, 1953-62. This 42-track selection is from most of Smith’s significant sessions and albums along with some “live” recordings, and recordings with major names like Hank Mobley and Donald Byrd. Features: Sonatone Bounce; Summertime; Plum Nellie; The Stormy Blues; Sister Sadie; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. \$12.95
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★ **CD 2926148** MILES DAVIS: Birth of the Cool. This reissue of the legendary jazz musician's composer's record serves as a demonstration of how talented Miles was. Twelve tracks include Move; Jeru; Moon Dreams; Venus Demilo; Bud's: Deception; God Child; Bobbity; Rocker; Israel; Rouge; Never Mind. **$16.95**

★ **CD 2920137** SONNY ROLLS PLAY THE BLUES. This anthology charts a course through some of Rollins' greatest musical encounters with other giants like Dizzy, Miles, Coltrane and Monk, as well as documenting his never stopping quest for the most stimulating of instrumental contexts. This two CD set features 17 extended performances by the Jazz great. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

★ **CD 5908663** CHERET: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1953-1957. A master of the trumpet and a heralded vocalist, Chet Boasted a string of classic jazz albums. Collected here are eight he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label. Over five hours of music, it includes Chet Baker Quartet Featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Sings; Jazz at Ann Arbor; Chet Baker Sings and Plays; The Trumpet Artistry of Chet Baker; Chet Baker & Crew; Chet Baker Big Band; Playboys; and Quartet: Russ Freeman/Chet Baker. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

★ **CD 2937514** THE RICHARD HAYMAN COLLECTION. An American harmonica player, arranger and conductor renowned for his contribution to popular light music over several decades, Hayman is American harmonica player, arranger and conductor renowned for his contribution to popular light music over several decades, Hayman is the sultry-voiced vocalist, Wilson's vocal style transcends all narrow definitions. This two CD collection brings together the huge array of musical talents that Paul Robeson possessed. Features 40 tracks, including Ol' Man River; It Ain't Necessarily So; Water Boy; I Still Suits Me; Blues Prelude; Go Down, Moses; Rockin' Chair; Steal Away; Bear De Burton; and many more! Primo. **$6.95**

★ **CD 2805845** NANCY WILSON: The Essential Recordings. Renowned for her stylish, sultry voice, Wilson’s vocal style transcends all narrow definitions. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Get Ready; Tea for Two; When the Sun Comes Out; Four Faces; Moon Beating; and many more. **$9.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 2805553** SPADE COLEY: The Essential Recordings. This self acclaimed “King of Western Swing” led the greatest of all Western Swing bands. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Tell Me Why, You Better Do It Now; Stomp; Time Changes Everything; Worried Mind; Haas Stomp; Time Changes Everything; Sad Times; Glad Days; and many more. **$9.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6670247** CHET BAKER: The Pacific Sessions 1953-1959. This reissue of the legendary jazz albums features 17 extended performances by the Jazz great. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6638559** THE JULIE LONDON COLLECTION, 1955-62. Best known for her 1955 Classic Albums, King Porter Stomp; One O'Clock Jump; Farewell Blues; Moon River; The Nearness of You; Minuet in Swing; Texas Steel Guitar; Defol; and more! Primo. **$6.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6677640X** THAD JONES: The Complete Album Collection 1954-1959. Brings together the entirety of Thad Jones’s early catalog as jazz band leader, and collects nine original albums with over five hours of music. Songs include Illicit; April in Paris; Jumpin’ for Jane; Blue Jelly; and more. Forty-five tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 2870681** CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: Swingin’ in Seattle. This 19 track album gives listeners the chance to feel what it was like to be in the presence of the greatest jazz musicians at one of his most iconic shows. Featuring performances of Big "P"; The Girl Next Door; Sticks; The Morning of the Carnival; Somewhere; 74 Miles Away; Sing Me the Things You Are; Me and My Shadow; Three to Make a Match; and many more. **$11.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 2705973** KING PLEASURE: Interpretation of Moods. Collects nine songs from the acclaimed jazz vocalist Moody’s Mood; All of Me; Don’t Worry ’Bout Me; No Not Much; Golden Days; Tomorrow is Another Day; My Mood; Little Big Top; Get Scared; and The New Symphony Sid. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6670120** EDDIE CONDON: Classic Sessions 1927-1949. Over 20 years of the innovative jazzman’s pivotal period during collaborations with icons like Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Fats Waller, Jimmy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Billie Holiday and others. Nearly 100 tracks in all, including Nobody’s Sweetheart; Ezzietta’s Love; I Love to Be Happy; Tiger Rag; and much more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 **$21.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6641228** THE BEST OF CAJUN & ZYDECO. With roots deeply set in the heart of Louisiana, Cajun and zydeco music is unmistakable. That sound is captured and celebrated in this 50-track collection. Mixing elements of jazz, blues, and folk are legends like Jimmy C. Newman, Clifton Chenier, Boozo Chavis, The Hackensaw Boys and more. **$14.99**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 2808540** MISS BIBBITTY BOBBITY BOOM. This two CD collection brings together the huge array of musical talents that Paul Robeson possessed. Features 40 tracks, including The Nearness of You; Teach Me Tonight; You Leave Me Breathless; The Old Country; Happy Talk; My Foolish Heart; The Verdict; and more! Primo. **$9.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 2805448** PAUL ROBESON: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection brings together the huge array of musical talents that Paul Robeson possessed. Features 40 tracks, including Ol’ Man River; It Ain’t Necessarily So; Water Boy; I Still Suits Me; Blues Prelude; Go Down, Moses; Rockin’ Chair; Bear De Burton; and many more! Primo. **$6.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6670526** GLENN MILLER: Live from the Canteau Rouge 1940. Glenn Miller and His Orchestra performs 19 live tracks across two complete concert recordings. Includes renditions of Star Dust; Tiger Rag; The Little Man Who Wasn’t There; Let’s All Sing Together; Indian Summer; and many more. **$9.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6923825** DICK HAYMES: It Might as Well Be Spring. With his rich, warm baritone voice, Dick Haymes, one of the top male vocalists of the 1940s, performs 20 tracks. A carefully compiled selection includes The More I See You with Victor Young and his Orchestra; It Might As Well Be Tonight with Nelson Riddle; and many more. **$6.95**

**FULL DISC**

**CD 6674984** GLENN MILLER & HIS ORCHESTRA: From Rags to Riches. Collecting 22 tracks from four separate NBC broadcasts recorded in 1938 and 1939, this collection features one of the greatest jazz outfits in favorites like King Porter Stomp; That Old Feeling; But Not for Me; Mambo 207; Passing Through; Erroll’s Dream; V enus Demilo; Budo; Deception; and many more. **$9.95**

**FULL DISC**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

**CD 2792977 MANNY ALBAM: Seven Classic Albums.** This four CD set features 65 tracks and collects seven original albums from the legendary Latin American bandleader. Songs include: "Tunisia" (with Art Blakey); "Uhuru Afrika" (with Randy Weston); "Four Altos" (with Phil Woods); and "The Music from Richard Diamond:" includes "Hi Fi Bugs; The Music from Richard Diamond;" and "The International Youth Band: Newport Jazz." Includes Blueavanaugh; Mood Malady; Gypsy Blue; Consequence; Fabienne; Formidable; Up Tight's Creek; Toylvania; and The Three Minors. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2792931 RONNIE ROSS: Seven Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks.** This album was recorded at the legendary Big Band music. Ross is one of the greatest bandleaders in the history of jazz. Six tracks are collected: A Blues; What's New; Stella by Starlight; Angel Eyes; On a Clear Day. CD

**CD 279294X RYSS FREEMAN: Seven Classic Albums.** Collects seven albums: "Pete Rugolo: Six Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks." Featuring 14 tracks from this big band musician and composer. Songs include: "When a Man Loves a Woman; Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head; Bad Boy Lorry Brown; One Six Moriond; and more. Price cuts to $9.95.

**CD 2820072 THE NAT GONELLA COLLECTION 1930-82.** A 96 track, four CD anthology containing recordings with Billy Cotton and the Fox, creating a showcase for one of the great personalities of British Jazz. Tracks include New Tiger Rag; Oh Monath; That’s My Home; Georgia’s Gorgeous Gal; I’m Gonna Sing a Good Song; All God’s Chillun Got Rhythm; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2841126 THE GREATEST HITS OF ACE CANNON: More Than Tuff.** An awesome best of collection. One of the greatest bandleaders, and liner notes by Ace Cannon. Collects ten tracks, including "When a Man Loves a Woman; Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head; Bad Boy Lorry Brown; One Six Moriond; and more. Price cuts to $7.95.

**CD 2896818 PETER CLARK: The 20-Man Music Machine.** Features 14 tracks from this big band musician and composer including All the Things You Ain’t; Swansong; Revenge of the Rhythm Section; When Johnny Comes Marching Home; 2 More Than 4; A Good News; Kenton - The Sound Of Love; Love for Sale; Autumn Leaves and more. Summit. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2792842 JOHNNY DANKWORTH: Three Classic Albums.** Collects three Dankworth’s essential albums, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. Complete shows include: 3 Step Ahead; Dankworth – Collaboration–Dankworth and the London Philharmonic; and London to Newport. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2792745 DAVID PIKE: Three Classic Albums.** Swing, and bombastic trumpet. This collection features 21 tracks over the following albums: It’s Time for Dave Pike; Pike’s Peak; and Bossa Nova Carnival. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 2909212 CORY WEEDS QUINTET: Live at Frankie’s Jazz Club.** Brings together the timeless, heartfelt and resonant sound of the Cory Weeds quintet on this all-recorded live at Frankie’s Jazz Club. Includes Bluesanova; Mood Malady; Gypsy Blue; Consequence; Fabienne; Formidable; Up Tight’s Creek; Toylvania; and The Three Minors. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 284313X THE RONNIE SCOTT TRIO: On a Clear Day, Live 1974.** Focus here on the first time, this recording captures Scott doing what he did best—playing no holds-barred jazz. Six tracks are collected: A Blues; What’s New; Stella by Starlight; Angel Eyes; On a Clear Day. Big Band Music. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**DVD 6760104 COUNT BASIE AT CARNEGIE HALL.** One of jazz’s greatest legends delivers a live show from Carnegie Hall with this television performance—one of Basie’s last. Includes appearances—More. Songs include "One O’Clock Jump;" and more. 120 minutes. SD/NTSC. Property Rights. Pub. at $59.95.

**Blu-ray 2932466 MAX RAABE & PALAST ORCHESTRA.** Widescreen. Max Raabe and his Palast Orchestra perform original hits from the twenties and thirties at the Waldbuhne in Berlin. Selections include: "Arenabell; Her Ober, Zwei Mokka; Viva; Paddlin’ Madelein’ Home; Am Amazonas; Cheek to Cheek; Für Der Yurnert; Over My Shoulder; Ein Freund, Ein Guter Freund, Wash My Hands Of You; Just A Guy’s Song; All God’s Chillun Got Rhythm; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95
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★ **5705729** SAM COOKE: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62. Explore the solo output of a piedpiper in rock 'n' roll with nearly 60 tracks, representing the A & B sides of his singles on Specialty, RCA and SAR labels. Includes classics like You Send Me; Only Sixteen; I'm a Man; I Know; Twistin' the Night Away. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ **2805324** LENA HORNE: The Essential Recordings. An elegant and dynamic performer with a distinctive vocal style and commanding stage presence. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Stormy Weather, My Old Feeding; You're My Thrill; Speak Low; Moanin' Low; Careless Love; Leave Me or Leave Me, Get Out of Town; Where or When; and more. Primo. $6.95

★ **5873654** CENTURY OF THE BLUES: The Definitive Country Blues Collection. An astounding 100 tracks, this comprehensive collection starts in the birthplace of blues folklore, the Mississippi Delta, then spreads out across the south, ending with the electrified sounds of T-Bone Walker, Muddy Waters, and B.B. King. The result is a wide-ranging and all-encompassing look at country blues' greatest musical creations. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ **6909816** SHAPES OF THINGS: The Best of the Yardbirds. A definitive collection of the very best recordings from the highly influential British R&B legends. This two CD set collects 40 tracks, including Shapes of Things; Over Under Sideways Down; Meet Me in Nole; and more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **6750072** THE RAY VAUGHAN: The Archives. The blues-rock legend features in a trio of live radio broadcasts: San Antonio Rose: Texas Broadcast 1957; Blues You Can Use: Philadelphia 1967 Broadcast; and Special collaboration with the Blue Rhythm Bowls: The 1983 Rehearsal Broadcast. Includes renditions of Scuttle Buttin'; Heartache, Struck Hard by Fate; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ **287105X** STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN: The Penultimate Show. This 11-track collection features live sets from one of the late Ray Vaughan’s final shows. Includes timeless hits like Tightrope; Things That I Used to Do; Let Me Love You Baby; Leave My Little Girl Alone; Wicked Grin; Chico; Supernova; Paradise; Crossfire; Look at Little Sister; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ **2953471** PAUL BUTTERFIELD: Live, New York 1970. Features a live performance of The Butterfield Blues Band at the A&R Studios on WLJ in New York City, December 1970. Ten tracks on 2 CDs include Born Under a Bad Sign; Play On; Drillin' Blues; The Boxer; Love March; Back Together Again; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ **2888440** JOHNNY WINTER: Live from Japan. The songs Johnny played during his stellar set in Japan, are soiled with more blues riffs in this collection than most guitar players can match in their careers. This 14 track CD includes Hideaway; Sugar Coated Love; She Likes to Boogie Real Low; Lonely Wolf; Got My Mojo Working; Johnny B. Good; Black Jack; All Tore Down; Dust My Broom; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ **5846447** BOBBY BLAND: The Singles Collection 1951-62. Bobby “Blue” Bland, one of the best blues, R&B and soul singers of the post-war era, is revisited for this 56-track set. Includes hits like I’ll Take Care of You; Nobody’s Fault But My Own; It’s All Right; Million Dollar Thrill; Love Bug; A Man and B sides recorded for Duke over a decade. Includes hits like Farther Up the Road; I Pity the Fool; That’s the Way Love Is; I’ll Take Care of You; Don’t Cry No More; Turn On Your Love Light; and Stormy Monday Blues. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **4552281** FATS DOMINO: The Complete Hits, 1950-62. Revisit the hits of a piano pioneer. Eighty-five tracks collect all of his chart entries in the U.S. pop and R&B charts between 1950 and 1962, with nine Number One hits among them. Rediscover landmark favorites like Blue Monday; I’m Walkin’; Blue Monday; Mr. Mac; etc. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ **2972204** ALBERT KING: Live in the ‘70s. Collects 12 tracks from the Blues legend, including Blues Power; Crosscut Saw; Born Under a Bad Sign; Personal Manager; Matchbox Blues; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ **6787037** MARY WELLS: The One You Really Love. An R&B gem delivers 10 mesmerizing recordings: The One Who Really Loves You; Two Wrongs Don’t Make a Right; You Beat Me to the Punch; I’ve Got a Notion; The Day Will Come; Strange Things; You Know I’m Yours; I’ll Still Be Smile. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ **6861237** ALBERT COLLINS: Funky Blues Live 1973. Albert Collins set countless stages ablaze with his electrifying Texas blues. Collected from a live performance these 10 tracks include Gonna Walk with You; Got Down; Funk Jam; Funk Jam 2; Backstroke; Conversation with Collins; Can’t You See What You’re Doing to Me; Frosty; and Get Your Business Straight. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ **6642543** LITTLE WALTER: Rock Bottom. Two CDs offer 47 remastered classics by the legend whose impact on the blues harmonica cannot be understated. Includes Junior; Buke; Junior Teen; Beat You; So Fine; Tell Me Mama; too late; Off the Wall; Rock Bottom; Blues with a Feeling; Crazy Mixed Up World; You’d Better Watch Yourself. You’re a Big Customer, Mr. Roland. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

★ **2990797** THE BEST OF JAMES BROWN, VOLUME 2: The ‘70s. Collects ten songs from the Godfather of Soul, including, Get Up (I Feel Like Being a) Sex Machine; Super Bad; Papa Don’t Take No Mess, Get Up Off that Thing; and more. Universal Music. $3.95

★ **2941749** ETTA JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1956-60. Collects over 60 tracks from Etta’s decade in the career of this top blues, R&B, and soul talent. Collects all her A and B sides recorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like The Wallflower (Roll with the One I Love); I’m a Woman; I Got Such-A Rowdy Ways: Raunchy Women’s Blues 1923-1937. The 29 tracks collected here capture the ground in the world of blues music. Four CDs feature large collections by Clara Smith, Lucille Bogan, Lil Johnson, and Moanin' Bernice Edwards, plus more from Tropical Sammies, Sepia Wall, Eddie Kirkland, and Victoria Spivey. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ **6795811** I AIN’T A GAMBLIN’ WOMAN, I GOT SUCH-A ROWDY WAYS: Raunchy Women’s Blues 1923-1937. The 29 tracks collected here capture the ground in the world of blues music. Four CDs feature large collections by Clara Smith, Lucille Bogan, Lil Johnson, and Moanin’ Bernice Edwards, plus more from Tropical Sammies, Sepia Wall, Eddie Kirkland, and Victoria Spivey. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

★ **2927462** HOWLIN’ WOLF: The Complete RPM & Chess Singles As & Bs 1951-62. Chester Burnett was one of the most influential figures in Chicago blues through the 1950s. This massive set captures 80 tracks, including Moanin’ at Midnight; Come to Me Baby; Riding in the Moonlight, Spoonful; The Red Rooster, Smokestack Lightning; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ **2959968** SHIRLEY AND LEE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1952-62. This teenage duo had a string of R&B and pop hits during the 1950s and early ’60s. The 62 tracks collected here comprise the A and B sides of all their releases as a duo, plus solo singles. Songs include I’m Gone; Feel So Good; Let the Good Times Roll; I Feel Good; My Baby’s Got a New Baby; The One That I Love; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ **3702758** COMBINATION BOOGIE. Twenty eight tracks present the harmonica blues tunes of a variety of artists. Includes Cal Squier; Joe Ely; Don Russell; Wondering; by Junior Parker; Georgia Slap by Big Al Downing; Naggin’ by Jimmy Anderson; You Don’t Love Me by Bo Diddley; Cut That Out by Junior Wells; Combination Boogie by J.B. and His Hawks; Are You Alright? by Big Al Downing; and more. MVD. Pub. at $9.95

★ **2980762** THE BEST OF EDDIE KENDRICKS: The Millennium Collection. Kendricks was a Temptation for one decade rerecorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like The Wallflower (Roll with the One I Love); I’m a Woman; I Got Such-A Rowdy Ways: Raunchy Women’s Blues 1923-1937. The 29 tracks collected here capture the ground in the world of blues music. Four CDs feature large collections by Clara Smith, Lucille Bogan, Lil Johnson, and Moanin’ Bernice Edwards, plus more from Tropical Sammies, Sepia Wall, Eddie Kirkland, and Victoria Spivey. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95
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**CD 5908566 HARMONICA BLUES.** The harmonica is a staple of that classic blues sound, and in these 25 tracks some of its greatest players shine. We include Maxwell and Peony by Martin & Robert; Man Trouble Blues by Jaybird Coleman; Riding the Blinds by Eddie Mapp. Like I Want to Be by Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 2956974 B.B. KING & LARRY CARLTON: In Session.** This 45 minute joint performance contains a mix of classic blues and fusion jams, on conversations on phrasing, and performances of some favorites including The Thrill Is Gone, Mumbojumbo and Rock Me Baby. Ten tracks. Gospel. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6758363 THE ESSENTIAL DINAH WASHINGTON.** Four classic albums collected onto two CDs from this legendary R&B artist. Includes What a Difference a Day Makes; The Swingin' Miss D'; The Bosses Smith Songbook; and The Fat's Walker Songbook with hits like, Time After Time, I'll Close My Eyes, Back Water Blues; Ain't Misbehavin'; and more. Collects 45 tracks plus three bonus tracks. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 2871106 TOM WAITS: The Archives.** This two-CD set includes Wide Awake in Dreamland, a bluesy, boar soaked vocals performance. Features 36 timeless tracks, including hits like Jockey Full of Bourbon; Tangi Tell They're Soire; Picture in a Frame; Silent Night/Christmas Card from a Hooker in Minneapolis; I'll Shoot the Moon, and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2927470 IRENE & TINA TURNER: Sing the Blues.** In 1969, Ike Turner assembled two albums of blues-oriented material to Blue Thumb records-The Hunter and Outta Season. Here, 18 tracks from those works are brought together. We include Ike's nickel guitar with Tina's unforgettable voice. Includes, I've Been Loving You Too Long; Mean Old World; Dust My Broom; Early Morning and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**CD 6952947 DONNA SUMMER: Gold.** A wonderful collection of 54 tracks from the Queen of Disco. Songs include Love to Love You Baby; I Feel Love; Try Me, I Know We Can Make It; Could It Be Magic; The Wanderer; She Works Hard for the Money; and more. Two CDs. Mercury. $15.95

**CD 2959333 PAUL BUTTERFIELD BAND: Live at Rockpalast 1978.** This CD contains Butterfield's first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; Misty, Heartache; Fool In Love; It's Alright, Ghost Queen; Just When I Needed You Most; You Better Go to Your Own; Walkin' Blues and Born Under a Bad Sign. Also includes a DVD of the performance (71 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 5940377 THE ROBERT NIGHTHAWK COLLECTION 1937-52.** The slide guitarist and singer performs under all his pseudonyms in this vintage blues collection. Joined by guests from Sonny Boy Williamson to Finetop Smith and Ransom Knowling, he delivers 48 tracks; Prowling Night Hawk; Lonesome World; U.S. Boogie; Feel So Bad; You Most; Be Good to Yourself; New Walking Song; Whirlwind; You've Got What It Takes; Two Wrongs Don't Make a Right; and Let's Rock. Javelin. $7.95

**CD 2947463 LITTLE WALTER: The Complete Checkers Singles As & Bs 1953-62.** A renowned harmonica player, singer, songwriter, and guitarist, Little Walter’s multifaceted output comes to your music library with this 52-track collection, including favorite R&B hits like Juke; Can't Everybody Needs Somebody, and My Baby, Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2927381 CHARLEY PATTON: The Complete Recordings 1929-34.** Charles Patton is widely regarded as perhaps the archetypal early exponent of Mississippi Delta blues. Spanning his short career of recordings, this collection of 61 tracks presents his works in chronological order of their release, including six tracks on which Henry Sins and Bertha Maxine respectively performed the vocals. Features tracks on Patton’s guitar. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 6786561 BARRETT STRONG: Money & Other Big Hits.** Twelve Motown classics: Money (That’s What I Want); Yes, No, Maybe; So, I’m Gonna Try (If You Quit Me), Money and Me; Misery; Do the Right Thing; Whirlwind; You’ve Got What It Takes, Two Wrongs Don’t Make a Right; and Let’s Rock. Javelin. $2.95

**CD 2937387 JACKIE WILSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1952-62.** A 35 track selection of tunes from the man known as “Mr. Soul” includes Better Git While the Gettin’ is Good; So Long, I’m leaving; Be Loved; Lonely Teardrops; Night; Alone at Last; The Blue of the Evening; My Empty Arms; What Good Am I Without You, A Girl Named Tamiko; Rainy Day Blues; Happy to Be Loved; A Lover, and a Friend, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


**CD 6849244 SUPER RARE ELECTRIC BLUES: 1960s Era.** Fifty tracks on this CD highlight the unsung heroes of electric blues who recorded on smaller labels. Includes original recordings by Icky Remut, Wild Jimmy Spruill, Ike Boy Bonner, Flash Terry, Sonny 3, Guitar Shorty, Lafayette Thomas, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 2947552 SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, 1951-1954: Eyesight to the Blind.** Collects 25 scorching examples of hot blues harmonica from one of the most popular blues performers ever to tour Europe. The A and B sides of all his earliest singles are joined by previously unissued tracks like his collaborations with Elmore James on the first version of You Don’t B.M. and a King, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 2848872 ROY HAMILTON: The Singles Collection 1954-62.** This 80 track, three CD set comprises almost all his A & B sides recorded for the Epic label during this era, and features all his 16 career hits including You’ll Never Walk Alone; Unchained Melody; Ebb Tide; Hurt; If I Loved You; Don’t Let Go, You Can Have Her; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6851530 THE STAPLES SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62.** This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records by this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks include It Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; Let Me Ride, Since He Lightened My Heavy Load, Downward Road; Revisus Us Again; Somewhere Between Me, Day is Passed and Gone, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 2927349 ARETHA FRANKLIN: The Complete Releases 1956-62.** Collects 48 tracks from the years when Franklin was establishing herself as a distinctive, soulful, and dynamic performer. Her debut album, I Never Loved a Man the Way I Love You contains Bu tterfield’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including It’s Alright, Ghost Queen; Just When I Needed You Most; You Better Go to Your Own; Walkin’ Blues and Born Under a Bad Sign. Also includes a DVD of the performance (71 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 2798301 BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62.** Features almost all the A & B sides of Benton’s releases during the first eight years of his career, including 30 chart hits. These 57 tracks include It’s a Matter of Time; Endlessly, Kiddo, So Many Ways, The Boll Weevil Song; Hotel Happiness, Please Help Me, Blind Love, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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★ CD 2811502 BOTTLENECK GUITAR: Selected Sides 1926-2015. This deluxe, four CD box set features 88 tracks, including Packin’ Plane, They’re Playing My Number Again, Traveling River Man Blues by Robert Johnson, Dust My Broom by Elmore James, Wild Cow Blues by Big Joe Williams; You Got to Take Sick and Die Some of These Days by Son House; and more. Muddy Waters; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $89.95

★ CD 6117072 THE ESSENTIAL CHAKA KHAN. Basck in the soulful powerhouse vocals of the Queen of Funk with more than 30 tracks including some of her biggest, most recognizable hits: I Feel For You (written by Prince), Face: I’m Every Woman; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; and more. Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 2287035 GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS: Midnight Train to Georgia. To say that Gladys' Knights & & the Pips are soul music legends is no exaggeration. This two CD collection showcases their best across 66 tracks. Including hits like Midnight Train to Georgia; Last Dance; I Heard It Through the Grapevine; and more. Motown. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 6963137 SMOKY ROBINSON & THE MIRACLES: Gold. A two-CD set featuring 51 tracks, including Got a Job; Going to a Go-Go; Bad Girl, Shoo-Shoo Shoo Baby; Standing at the Corner of the Street; Way Over There; Who’s Lovin’ You; and many more. Motown. $15.95

★ CD 6963048 MARTHA REEVES & THE VANDELLAS: Gold. This vibrant collection of 42 songs is a testament to the classic sound of Martha & the Vandellas. Among the timeless tracks collected here are I’m Ready for Love; Love (Makes Me Do Foolish Things); I’ll Have to Let Him Go; Come and Get These Memories; and more. Two CDs. Motown.

★ CD 6857760 SONNY BOY WILLIAMS: It’s Complete Trumpet, &Cheker Singles 1951-1982. Comprises all of his recordings released during this period. Fifty-one tracks include Eyesight to the Blind; Crazy About You Baby; Do It if You Want To; Cool Cool Blues; Boogie with the Chief; Two Times a Lady; Church; Town; Funeral; and My Trial; Keep it to Yourself; and more. Fifty tracks include hits like I’m Blues; No One’s Blues; and More. One Not Minute More. Two CDs. Motown. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 294300X DELLA REESE, 1955-62: The Singles Collection. Explore the early career of the transcendent Della Reese with this collection, bringing together all the A and B sides she recorded for the Jubilee label from her 1955, plus nearly all her A and B sides released on RCA up to 1962. More than 40 tracks, including Della’s hits Friends Me and More; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 3691454 BONITA & THE BLUES SHACKS: Sweet Thing. Blue and soul from the ‘50s and ‘60s are still alive and this collection of 16 songs is further proof. Tracks include: He Made a Woman Out Of Me; Mama’s Goin’ Dancin’; Sweet Thing; That’s My Baby; You Can’t Hide; and more. Rhythm Bomb Records. Pub. at $9.99

★ CD 6735553 THE FLAMINGOS COLLECTION, 1953-61. Eighty tracks comprise almost all the band’s singles released during this primary period of their career, including the hits I’ll Be Home and I Only Have Eyes for You. It comprises all of the A and B sides on the Chantel, Parrot, Checker, Decca, and End labels, along with the tracks from their first three LPs. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 2947323 BIG TOWN PLAYBOYS: Chicago Blues 1948-1954. Presents 50 classic blues tracks that trace the development of Chicago based blues which went on to influence the course of popular music in the 1960s; Exceptions being tracks by Muddy Waters, 24 Hours by Eddie Boyd; and Lights Out by Little Walter. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

★ CD 6814905 CAPTAIN BEEFEAT: Plastic Factory. Beethoven and the Magic Band performed at the Avalon in San Francisco in 1976, for which the Magic Band added more tracks to the Plastic Factory; Plastic Factory was augmented here by a number of bonus cuts from radio sessions as well as a rare radio interview with Beefeet. Tracks include The Gated City, Yellow Brick Road, and more. Nineteen tracks. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 6685616 MISSISSIPPI BLUES: Rare Cuts 1926-1941. One hundred remastered sides capture 15 years of southern blues treasures. Four CDs bring together 100 vintage sides, collecting the stylings of such legends as Lightnin’ Hopkins, Robert Johnson, Joe McCoy, Freddie Spurrueil, Robert Lockwood, Mississippi, Kid Bailey, Son House, and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

★ CD 294748X MAURICE WILLIAMS WITH THE GLODIOLAS & THE ZODIACS. Collects the entirety of releases by the Glodiolas and Zodiacs, both featuring Maurice Williams, from 1961 to 1962. Thirty-seven tracks include performances of Little Darlin’, Comin’ Home to You, Stay, The Nearness of You; Please; Come and Get It; Here I Stand; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 2903660 JOHNNY MOORE’S THREE BLAZERS: The Singles Collection, 1945-55. Features selected A & B sides released on the Atlas, Philo, Aladdin, Modern, Exclusive, RCA and Hollywood Labels during this era. Seventy-five tracks on 3 CDs include: Maureen; Blues at Sunrise; Drifting Blues; Fugue in C Major; Blue Skies; I Still Love You; Love Is a Battlefield; and others. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 2953528 T-BONE WALKER: The Essential Collection. Thirty-six tracks and 2 CDs present the music of this blues guitarist including Me and Ol’ Mean World; Bobby Sox Baby; Midnight Blues; Description Blues; B-Bone Shuffle; I Got So Weary; Here in the Dark; Love Is Just a Gamble; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.95

★ CD 3702766 DOWN HOME BLUES: Chicago, Volume 2. This outstanding collection presents five CDs with forty six different artists that capture the essence of Chicago Blues on 135 tracks. Includes Muddy Waters Down by Chuck Berry; I Was Fooled by Billy Boy Arnold; Fire it Up by Eddie Bo; Water Coast Blues by Big Bill Broonzy; Broken Heart by Memphis Minnie; and more. Also includes an informational booklet. Wiedenower. Pub. at $49.99

★ CD 6637755 GET UP OFF YOUR HIPS from Bed Springs to Bloomington. When black music began to soar in the 1920s, many of the greatest numbers simmered with an undercurrent of sexuality. In this huge 99-track collection, these sensually driven tracks are beautifully performed by Leadbelly, Blind Lemon, Fuller, Papa Charlie Jackson, Tampa Red, Ethel Waters, Memphis Minnie, and others. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

★ CD 6962998 JAMES BROWN: Gold. Known as the “Godfather of Soul,” Brown influenced the development of several music genres during his legendary career. Forty tracks are collected here, including The Boss; River; Living in America; Get Up Off That Thing; Like Being a) Sex Machine; Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag; and more. Two CDs. Universal Music. Pub. at $12.99

★ CD 6962912 THE COMMODORES: Gold. This two CD set collects some of the best with a selection of their greatest grooves from the acclaimed R & B band. Songs include Nightshift; Easy; Three Times a Lady; Heroes; Brick House; Slippin’ When Wet; and many more. Thirty-nine tracks. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 696298X JACkSON 5: Gold. Jackie, Tito, Jermaine, Marlon and Michael were adored by America and their songs still fire our souls to this day. This two CD set collects 36 tracks, including ABC; Sugar Daddy; I’ll Be There; I Want You Back; The Love You Save; and more. Motown.

★ CD 5942950 LIGHTNIN’ HOPKINS: THE Acoustic Years 1959-1960. A musician who could make you weep with the acoustic guitar, Hopkins enraptures with this assembly of 73 acoustic tracks. Remastered for the highest quality sound, they include Penitentiary Blues; Bad Luck and Trouble; Come Go with Me; Got to Move Your Baby; and includes many more. Sixty-one tracks. Playa Records. Pub. at $37.95

★ CD 294071X THE BEST OF GAP BAND. Collects 13 hits from the smooth & R&B band, including Early in the Morning; Shake; Outstanding; The Boys are Back in Town; Party Train; You Can Count on Me; and more. PolyGram Records.

★ CD 294734X DOGEOLOGY: The Atlas Records Story. The short-lived California label unexpectedly claims fame in its all-time hit collection. Got a Penny, Berry by King Cole Trio, If You Love Me Baby by Red Mack & His Orchestra, Shufflin’ with the Runners produced by Joe Aloisio, and more. Highlanders; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95
**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD 3691683** PERCY MAYFIELD: The Singles Collection 1947-62. Mayfield was one of the most admired and influential R&B singers and songwriters of the post-war era. This two CD set comprises just about all his A and B sides during the first era of his career. Fifty-four tracks, including Please Send Me - Last Love; I Was, Cry Baby; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 2947382** CHUCK WILLIS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1951-59. Enjoy every A and B side from nearly a decade of singles by this talented and distinctive singer and songwriter. Includes R&B hits like My Story; Going to the River; You're Still My Baby; It's Too Late; C.C. Rider; What Am I Living For; and more. Fifty-seven tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$9.95**

**CD 2870819** ETTA JONES: A Soulful Sunday. Newly discovered recording of vocalist Etta Jones with the Cedar Walton Trio live in Baltimore, MD in 1972. This 11 track collection features soulful hits like Sunday; If You Couldn't See Me Now; For All We Know; Exactly Like You; You Better Go Now; Blowtop Blues; Love Nest; and more. Sixteen (Parts 1 and 2); Blue Shadows; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$19.95**

**CD 2947538** THE ROOSEVELT SYKES COLLECTION 1929-47. Selects the best 75 recordings the washboard musician made during the two decades of his primary career before he was overtaken by the influence of the unstoppable electric era. Three CDs bring collectors and aficionados an entertaining splash of acoustic blues they won't soon forget. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$11.95**

**CD 292160X** THE FIFTH DIMENSION: Live! You'll love getting lost in The Fifth Dimension with these 19 classic tracks, including The Shaft; Go Where Your Sweetheart Goes; The Street Where You Live; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$17.95**

**CD 5981158** THE TOMMY EDWARDS SINGLES COLLECTION, 1951-62. More than 10 years in Tommy's career are illuminated by 52 tracks meticulously selected by one of the music's most respected experts. It's All in the Game joins other notable songs by the R&B star, including multiple versions of Please, Mr. Sun; Morning Side of the Mountain; My Girl; If You Would Love Me Again; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2927667** THE WALTER “FURRY” LEWIS COLLECTION, 1927-61. This two-CD set comprises every A and B side he released during this key period of his career. Thirty-one tracks. Angel Air. Pub. at $19.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2955293** B.B. KING: The Best of RPM & Kent Recordings. Thirty-one tracks offer up a glorious cross-section of B.B.'s recordings with RPM and later for the Bihari's new label, Kent. Titles include She's Dynamite; Fine Lookin' Woman; I Got My Eyes on You; I Got My Eyes on You; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 **$13.95**

**CD 3702175** BILL DICEY: Fool in Love. Enjoy the cool sounds of Bill Dickey's harmonica and vocals on the 9 track CD. Includes Fool in Love; Whoopin’ and Holler’; Americana; Sleeping with the Devil; Too Poor to Die; Wheeling Dax; Running in My Heart; Lightnin’ Bug; and Sail on, JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99 **$13.95**

**CD 6963005** KOUL & THE GANG: Gold. This iconic band’s impact on the music world has spanned decades. This two CD set collects 31 tracks, including Who's Gonna Take the Weight; Funky Stuff; Hollywood Swing; Swingin’; and more. Together We Celebrate; Ladies Night; and more. Mercury. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6961614** ROY BUCHANAN: My Babe. Features nine tracks from this American guitarist and blues musician including You Gotta Let Me Know, My Babe; It's Been Me; I've Got My Eyes; Pink Neglect; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 2947269** TORE UP! You'll dig this mighty hep selection of some obscure and some classic harp tunes, including Shake Your Boogie by Model "T" Slim; Southern Woman by Tommy Brown; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 2937425** LAVERN BAKER: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1949-62. LaVerne Baker was one of the top R&B singers of the '50s and early '60s, racking up a string of R&B hits before her pop career really took off. This two CD set comprises every A and B side she released from her recording debut in 1946 through to her last Top 50 entry in 1962. Atlantic Avenue; Your Love Is a Miracle; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 **$17.95**

**CD 2937433** LLOYD PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1952-62. An artist who helped define the New Orleans R&B sound, Price is highlighted in 78 tracks. Includes A and B sides recorded for a number of labels, including big hits like Ladwy Miss in the Night (Personal) I'm Going Get Married; Redless Heart; Ain't I a Woman; Lady Luck; Comes to My Heart; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2947102** DO YOU MEAN IT? These crazy tunes from Guitarville. Songs include, Let the Good Times Roll Created by Memphis Slim; Shake It Up by Mickey and Sylvia; You Shave Your Moneymaker by Johnnie Taylor; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$17.95**

**CD 5981158** THE TOMMY EDWARDS SINGLES COLLECTION, 1951-62. More than 10 years in Tommy's career are illuminated by 52 tracks meticulously selected by one of the music's most respected experts. It's All in the Game joins other notable songs by the R&B star, including multiple versions of Please, Mr. Sun; Morning Side of the Mountain; My Girl; If You Would Love Me Again; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3696936** THE REAL...ARETHA FRANKLIN. Enjoy this collection of 49 songs from the “Queen of Soul.” Includes Soulville; Nobody Knows the Way I Feel This Morning; Evil Gal Blues; Make Someone Happy; Until the Real Thing Comes Along; I Can't Turn You Loose; Hold On; I'm Coming; Respect; Ain't No Way; Chain of Fools; Dr. Feelgood; Round; and more. Three CDs. Sony Music. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6963005** KOUL & THE GANG: Gold. This iconic band’s impact on the music world has spanned decades. This two CD set collects 31 tracks, including Who's Gonna Take the Weight; Funky Stuff; Hollywood Swing; Swingin’; and more. Together We Celebrate; Ladies Night; and more. Mercury. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2870924** MA RAINIE: The Definitive Collection 1924-62. This fine four CD, 94 track collection honors one of the towering figures of early blues music. Featuring tracks like This Boy; Who's Gonna Take the Weight; Funky Stuff; Hollywood Swing; Swingin’; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$13.95**

**CD 2937622** THE WASHBOARD SAM COLLECTION 1935-69. Compiles the best 75 recordings the washboard musician made during the two decades of his primary career before he was overtaken by the influence of the unstoppable electric era. Three CDs bring collectors and aficionados an entertaining splash of acoustic blues they won't soon forget. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2947374** THE CHARITEERS COLLECTION 1937-48. Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes We Wonder; Don't Do Me; Lullaby in New Orleans; So Long, I Got It Bad (and That Ain't Good); Stormy Weather; Ridin' Around in the Rain; Swing Low, Sweet Chanter; and much more. Fifty-six tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2947374** THE CHOIRIETERS COLLECTION 1937-48. Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes We Wonder; Don't Do Me; Lullaby in New Orleans; So Long, I Got It Bad (and That Ain't Good); Stormy Weather; Ridin' Around in the Rain; Swing Low, Sweet Chanter; and much more. Fifty-six tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2947374** THE CHOIRIETERS COLLECTION 1937-48. Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes We Wonder; Don't Do Me; Lullaby in New Orleans; So Long, I Got It Bad (and That Ain't Good); Stormy Weather; Ridin' Around in the Rain; Swing Low, Sweet Chanter; and much more. Fifty-six tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2947374** THE CHOIRIETERS COLLECTION 1937-48. Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes We Wonder; Don't Do Me; Lullaby in New Orleans; So Long, I Got It Bad (and That Ain't Good); Stormy Weather; Ridin' Around in the Rain; Swing Low, Sweet Chanter; and much more. Fifty-six tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2947374** THE CHOIRIETERS COLLECTION 1937-48. Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes We Wonder; Don't Do Me; Lullaby in New Orleans; So Long, I Got It Bad (and That Ain't Good); Stormy Weather; Ridin' Around in the Rain; Swing Low, Sweet Chanter; and much more. Fifty-six tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2947374** THE CHOIRIETERS COLLECTION 1937-48. Collects A and B sides of selected releases by one of the most successful and popular early doowop groups. Includes We Wonder; Don't Do Me; Lullaby in New Orleans; So Long, I Got It Bad (and That Ain't Good); Stormy Weather; Ridin' Around in the Rain; Swing Low, Sweet Chanter; and much more. Fifty-six tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$11.95**
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 6769149 THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings.** The first ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat recordings by this legendary vocal group. Featuring 23 tracks taken straight from the original master session tapes. Including five unreleased songs and hits like The Boy From New York City. Kicked Off the Blues. Pub. at $18.95. **$11.95**

**CD 2953498 SOLOMON NUNOE: The Last Great Concert.** Though not his last, but one of his very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**CD 6609130 HOOCHE COWCHIE MAN: The Chess Story.** A hatted of blues, Chicago was the city Chess Records called home. The label’s remarkable contribution to the genre is encapsulated in these 50 tracks, featuring huge numbers from giants like Muddy Waters, Bo Diddley, John Lee Hooker, Chuck Berry, Howlin’ Wolf, Etta James and others. Two CDs. One of the very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**CD 6766723 THE CONTOURS: Do You Love Me.** Eleven classics! Redefine a hit-making vocal group with Do You Love Me (Now That I Can Dance); Shake Sherry; You Better Get In Line; The Steppin’ Stone; It’s All Right; While I’m Young; Woman; Claudia; So Grateful; Funny, and more. **$15.95**

**CD 6962963 THE TOPS: Gold.** A wonderful collection of songs from one of the most successful R&B bands in music history. This two CD set includes hits like Baby I Need Your Loving; Can’t Seem To Get You Out of My Mind; I Can’t Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch); Reach Out, I’ll Be There and many more. Forty-one tracks. Motown. **$15.95**

**CD 6668095 BLOWING THE FUSE: 28 R&B Classics.** These are the hits that rocked the jukebox in 1947: Let the Good Times Roll by Louis Jordan; Bobby Sox Blues by T-Bone Walker; Open the Door Richard by Jack McVea; Sally Zu-Zar by Joe Turner; Guitar in My Hand by Clarence Brown; and more, all on one disc! Bear Family Records. Pub. at $28.99. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**CD 2793739 EARL KING: The Singles Collection 1953-62.** This 41 track set comprises the A & B sides of just about all of King’s releases as a solo artist during the first decade of his career. Songs include Have You Gone Crazy?; Beggin’ at Your Mercy; Eating and Sleeping; It Must Have Been Love; I Met a Stranger; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 694079X ARTHUR BIG BOY CRUDUP: If I Get Lucky.** This giant collection of the Alabama Delta Blues singer-songwriter includes 91 tracks: 80 R&B, 100-wop and soul. The first six tracks come from Mary Wells, from Baby It’s Tomorrow. Javelin. **$9.95**

**CD 6870209 MARY WELLS & THE SHIRELLS: Back to Back.** Twelve tracks comprise live recordings by these greats of R&B, doowop and soul. The first six tracks come from Mary Wells, from Baby It’s Tomorrow. Javelin. **$9.95**

**CD 6837565 KIKI DEE: Original Album Series.** Collects five essential albums by the acclaimed soul artist, including Kiki Dee-Loving and Free; The KK Factor; Shadow of Your Smile; Kiki Dee–Stay With Me; and Kiki Dee–The Songbird, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 685860X BEN E. KING: The Complete Atco/Atlantic Singles Volume 1, 1960-1966.** Ben’s warm and soulful baritone voice brings life to 50 classics. Disc One is Stand By Me, joining the title track with Brace Yourself; Ecstasy; Young Boy Blues; Here Comes My Baby; It’s Affection; That’s How I Got My Baby Back; A Woman’s Prayer; Two Is So Much Love; feature Groovin’; What Can a Man Do; Cry No More; I Swear by the Stars Above; and many others. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 689718 THE SATINTONES: A Love That Can Never Be.** Nine tracks by a beloved Motown vocal group, joining the hit title track with My Kind of Love; Going to the Hop; Tomorrow and Always; A Love That Can Never Be; Sugar Daddy; Motor City; I Know How It Feels; Angel; and My Kind of Love. Motown. **$2.95**

**CD 2918556 BIG VOICE: The Singles Collection 1950-60.** This 55 track set comprises selected A & B sides from Turner’s 1950 singles for the Imperial, Freedom and Aladdin labels, plus the complete A & B sides of his Atlantic releases from 1951-60. Hits include Lucille; Love My Baby; After My Laughter Came Tears;Poor Lover’s Blues; Honky Tonk Nights; Shake, Rattle and Roll; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 6639488 ANITA BAKER: Original Album Series.** The soul of R&B thrives in these five original albums by one of the genre’s best. Includes the entirety of The Songstress: Rapture; Guilty; Night Shift; Nectar; I Got; Compositions; and Rhythm of Love, each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Five CDs. Wea. **SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 283650X LIONEL RITCHIE & COMMODORES: Gold.** Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Ritchie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Hello; Endless Love; You Beat Me to the Punch; Come From Away; You, Me and the Blues; I Have Nothing; Head Full of Love; Three Times A Lady; and more. One of the very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**CD 2826530 LITTLE VICTOR: Deluxe Lo-Fi.** Collects 16 songs from the Beale Street Blues Bopper, including My Mind; Greyhound Boogie; I Done Got Tired; Too Late Baby; Roy’s Place; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6879149 LIONEL RITCHIE: All Night Long.** One of the very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**CD 2918556 BIG VOICE: The Singles Collection 1950-60.** This 55 track set comprises selected A & B sides from Turner’s 1950 singles for the Imperial, Freedom and Aladdin labels, plus the complete A & B sides of his Atlantic releases from 1951-60. Hits include Lucille; Love My Baby; After My Laughter Came Tears;Poor Lover’s Blues; Honky Tonk Nights; Shake, Rattle and Roll; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 283650X LIONEL RITCHIE & COMMODORES: Gold.** Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Ritchie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Hello; Endless Love; You Beat Me to the Punch; Come From Away; You, Me and the Blues; I Have Nothing; Head Full of Love; Three Times A Lady; and more. One of the very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 283650X LIONEL RITCHIE & COMMODORES: Gold.** Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Ritchie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Hello; Endless Love; You Beat Me to the Punch; Come From Away; You, Me and the Blues; I Have Nothing; Head Full of Love; Three Times A Lady; and more. One of the very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 283650X LIONEL RITCHIE & COMMODORES: Gold.** Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Ritchie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Hello; Endless Love; You Beat Me to the Punch; Come From Away; You, Me and the Blues; I Have Nothing; Head Full of Love; Three Times A Lady; and more. One of the very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 283650X LIONEL RITCHIE & COMMODORES: Gold.** Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Ritchie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Hello; Endless Love; You Beat Me to the Punch; Come From Away; You, Me and the Blues; I Have Nothing; Head Full of Love; Three Times A Lady; and more. One of the very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That’s How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Dallas; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Next Fool Be; Searching; Cold Night In Georgia; Rescue Me; and more. Two CDs. Nobel. **Price Cut to $17.95"
Blues - R&B - Reggae

★ CD 6992080 THE FLOYD DIXON SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62. This 77 track, three CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Dixon’s releases during one of his most important era of his illustrious career. Songs include Sad Journey Blues; Telephone Blues; Call Operator 210, Dallas Blues; Houston Jump; I’ll Be Home For Christmas; The Thrill Is Gone; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

★ CD 22820064 MIKE BLOOMFIELD: Late at Night—McCabe’s, January 1, 1977. These twelve tracks were recorded live at McCabe’s Guitar Shop, Santa Monica, CA, January, 1977 during the late show and include great songs like “Rock and Roll Train,” “I Feel With You Always; Some of These Days; I’m Glad I’m Jewish; Eyesight to the Blind; Don’t You Lie To Me; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 18031174 MONK HIGGINS: Extra Soul Perception. Originally released in 1968, these twelve tracks include Extra Soul Perception: “The Look of Sim; A Good Thing; Watermelon Man; Straight Ahead; Canadian Sunset; Collision in Black; Just Around the Corner; Little Green Apples; Poker Chips; Stain ‘Duck;” and Doing It. Price: $9.95

★ CD 6974244 THE COMPLETE LOMA SINGLES, VOLUME 1. The first of four 2 CD collections containing the complete singles output of legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes Sweden 1987.*

★ CD 2858586 JOHNNY WINTER: Live Through the ‘70s. This film captures Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings on the road, in the studio and onstage during their 2004 European tour. Featuring a host of talented musicians, the film includes some of the greatest songs of the last 50 years and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

★ DVD 2888432 JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Live in Sweden 1987. Blues legend Johnny Winters is joined by the equally cherished Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes performing hits like Somebody Needs You by Ike and Tina Turner, I’m the Lover Man by Little Jerry Williams, and Walkin’ the Girl by Smiley Lewis. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $31.93 PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ DVD 2685863 JOHNNY WINTER WITH DR. JOHN: Through the ‘80s. This film captures Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings on the road, in the studio and onstage during their 2004 European tour. Featuring a host of talented musicians, the film includes some of the greatest songs of the last 50 years and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

★ DVD 681480 BB KING: Standing Room Only. Time had no apparent effect on King, other than to make him more popular and more charming. Over his 60 years of career he defined the blues for a worldwide audience. In this outstanding performance, recorded in Atlantic City, B.B. delivers with classics like The Thrill Is Gone; Let the Good Times Roll; Pride and Joy; I’ll Fly Away; Time Out for Smokey; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

★ BLU-RAY 6889999 BB KING: Live at the Royal Albert Hall 2011. On June 28, 2011, the ‘King of Blues’ played to an sold-out audience at the spectacular Royal Albert Hall. Experience that unforgettable night here, as the legendary bluesman and guitarist joins fellow virtuosos like Derek Trucks, Susan Tedeschi, Tinsley Ellis and Muddy HcKarl, and and more. 62 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ DVD 681480 BB KING: Standing Room Only. Time had no apparent effect on King, other than to make him more popular and more charming. Over his 60 years of career he defined the blues for a worldwide audience. In this outstanding performance, recorded in Atlantic City, B.B. delivers with classics like The Thrill Is Gone; Let the Good Times Roll; Pride and Joy; I’ll Fly Away; Time Out for Smokey; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

★ DVD 2937336 THE GOLDEN GATE QUARTET: Rock My Soul. Twenty vintage tracks from Virginia’s gospel quartet, including Golden Gate Gospel Train; Jonah in the Whale; Go Where I Send Thee; Sampson; Massas in the Cold Ground; preacher and the Bear; Noah; On the Wings of Prayer; Job; Rock My Soul; Stalin Wasn’t Stalin; Jezabel; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

★ CD 5813554 THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Singles Collection, 1950-61. Rediscover a decade of singles from one of the most influential gospel-quad groups from the 20th century. Comprising the A and B sides recorded for the Specialty and SAR labels, these 54 tracks represent a period that saw the start of their 20-year run, followed by another great start. Johnnie Taylor. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 670185X ULTIMATE GOSPEL: Testify. Lift your spirit with two CDs filled with glowing gospel music. Thirty tracks in all, including testily by Dottie Peoples; Hold On (Change Is Comin’) by Sounds of Blackness; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joe Pace, Yes, God Is Real by Albertina Walker and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.95

★ CD 6803245 LARRY GATLIN & THE GATLIN FAMILY: Gospel Gold. Fourteen recordings by a well-loved name in classic gospel. I’m in Love with Jesus; The Shelter of His Arms; Lovest Thou Me; Walk Talk and Sing the Way He Wants Me To; I’m Happy Now; His Love Can Satisfy; Till the End of Time; I’m Saved and I Know; The Valley of Peace; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ CD 6941230 ENCORED: Today’s Greatest Gospel Anthems. This collection of twelve songs take look past our problems and see Problem Solver. It’s a truth that echoes through these anthems of faith and fortune. Titles include Never Would Have Made It by Marvin Sapp; Lean on Me by Kirk Franklin & The Family; We Shall Behold Him by Vickie Winans; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

★ CD 6812767 CHARLEY PRIDE: The Gospel Collection. Combining two milestone albums, I’m Just a Country Boy and Sunday Morning at the Country Club, this collection of twenty tracks includes I’ll Fly Away; Time Out for Smokey; My Mother Said I Better Run; I’m In Love With Jesus and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 6760000 CLASSIC GOSPEL, 1951-1960. Over 100 tracks from the most important era of his illustrious career. Songs include Hold On (Change Is Comin’) by Sounds of Blackness; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joe Pace; By Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joe Pace; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 2943034 MAHALIA JACKSON: The Forgiven Recordings. Discover the roots of one of the most widely admired African American church singers in the history of the genre. Thirty-six tracks feature rare recordings of Mahalia singing Some of That Old Time Religion; I Asked the Lord; Only Believe; He Knows How Much We Can Bear; Lord Search My Heart; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ CD 2959836 JIM REEVES: Gospel Favorites. Reeves was one of the biggest recording artists of the 1950s and ‘60s. This collection centers on his most beloved gospel offerings. Collects 29 tracks, including I’ll Fly Away; Mother Went A-Walking; It Is No Secret; How Long Has It Been; Oh, Gentle Shepherd; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

Christian - Gospel

★ CD 5932486 Schwarz印象★ HARLEM NEW ERA SOUL NOTE SINGERS: 1922-1950s. Evolving from 18th-century singing-school traditions, Sacred Harp’s haunting melodies and harmonies make for a captivating musical experience. Presented here is a selection of the best from this tradition, performed by Dye’s Sacred Harp Singers; Roswell Sacred Harp Chapter, Alabama Sacred Heart Singers; and others. More than 80 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

and enter the item number in the search box. –- 63 –-
Christian - Gospel

CD 2947579 THE SWANEE QUINTET: The Complete Nashboro Releases 1951-62. They are one of the premier vocal groups in the history of country music, and B sides of all their singles are included on an uplifting 53-track collection. Includes all their releases on Nashboro through to 1962, including the A side. Jesus on My Mind; God Light; That Old Time Religion; My Burdens Are Laid Down; My Father’s Land and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16 SOLD OUT

CD 2972551 THE MADAME EDNA GALLMON COOKE COLLECTION 1949-62. This 49-track collection recognizes one of the female black gospel singers of all time in the gospel genre, including material recorded for the Merit, Deluxe, Regal and Republic labels, as well as early tracks with the Mount Vernon Men’s Choir, besides many of her singles, and tracks that only appeared on her Hi If I Ever Stand Shambles albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 6887414 JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT: The Wilson Sisters. Hailing from Muscle Shoals, Alabama and steeped in the traditions of Gospel, Soul, and American Southern Rock, the Wilson Sisters are a rising force in faith based music. This CD collects 12 uplifting tracks including Jesus Is Just Alright; Holy, Holy, Holy; If Not for Grace; Redeemer, Savior; Friend; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98

Holiday CDs & DVDs

CD 2980916 BURL IVES: Have a Holly Jolly Christmas. You’ll have a merry ‘ole time with these 12 classics. Songs include A Holly Jolly Christmas; Santa Claus Is Comin’ to Town; White Christmas; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer; Silver Bells; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE OUT TO $7.95

CD 2980916 HILLSONG: Let Hope Rise. Widescreen. Spotlights the talent and humility of the Australian band, known as a cornerstone of modern Christian music, who have become a global phenomenon. This film spotlights the talent and humility of the group from their modest beginnings to their astonishing rise to prominence. English SDH. 103 minutes. Fine. $3.95

CD 6803879 GOTTA SERVE SOMEBODY: The Gospel Songs of Bob Dylan. Fullscreen. In 2003, all-star cast of Gospel singers led by Bob Dylan’s gospel compositions and created this Grammy-nominated album. This compilation features soul-raising performances by these spiritual artists while documenting the making of the album of the same name. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 2993805 ELVIS PRELEY: Christmas with Elvis and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Collects 12 Christmas songs from the king, including Santa Claus Is Coming To Town; Christmas Time Is Here; Silent Night; Blue Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Silver Bells; Santa Bring My Baby Back (to Me); and more. Sony Music. $6.95

CD 2933105 THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS ON THE PONDEROSA. This 22-track collection comprises two albums: 1971’s Christmas On the Ponderosa, featuring the cast of Bonanza; and Have a Happy Holiday: Lorne Greene; along with two bonus tracks. Titles include Deck the Halls; The New Born King; I Wish You Merry Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $13.95

CD 2931163 THE ROD MCKUEN CHRISTMAS ALBUM. The beloved poet recorded this treasured Christmas album in 1970-71. The 16 tracks include The Carols of Christmas; So My Sheep May Safely Graze; Here He Comes Again; The Day after Christmas, Simple Gifts; and a bonus track of Baby It’s Cold Outside with Petula Clark. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.98 $17.95

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

CD 2798514 THE MERRIEST CHRISTMAS ALBUM. A wonderful 75 track, three CD collection of classic Christmas music performed by the original artists. Tracks include Jingle Bells by Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters; The Christmas Song by Nat King Cole; the king, I’m In the Mood for Christmas by Perry Como; Winter Wonderland by Perry Como; Jingle Bells by Bing Crosby & Peggy Lee; Lost by Frankie Carle; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 6705979 THE RADIO CITY ROCKETEERS SING YOUR CHRISTMAS FAVORITES. The beloved New York City tradition brings their glittering cheer to the holiday gams. The Rocketeers perform Winter Wonderland; Jingle Bells; Merry Christmas Everybody; Let It Snow, Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Caribbean Christmas; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; and more. Madison Square Garden. $17.95

CD 283104X ANDRE KOSTELANETZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA: The Complete Christmas Albums. This 2 CD collection comprises three complete albums: Joy to the World; Music for Christmas; Wonderland of Christmas; and Wishing You a Merry Christmas, and is filled with all the classic holiday music including The First Noel; It Came Upon the Midnight Clear; Silent Night/Holy Night; O Holy Night; While Christmas Away in a Manger; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $39.98

CD 2828489 JOHN LEE HOOKER: The Complete Christmas Collection 1958-2010. Hooker’s a stalking–slugger you won’t soon forget – five complete Christmas albums by one of the greatest vocalists of the last 50 years! Over 70 tracks collect the entirety of Merry Christmas; Sounds of Christmas; Give Me Your Love for Christmas; and The Christmas Album. Thirty Tracks. Three CDs. $21.95

CD 2831104 JOHN KLEIN: A Christmas Sound Spectacular. Comprises two complete albums: A Christmas Sound Spectacular and Let’s Sing the Bells All Around the Christmas Tree featuring a troika of 54 tracks performed with the Carroll Americana accompanied by orchestra and chorus. Songs include White Christmas; Jingle Bells; Ave Maria; Silver Bells; Frosty the Snowman; O Holy Night; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

DVD 2663953 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW. Produced by the USO for troops overseas, this must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Laura Armstrong, Bing Goodman, and many others. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

CD 2993767 ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER: Unmasked – The Platinum Collection. The fastest-selling greatest hits collection from the works of one of the most successful composers of the modern era. Also contains all-time favorites by world class performers such as Dionne Warwick, and many more. Thirty nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group. $5.95

CD 2846856 THE MARILYN MONROE COLLECTION 1949-62. This 2 CD set includes the greatest recordings, songs from her film extracts, plus her legendary Happy Birthday for President John F. Kennedy. Thirty-four tracks includes Every Baby Needs a Daddy, Anywhere in the World, Shore; Bob Hope, Lorna Home, George Burns, Jimmy Stewart, Shirley MacLaine, and many others, 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

DVD 3614387 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies of all time performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather; Gone With the Wind; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
CD 2848864 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION 1930-82. This two CD set comprises film, studio and "live" recordings from across her career, including the classics Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and many more. Twenty-six tracks. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6992013 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection. With a total of over 50 full length feature films to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential and esteemed movie directors in cinema history. This four CD set includes 140 tracks, bringing together five original, full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3690954 FILM MUSIC: Discover. This booklet and two CD set with 26 tracks, outlines the history of film music, introduces some of the major characters, and shows how their music works in the context of film. Includes music by Steiner, Kompold, Herrmann, Newman, Copland, Williams, Barry, Elfman, Walton, Shostakovich, Morricone, Auric, and others. Naxos. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

CD 2005340 LIBERACE: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection proves that behind the glitz and glamour lay a truly gifted musician and one who was a master of various styles of music. Features 40 tracks, including September Song, Easter Parade; Fascination; O Holy Night; She Was Just Like That; Smile; Love Letters; Too Young; Consolation; and more. Primo. $6.95

CD 3690970 ENTRE ELLE ET LUI: Natalie Dessay/Michel Legrand. This 18 track collection combines the talent of film music composer Michel Legrand with the beautiful voice of Natalie Dessay. Includes Chanson de Delphine; Chanson de Delphine a Lancelot; Papa C'an You Hear Me?; Recede pour mieux éclater (Windmills Of Your Mind;) What Are You Doing the Rest of Your Life?; The Mikado Ruddigore; The Yeomen of the Guard; The Gondoliers. Three CDs. Includes a bonus DVD of live performances of their greatest hits. H&A. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6832156 SHOW BOAT. Experience the original movie picture soundtrack of the renowned musical, brought to life by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II. This wonderful two CD set features 29 compositions from the film including Ol' Man River; Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man; Make Believe; I Might Fall Back on You; Ol' Man River; My Man's a Pembroke Welsh Corgi; Open Your Eyes; I'm on the Right Track Now. Naxos. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 3691144 NOW PLAYING ON MARCO POLO. Presents 9 tracks of classic film scores. Includes Roots of Heaven Overture music by Malcolm Arnold. Look Out! It's King Kong Coming from King Kong music by Max Steiner; The Next Morning. The Order from Another Dawn music by Erich Kompold, Campfire, Up There!; The Treasure islands music by Lennie Hayton; Mad music by Max Steiner; and more. Naxos. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2841215 THE BRAVADOS: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. This CD features the complete dramatic underscore to the acclaimed western, The Bravados plus all the outsurviving source music. The composition was composed by Alfred Newman and Hugo Friedhofer. Tracks include The Hunter; The Scaffold; Mistaken Identity; Jail Break; The Posse Rides; and more. Thirty-one tracks. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2921731 JOHN WILLIAMS: Conductor. Composing and conducting music for six decades, John Williams remains one of the best loved and most sought after musicians of our time. This fabulous 20 album collection features The Classic Spielberg Scores with the Boston Pops; Cinema Paradiso with Itzhak Perlman and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra; and more. Includes a 60 page booklet. Twenty CDs in a boxed set. Sony Music. $59.95

CD 6640648 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. Experience Elmer Bernstein's iconic score to one of the greatest westerns ever made and presented here in a riveting 22 CD collection. Also included are bonus extracts from other Bernstein-composed soundtracks: From the Terrace and The Rat Race. Soundtrack Factory. Pub. at $79.95 $39.95

CD 3702448 GYPSY: Bette Midler. Celebrated as one of the finest musicals in history, this 1995 film starring Bette Midler in the lead role. Seventeen tracks are collected here, including Overture: May We Entertain You; Some People; Small World; All I Need Is the Girl; and many more. Soundtrack Factory. Pub. at $13.99 $7.95

CD 2795957 HOW THE WEST WAS WON. The Original Soundtrack Recording. Conducting the legendary Alfred Newman, whose Oscar-winning score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best, Collects 14 tracks, including How the West was Won; Home in the West; and many more. The Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2798337 AN ENCHANTED EVENING ON BROADWAY with EARL WRIGHTSON. One of America's finest baritones, these 26 tracks feature his rendition of some of the most well-loved ballads of Broadway including They Call the Wind Maria; Lost in the Stars; Some Enchanted Evening; and many more. Enchantment. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 3702464 MAVERICK: The Soundtrack. Twelve songs are compiled here from the soundtrack starring John Wayne and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades, Rebels and Rogues by Tracy Lawrence; A Good Run of Bad Luck by Clint Black; Maverick by Restless Heart; Ophelia by Vince Gill and more. Atlantic. $4.95

CD 3553726 SCIENCE FICTION'S FINEST, VOLUME ONE. Set your CD player to "dub" with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film some of the genre's most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone; Star Trek; Buckaroo Bonzai; The Terminator; Dune, and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

CD 6938612 THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN. The D'Oyly Carte Opera Company. Giraffe Festival. Enthusiasts and fans perform the best of Gilbert & Sullivan featuring favorites from Trial by Jury; The Sorcerer; The Pirates of Penzance; H.M.S. Pinafore; Patience; Iolanthe; Princess Ida; The Mikado Ruddigore; The Yeomen of the Guard; The Gondoliers. Three CDs. Includes a bonus DVD of live performances of their greatest hits. H&A. Pub. at $29.94 $17.95

CD 3691176 UNFORGETTABLE MOVIE THEMES. Feel the passion, action, and emotion of your favorite films with timeless classical compositions that graced their soundtrack. Features pieces from Gone with the Wind; You Can't Run Away From Me; Gone with the Wind; and many more. Eroica. Pub. at $18.99 $11.95

CD 5881005 UNFORGETTABLE MOVIE THEMES. Feel the passion, action, and emotion of your favorite films with timeless classical compositions that graced their soundtrack. Features pieces from Gone with the Wind; You Can't Run Away From Me; Gone with the Wind; and many more. Eroica. Pub. at $18.99 $11.95

CD 6992188 OKLAHOMA! The 75th Anniversary Collection. Comprises the complete original cast album from the first 1943 Broadway production and the original soundtrack album from the 1955 movie version. Features landmark songs like Oh What a Beautiful Morning; People Will Say This Man; and more. Seven tracks. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

CD 2709591 THE LONGEST DAY: Original Film Sound Track. Collects both part one and part two of the original soundtrack of Darryl Zanuck's widely acclaimed film, starring Henry Fonda, John Wayne and Robert Mitchum. The music was composed by the legendary Max Steiner. The presentation was produced and directed by John Wayne. Lowell Thomas. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 4467809 WILD WEST HEROES. Rounds up 15 huge Western themes, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly; The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang 'Em High; A Fistful of Dollars; Two Mules for Sister Sara; One upon One in the West; For a Few Dollars More; True Grit; Bonanza; and High Noon. Signature. $6.95

CD 3702448 GYPSY: Bette Midler. Celebrated as one of the finest musicals in history, this 1995 film starring Bette Midler in the lead role. Seventeen tracks are collected here, including Overture: May We Entertain You; Some People; Small World; All I Need Is the Girl; and many more. Soundtrack Factory. Pub. at $13.99 $7.95

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

and enter the item number in the search box.
CONCERTOS FOR TWO VIOLINS: Bach/Albinoni/Telemann/Stamitz. This collection presents four great composers and their concertos for two violins. Includes Bach’s Concerto for Two Violins, and Strings in C minor; Telemann’s Concerto for Two Violins and Strings; C major; and Stamitz’s Sinfonia Concertante for Violins No.7 in D minor. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery.

$5.95

A-Z OF SINGERS. By David Patmore. Four CDs presents selected recordings of singers including, Marian Anderson, singing Saint-Saëns’s Samson et Dalila; “I see, I sing. Awakens My Heart;” Enrico Catuso singing Verdi’s “Rigolotto,” Act I: “Questo o Quello; Maria Callas singing Puccini’s “Tosca,” Act II: “Vissi d’Arte,” and more. Also includes an informative guide with more than three biographies of singers. Naxos. Pub. at $38.99

$7.95

FRENCH OPERA OVERTURES. This collection represents the fantastic overtures of French Opera. Includes Carmen Overture by Bizet, Overture to La Vie Parisienne by Offenbach; Fra Diavolo Overture by Aubry, Roman Carnival Overture by Berlioz; La Belle Heaulmiere Overture by Berlioz, Orpheus in the Underworld; Overture by Offenbach; The Black Domino Overture by Aubry; and The Caligula of Bagdad Overture by Boieldieu. Classical Gallery.

$5.95


$4.95

MOZART: Bassoon Concerto/Oboe Concerto/Clarinet Concerto. The works of Mozart featured in this recording include Bassoon Concerto in B flat major; Oboe Concerto in C major; and Clarinet Concerto in A major. Classical Gallery.

$5.95


$4.95


$7.95

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1. By Johannes Brahms, Piano. The works of Tchaikovsky are presented in this recording in high quality with great intensity, providing a great opportunity for the fans of the composer.

$5.95


$4.95

More Recipes...
CD 289329 BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas, Nos. 12, 17, 19 & 26. This collection presents Beethoven’s beautiful and lyrical piano sonatas. Hugo Steurer plays the Piano Sonata No.12 in A flat major Op. 26 “Funeral March” and the Sonata for Piano No.19 in G minor Op.49. Sylvia Capova performs the Piano Sonata No.17 in D minor Op.31 “The Tempest.” CD 289329 HAYDN: Concertos for flute and Oboe. This collection features three of Haydn’s concertos. Includes Concerto for Flute and Orchestra No.1 in D major; Concerto for Oboe and Orchestra in C major; and Concerto for Flute and Oboe for King Ferdinand VI of Napoli. 14 CDs. M.95

CD 289329 HAYDN: Handel/Haydn: Organ Concertos. The organ concertos of Handel include Concerto for Organ in G minor Op.41; Concerto for Organ in F major Op.42 and Concerto for Organ in F major Op.4 Eugen Duvier conducts the Camerata Romana with Eberhard Kraus on organ. The Haydn pieces include the Hob. XII/1 and the Hob. XIX/5. Bohdan Warach conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra with Ferdinand Klindwa on organ. Classical Gallery. $9.50

CD 2893517orado/CHOC: Symphonies No. 2 & 3. This collection gathers two of Tchaikovsky’s greatest symphonies. Includes Symphony No.2 in C minor Op. 17 “Little Russian.” Alberto Lizzio conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica with Eberhard Kraus on organ. Symphony No.2 in C major Op.59 “Polish”. Carlo Pantielli conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica. Classical Gallery. $5.50

CD 369092X THE BEST OF WEBER. Here is an opportunity to appreciate a variety of works by Carl Maria von Weber. Includes Overture to Eugene Onegin, Overture to Der Freischütz, Flute Concerto No.3 in E flat major Op.41 and Concerto in D major Op.40. Hugo Lehdoc conducts the Czech-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra with Nelivo Miriclic as Tosca. Alexander Rahbari conducts the Czech-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra, and Josca and Lorena. Classical Gallery. $4.99

CD 2894274 PUCCINI OPERAS, VOL. 1. These recordings are two of Puccini’s greatest operas; include Manon Lescaut with Miriam Gauci as Manon Lescaut, Alexander Rahbari conducts the BRT Philharmonic Orchestra; La Bohème with Luba Orgonasova as Mimi. William Hambourg conducts the Czech-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra with Nelly Miriclicioiu Tosca. Classical Gallery. $9.50

CD 289309 MOZART: Flute Concertos No. 1 & 2. This collection presents three works by Mozart featuring the flute. Includes Flute Concerto No.1 in G major; Flute Concerto No.2 in D major and Concerto for flute, harp and orchestra in C major. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Mozart Festival Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.50


CD 2923250 JOHANN STRAUSS, JR.: Famous Operettas. Alfred Walter conducts the Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra in this collection of Johann Strauss, Jr.’s operettas overtures. Includes Die Fledermaus; Ein Nach in Venedig; Indigo and die Vereiz Raub; Cagliostro in Wien; Prinz Methusalem; Blindekuh; Das fabelhafte König; Waldfreund; and Der Zigeunerbaron. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99

CD 2974347 ROMEO & JULIET AND OTHER WORKS INSPIRED BY SHAKESPEARE. Antonio Wil conducts the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s Romeo, Op.13; Adrian Leaper conducts the Polish National Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s Hamlet, Op.67 Fantasy Overture; Anthony Bramall conducts the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra in Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream; and Andrew Mogeliat conducts the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine in Prokofieff’s Romeo and Juliet, Op.64. 5 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99

CD 297263 MOZART: Horn Concertos. This recording features four of Mozart’s horn concertos. Includes Horn Concerto No.1 in D major; Horn Concerto No.2 in E flat major; Horn Concerto No.3 in E flat major; and Horn Concerto No.4 in E major. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Mozart Festival Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.50


CD 3691128 MASTSUDAIRA: Bugaku Dance Suite. Yoritane Matsuda was one of the greatest Japanese composers of the 20th century. This collection presents a selection of his works that includes Theme and Variations for Piano and Orchestra; Danza Rituale e Finale; Sa-Mai; U-Mai; and Danza Rituale e Finale. Ken Takaseki conducts the Osaka Century Orchestra with Ichiro Nodaichi, Piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99


CD 2961679 PURPLE CLASSICS PRESENTS: The String Quartet Collection. This two CD collection presents Beethoven’s String Quartet No.1 in F Major by the Kodaly Quartet; Mozart’s String Quartet No.21 in D Major by the Kodaly Quartet; and Schubert’s String Quartet No.16 in G Major. Kodaly Quartet; and the Ludwig Quartet performs Brahms’s String Quartet No.1 in C Major. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99

CD 6751379 MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Beethoven String Quartets 10 & 11. Eugenia Abravanel; Artemina Alyokhin; Tatjana Kokhanovskaya; (viola); and Olga Grinovcan (cello and violincello) interpret a pair of Beethoven masterworks in eight tracks. Finer Arts Records. $2.95

CD 295310X BRITEN/ELGAN/BARTOK/RESPIGHI. Presents four of classic British and European composers in this collection. Includes Benjamin Britten’s Simple Fantasy for Strings Op.4; Edward Elgar’s Serenade for Strings in E minor Op.20; Bella Bartok’s Divertimento for String Orchestra Sz. 113; and Ottorino Respighi’s Ancient Airs and Dances-Suite No.3 Op.49. Bohden Warach conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 2893242 AN INTRODUCTION TO WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde. By Christopher Cook. Cook explores in words and music the plot and background of this masterpiece; the story of two lovers gripped by a passion that can only be consummated beyond the grave. With Richard Lydon, Fonsy. Avid Entertainment. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2939307 BEETHOVEN: String Quartets, Nos. 2, 3 & 5. This collection presents three of Beethoven's greatest string quartets. Includes String Quartet No. 2 in G major Op. 18; String Quartet No. 3 in D major Op. 18; and String Quartet No. 5 in A major Op. 18. Played by the Banterner Quartet. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2939347 MOZART: 3 Divertimenti. This collection presents five outstanding pieces by Mozart. Includes Divertimento No. 1 in D major; Divertimento No. 2 in B flat major; Divertimento No. 3 in F major; Symphony No. 31 in D major (The Paris Symphony); and Six German Dances. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 3690946 CASABLANCAS: Piano Music. Presents piano compositions by Spanish contemporary composer Benet Casablanca. This collection includes Three Divertimenti (for piano duet); Two Piano Pieces; Album Leaf; A Childhood Triptych; Three Piano Pieces; Scherzo; Little Bagatelles; Prelude and Fugue in C; and Three Bagatelles With Jordi Maso and Miquel Villalba on piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

CD 2893240 KREISLERIANA: Encores for Violin & Piano. Presents a variety of compositions and their works for violin and piano. Includes Various; Schubert's Meditation de Thais by Massenet; Haffner Serenade: Rondo by Mozart; Sicilienne by Von Paradis; Cantabile; Cavatine Op.65 by Raff; Raff's Little Prelude Op.73 by Schubert and a Debussy. Classical Gallery. $5.95


CD 3691055 AN INTRODUCTION TO...RAFF, MOLINEL & MA MERE LOY. This CD sets contains Raff's Sinfonia in a minor and the enchanting Garden Suite. Presented by Jeremy Siepmann, this series explores in words and music these two works by Raff. Includes Aaron Copland's Rodeo; Raff's beautiful Piano Concerto No. 1 in E flat major Op. 74; and Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto Op. 35. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 6791387 THE MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Glinka/Tchaikovsky. Eugenia Aksenova and Valentina Alikaya (violin); Tatyana Khutoryants and Svetlana Okravchuk (viola); Ogranovich (cello and violincello) join a four-member ensemble for this recording. Features works by Glinka's Gran Sestetto Originale in E flat major and Tchaikovsky's String Quartet No. 3 in C major. Naxos. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

CD 2893450 SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 7. This collection presents two beautiful works by Schubert. Includes Overture Op.26 “Die Zauberharfe” and Symphony No.7 in C major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893487 SCHUMANN PIANO CONCERTO/CHOPIN PIANO CONCERTO NO. 1. This collection brings together two of the greatest composers in the Romantic era. Includes Schumann's Piano Concerto in A minor Op.54; and Chopin's Piano Concerto No.1 in E minor Op.11. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893045 BEL CANTO. This collection presents many of the Italian bel canto “beautiful song” composers. Includes E. Di Capua’s O Sole Mio and O Di Mari; V. Melio Titirimonda; A Buzzi-Peccia Lolita; E. De Curtis Canta per me!; L. Denza Funiculi; S. Gastaldon Musica Prohibita; C. Bixio Parla mi d’amore; and many more. Philharmonia Slavonica, conducted by Miroslav Slavnik. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893010 BEETHOVEN: Overtures. The Radio Symphony Orchestra Luzjana presents Beethoven's Coriolan Op.62; Egmont Op.84; Leonora No.3 Op.72; Fidelio Op.72; The Ruins of Athens Op.113; and King Stephen Op.117. Anton Nanut conducts. The creatures of Fidelio Opus 43 are performed by Carlo Paoli/Conductor. IMC Music Ltd. $5.95

CD 293724X FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS: The Complete Recordings. A New York socialite who, despite being a hopelessly incompetent “singer,” believed herself to be an operatic soprano, Jennes is a fascinating anomaly in the history of opera. In the early 1940s, she joined pianist Cosme McMoon to record a number arias from well-known operas, as well as a handful of contemporary art songs, all of which are presented on this nine-track CD. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

CD 2893533 VON WEBER—CLARINET CONCERTOS/MOZART—RONDINO FOR FLUTE. This collection combines the works of two great composers. Includes Von Weber's Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra No. 1 in E flat major Op. 74; and Concertino for Clarinet and Orchestra in E flat major Op. 26. And Mozart’s Rondo for Flute and Orchestra in C major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 369108X JOHN SALMON PLAYS DAVE BRUBECK. A legendary jazz artist, Dave Brubeck is also a composer of many classical works. This collection features Compositions of American Classiss masters. Includes Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring (excerpt) Paul Gambill conducts the Nashville Chamber Orchestra, Samuel Barber’s Violin Concerto: Presto with the Royal Scottish National Orchestra; Alkan's Cello Concerto: Allegro with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra; and others. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

CD 6515967 BEST OF POPS: Arthur Fiedler & The Boston Pops Orchestra. Presents an essential collection of more than 10 compositions from Fiedler and the Boston Pops Orchestra. Features Jalousie; Tales From The Vienna Woods; Greensleeves; My Fair Lady; Semper Fidelis; Carouse, and many more. Three CDs, Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

CD 2893512 J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites, Nos. 1, 2 & 3. This collection of orchestral masterpieces includes Three Divertimenti (for piano duet); Two Piano Pieces; Scherzo; Little Bagatelles; Prelude and Fugue in C; E flat major G 124; with Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau on voice. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 3691225 SCHUMANN: PICTURES FROM A RURAL LIFE. This collection presents six of Schumann’s most famous works. Includes the “Three Peasants” with Cosme McMoon as narrator. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

CD 2893428 ROMANTIC BALLETT MUSIC. This collection features three composers and their works for ballet. Includes ballet music from Rosamunde by Schubert; Prima Donna by Massenet; and many more compositions. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893002 THE ART OF CORA MEIJER IN OPERA. In this two CD collection, mezzo-soprano Cora Meijer sings selections from various operas in operas from the Romantic period. Includes Mozart’s Cosi Fan Tutte Meijer sings the role of Dorabella and in Verdi’s Don Carlos, she performs Eboli. Also includes certain selections of Bizzet’s Carmen, Strauss’s Ariadne auf Naxos, and more. Gala.

CD 2893477 GILBERT AND SULLIVAN: Princess Ida/Patter Songs. This double CD includes Gilbert and Sullivan’s Princess Ida conducted by Isidore Godfrey and also collects Patter Songs from Gilbert and Sullivan, performed by baritone singer, Neil Aroesty. Four-track avil. Avid Entertainment. $14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

PRICE CUT to $9.95


CD 682368 SCENES & IMAGES: London Symphony Orchestra. Adrian Leaper and Philip Gibson conduct the London Symphony Orchestra in four inspired compositions; On the Trail (Grand Canyon Suite) by Grole; Finlandia by Sibelius, Prelude A LaPares-Midi D’Un Faune by Debussy; and more by Ravel, Brahms, and more. ZOHO. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6905617 HANNS EISLER: Edition. Henan Eisler wrote an enormous amount of music of all kinds. Included in this 10 CD set are his Orchestral Music, Deutsche Sinfonie; Chamber Music; Gisela May sings Brecht; Irmingard Arnold sings Eisler; Piano Music; Vocal Symphonic Music; and, Unaccompanied Choral Music. Brilliant Classics. Pub. at $34.95

CD 2893325 FRANZ SCHUBERT: 3-CD Set. This collection of works by Franz Schubert includes excerpts from his opera Rosamunde with Peter Maag and Grit Schulte as the leads in Hamburg. Includes Fantasy in C Major “Wanderfantasie” with Peter Frankl, piano. Sonata in A Major and Sonata in B Flat Major, Jorg Demus, piano. Quintet for Piano, Violin, Viola, Cello and Double-Bass in A Major, performed by the Trout Quintet. 3 CDs. TIM.

PRICE CUT to $17.95

CD 2932393 PETER MAXWELL DAVIES: Naxos Quartets Nos. 1 and 2. Peter Maxwell Davies is universally acknowledged as one of the foremost composers of our time. The Maggini Quartet presents Davies’ Naxos Quartet Nos. 1 and 2. The Maggini Quartet. Pub. at $12.99

PRICE CUT to $2.95

CD 6905560 CRISTINA ORTIZ: Enrique Granados/Manuel de Falla. Three beautiful piano suites by Spanish composers Enrique Granados Goyescas; and Allegro de Concierto; and Manuel De Falla’s Tres Obras Desconocidas, all conducted on the piano by Cristina Ortiz. Brilliant Classics.

SOLD OUT

and enter the item number in the search box.
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CD 6966349 PRO ARTE QUARTET: Haydn-String Quartets, Vol. 1. This two CD set features the Pro Arte Quartet’s remarkable grip on the Haydn String Quartets. These classic recordings were recorded between 1931-1938. Includes String Quartet in E flat, Op.20; String Quartet in C, Op.20; String Quartet in G minor. Allegro. PRICE CUT TO $7.95

CD 6966187 WEINGARTNER: Beethoven–Symphony No. 3. This classic 1935 recording of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by the legendary Felix Weingartner includes Beethoven’s overture to his only opera Leonore, and Beethoven’s Symphony No.3 also known as the Eroica. Allegro. PRICE OUT $3.95

CD 2854368 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 17: Il Sogno di Scipione/Cosi Fan Tutte. This brilliant 5 CD collection brings together two operas. In Il Sogno di Scipione, Claron McFadden as Fortunio; Claudia Patacca, Costanza, and Francois Soore, Scipione. Jed Wentz leads the Musica Ad Rhenum, Sigiswald Kuijken conducts. La Petite Bande, Orchestra and Chorus in Mozart’s comedy Cosi Fan Tutte with Soile Isokoski as Fiordiligi, Monica Groop as Dorabella and Huub Ooijen as Don Alfonso. Brilliant Classics. $41.95

CD 6966411 BEECHAM: Schubert-Symphony No. 5. Recorded in 1939 and 1940, Sir Thomas Beecham conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in Schubert’s, beautiful 5th (in B flat and Frank’s magnificent Symphony in D minor. Allegro. SOLD OUT


DVD 2974223 GEORGES BIZET. Carmen. Widescreen. Passion between Don Jose, Carmen, and Escamillo, a celebrated toreador who is infatuated with her, leads to jealousy, violence and death. Rinal Shaham as Don Jose; Claron McFadden as Micaela. English subtiles. Over 127 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $19.99

DVD 3691276 WOLF-FERRARO – LA BOHEME. Scatola. Widescreen. The Teatro La Fenice, Venice, Italy presents Wolf-Ferraro’s comic opera. With Anne-Lise Sollid as Rosaura; Maurizio Muraro as Milord Runebif; Claudio Panziera as Edmondo; and Nicole Caro as Micaela. Brian Castle-Orion conducts the Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestra. Sung in French with English subtitles. 141 minutes. Opera Australia. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

DVD 3699097 FLY, THOUGHT, ON GOLDEN WINGS. Widescreen. This dynamic and thought provoking documentary on the life and music of Verdi is hosted by baritone Thomas Hampson. Included are four complete Verdi arias sung by Hampson. I due Foscari; O vecchio cor, che batti; Macbeth, Pieta, rispetto, amore; Il Trovatore, Tut e dese... Son regard; and La Traviata, Di Provenza il mar. 90 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $15.99

DVD 2934215 THE PYONGYANG CONCERT: New York Philharmonic. Widescreen. Presents the New York Philharmonic’s historic concert given in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The program included Lohengrin: Overture; Idyll by Wagner; Symphony No.9 in E minor by Dvorak; An American in Paris by Gershwin; Farandole from La Reve d’Alessandria Suite No.2 by Bizet; Candide: Overture by Bernstein, and the traditional Air Anglais. Includes a documentary of the trio, 107 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

DVD 3691001 GALA REUEN OF THE TEATRO LA FENICE. Fullscreen. Riccardo Muti conducted the Orchestra e Coro del Teatro La Fenice at this gala event. Pieces performed were Beethoven’s Overture “Die Welche des Hauses” Op.124; Stravinsky’s Symphonie de psaumes; Caldara’s Le Deum; and Wagner’s Kaisermarsch and Wesirismarsh. Features Gatti, Gandini, Menzindo, Sacca, Pertusi, and Reveng, English subtitles. 66 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

DVD 2932466 WEST COAST ALL STARS. Widescreen. Features the West Coast All Stars in their debut performance at the JazzOpen Festival in Stuttgart, Germany. Includes the album “Carmen” with Elton John’s Bernie’s Tune; Secret Passion; Diablo’s Dance; Lover Man; One for Hollow; If I Had Only a Brain; Old Folks; Olie; and Walkin”. 90 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT TO $3.95


Blu-ray 2932288 BEST OF VERDI ARIAS. Widescreen. Presents arias from 10 of Verdi’s most celebrated operas. Includes arias from La Traviata; Rigoletto; Don Carlo; Aida; Luisa Miller; Il Trovatore; I Vespri Siciliani; Un Ballo in Maschera; La Forza Del Destino; and Otello. In Italian with English subtitles. 112 minutes. United Classics. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

Blu-ray 297438X VERDI: Il Corsaro. Widescreen. In period notable for its skirmishes between Christian pirates and the Ottoman Empire, the action centers on complex love affairs among all the principals. Bruno Rezzonico as Corrado; Irina Lungu as Medora; Silvia Dalla Benetta as Guinarna, and Luca Salvi as Seid. Carlo Montanauro conducts the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. In Italian with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Organized by La Boheme, Inc. Pub. at $34.99 $24.99

Blu-ray 2974282 LA BOHEME. Giacomo Puccini. Widescreen. This dramatic and thought provoking new version of La Boheme superimposes the modern over the traditional. With Diego Torre as Rodolfo, Vassilis Ladjuk as Marcello, Marita Solberg as Mimi, and Elena Cordero; Irina Lungu as Medora; Silvia Dalla Benetta as Guinarna, and Luca Salvi as Seid. Carlo Montanauro conducts the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. In Italian with English subtitles. $34.99


Blu-ray 2974320 RICHARD STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier. Widescreen. This most successful opera of Richard Strauss is a story of love, lust and human frailty. With Cheryl Barker as Ottone; Catherine Caruso as Octavian; Kaisermarsch – Friedrich Schorr and Octavian Rofrano; Manfred Hemm as Baron Ochs and Wagner’s Kaisermarsch and Wesirismarsh. Features Gatti, Gandini, Menzindo, Sacca, Pertusi, and Reveng, English subtitles. Over 3 hours. Opera Australia. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
Classical - Opera

Blu-ray 2974312 RICHARD STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos. Widescreen. Christopher Von Dohnanyi conducts the Orchestra of the Zurich Opera House; House Director and Strauss’ Ariadne Auf Naxos. With Emily Magee as Ariadne/Primadonna; Elena Mosuc as Zerbinetta; Roberto Sacca as Tenor/Bacchus; Michael Volle as Silvio Reinhold; and Helmut Breit as Komponist. In German with English subtitles. 124 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $39.99. $7.95


Blu-ray 2974401 VERDI: Simon Boccanegra. Widescreen. Presents a monumental production of Verdi’s overwhelming work. Daniele Callegari leads the Orchestra & Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. With Leo Nucci as Simon Boccanegra, Roberto Scardanelli as Jacopo Fiesco; Simone Piazzola as Paolo Alibain; Tamar Iveri as Amelia, and Francesco Meli as Gabriele Adorno. In Italian with English subtitles. 124 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99. $7.95

Blu-ray 2974304 RICHARD STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra, Till Eulenspiegel, Macbeth. Widescreen. Andris Nelsons conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in an all Richard Strauss program. Selections include Also Sprach Zarathustra; Op.30; Einleitung (Sonnenaufgang); Von den Hinterweltlern; Das Grablied; Von den Freuden und Leidenschaften; Von der Wissenschaft; Das Turediel; Macbeth Op.23; Till Eulenspiegel lustige Sireno Op. 28; and more. 80 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

Blu-ray 2974290 THE PYONGYANG CONCERT: New York Philharmonic. Widescreen. On February 26, 2008, the world watched as the New York Philharmonic gave the first performance by an American orchestra in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Selections include Richard Wagner’s Lohengrin Prelude to Act III; Antonin Dvorak’s Symphony No.9 in E minor; From the New World; George Gershwin’s An American in Paris; and more. 107 minutes. Medici Arts. Pub. at $39.99. $7.95

Blu-ray 2974355 SPIRA MIRABILIS. Widescreen. This documentary focuses on an extraordinary new project drawing together some of Europe’s finest young players and offering a new approach to classical music making. Spiro Mirabilis performs Robert Schumann’s Symphony Op 64; J. S. Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 5; and the Sinfonia Concertante by Mozart. In Italian with English subtitles. 88 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $39.95. $7.95

Blu-ray 2932318 CIRCUS MAXIMUS. Two works by the award winning composer John Corigliano. Circus Maximus: Symphony No. 3 for large orchestra and Dances for band, are performed by The University of Texas Wind Ensemble with Jerry Junkin conducting. Nearly 53 minutes, Naxos. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

More Music

CD 3691020 HAIL TO THE CHIEF: United States Marine Band. Features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 tracks of songs that presidents throughout history, includes President Garfield’s Inaugural March; The Star Spangled Banner; March Franklin D. Roosevelt”, Thomas Jefferson March; Solomon March; President McKinley’s Call to the Ball of the Spirit of Our Country March; and more. Altissimo. Pub. at $13.99. $5.95

★ CD 2972271 DICKIE GOODMAN: Long Live the King. Considered the “king of novelty,” Goodman’s recordings fit into so many categories, parodying, satire, sampling, mashing, or mashups. This collection collects 27 tracks with hits such as The Flying Saucer Part 1; The Flying Saucer Part 2; Mr. Jaws; Hey E.Y.; Watergate; Russian Bandstand; Mr. President; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

CD 5649816 CAJUN PARTY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects sixty Cajun classics performed by the original artists including Lafayette; Joseph Falcon; Jolie Blon by Harry Choates; Jambalaya by Moon Mullican; Bayou Pom Pom One Step by Angelas Le Jeanne; Cajun Love by Link Davis; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

★ CD 2924749 THE 2 LIVE CREW: GREATEST CREW. Collects eleven hits from this Rap group including Throw the D; Move Somethin’; Me So Horny; C’mon Babe; Pop That Coochie; Some Hot Head; The Caper; Boyz N The Hood; and Get Ourselves Together/Jing Lo Bao. Tracks include 13 songs from Archie, Betty, Veronica, Reggie, Jughead and Hot Dog too. Tracks include Archie’s Theme (Everything’s Archie); Boys and Girls; Time For Love; Sugar Sugar; Catch Up; I’m In Love; and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $9.95

★ VINYL 2862476 DEL SHANNON: GREATEST HITS & FINEST Performances. This 180 gram vinyl collection 16 songs from the rock ’n roll legend, including Runaway; Hats Off to Larry; Little Town Flint; Handy Man; She’s Gotta Be Mine; Move it On Over; Time of the Day; and more. RCA. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $11.99. $7.95

VINYL 2993731 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE E STREET BAND LIVE: Estadio River Plate. Recorded live at Estadio River Plate in Buenos Aires, Argentina on October 15, 1987, this vinyl collection nine songs from the Scarlet Rivera and his E Street Band. Exciting live 34 songs, including: 12 songs of the U.S.A; Glory Days; Cover Me; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; Chimes of Freedom; War; and I’m On Fire. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY VINYL 3688976 CHICAGO: September 13th, 1969. This vinyl collection seven songs from the rock band Chicago and his E Street Band. Both are associated with the U.S.A. Glory Days; Cover Me; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; Chimes of Freedom; War; and I’m On Fire. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $9.95

SOLD OUT VINYL 2993848 MILES DAVIS: Live at the Chicago Jazz Festival. A remastered recording from a live performance at the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1990. This vinyl edition collects six tracks from the jazz icon: Miles Davis and his E Street Band. Both are associated with the U.S.A. Glory Days; Cover Me; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; Chimes of Freedom; War; and I’m On Fire. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $9.95

SOLD OUT VINYL 3689177 THE ARCHIES. This vinyl collection 13 songs from Archie, Betty, Veronica, Reggie, Jughead and Hot Dog too. Tracks include Archie’s Theme (Everything’s Archie); Boys and Girls; Time For Love; Sugar Sugar; Catch Up; I’m In Love; and more. 12¼x12¼. $9.95

SOLD OUT VINYL 3690993 SANTANA: 1968 San Francisco. Five tracks are collected on this limited edition vinyl, including: Sacrifice; Santana IV; electric-rock Wall of Sound; Me and You; and Wrinkle. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $11.95

SOLD OUT VINYL 2993383 KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY. This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country’s biggest artists. Songs include Crazy Train; I’m Goin’ Down; The Ballad of Mack the Knife; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two; Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Okie from Muskogee by Merle Haggard; and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $11.95
Vinyl Records

**VINYL 3689026 IRON BUTTERFLY: Live in Copenhagen 1971.** Recorded live at the Falkoner Theater in Copenhagen, Denmark on January 23, 1971. Collects seven songs on two vinyl albums: Best Years of Our Life; Soldier in our Town; Stone Believer; Easy Rider (Let the Wind Pay the Way); Butterfly Blu; In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida; and Goodbye Jam. (with members of Yes). 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3688925 THE BOB SEGER SYSTEM: Ramblin' Gamblin' Man.** Eleven songs are collected from the rock 'n' roll legend on this wonderful vinyl recording. Tracks include Ramblin' Gamblin' Man; White Wall; Down Home; Gone; Black Eyed Girl; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $21.95

**VINYL 3688934 JUDY AT CARNEGIE HALL: Judy in Person.** This concert appearance has been called “the greatest night in show business history.” The Grammy Award-winning live masterpiece was recorded at Carnegie Hall on April 23, 1961. This 180 gram double vinyl collects 26 tracks, including Puttin’ on the Ritz; A Smiling (The Whole World Smiles with You); Do It Again; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3688934 A CAPITOL CHRISTMAS.** Celebrating 75 years of Capitol Records, this vinyl collection features 24 Christmas classics from Capitol’s vast catalog. Artist include Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Peggy Lee, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, and more. Two LP set in a gatefold package. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3689123 THE TURTLES: 45 RPM Singles Collection.** A remastered collection of 16 songs on eight seven inch vinyl singles. Tracks include Happy Together; She’d Rather Be With Me; You Showed Me; It Ain’t Me Babe; She’s My Girl; Love in the City; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $21.95

**VINYL 3689123 A LADIES & GENTLEMEN...MR. B.B. KING.** A double 180 gram vinyl pressing that celebrates the life and work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including How Blue Can You Get?; I Won’t Pay; She’s Sixteen; Caldonia; When Love Comes to Town (with U2); The Thrill is Gone; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95

**VINYL 3689922 THE DRIFTERS: Under the Boardwalk.** Twelve classics are included on this vinyl, including Under the Boardwalk: One Way Love; Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3689005 THE ROLLING STONES ON AIR.** This vinyl release features 32 classic tracks on two 180 gram LP’s! Songs include Come On; (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction; Memphis, Tennessee; Everybody Needs Somebody to Love; I’m Moving On; and more. 12¼x12¼. $31.95

**VINYL 3689008 SAM & DAVE: Double Dynamite.** The landmark second album from the dynamic soul duo is collected on this vinyl LP. Twelve tracks, including Sad I wasn’t Gonna Tell Nobody; When Something Is Wrong with My Baby; You Got Me Homemade; Pains; That’s the Way It’s Gotta Be; and more. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3688909 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome.** This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just Your Fool; Come on a Crime; Ride ‘em on Down; All Of You Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows about my Good Thing; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95

**VINYL 3688933 CANNED HEAT: Stockholm 1973.** Recorded live in Stockholm, Sweden on June 17, 1973. This vinyl album collects seven songs: Let’s Work Together; On the Road Again; Heritage; Houston Blues; So Long Wrong; Shake ‘n Boogie; and Goodbye for Now. 12¼x12¼. $15.95

**VINYL 3689174 JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Knox Phillips Sessions.** Lewis is one of the true enduring giants of American music. This 180 gram vinyl collects 11 previously unreleased recordings, including Bad, Bad Leroy Brown; Harbor Lights; That Kind of Fool; Room Full of Roses; and more. Saguaro Road Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $38.73. $26.95

**VINYL 3689077 ROY ORBISON: Big O.** This vinyl collects 12 songs, including Break My Mind; Help Me Rhonda; Only You; Casting My Spell on You; When I Stop Dreaming; Money; Down the Line; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $19.95

**VINYL 368900X FOREIGNER: Head Games.** The third studio album from the band collects 10 songs, including Only White Boy; Head Games; Seventeen; The Modern Day; I’ll Get Even with You; and more. Presented on a vinyl picture disc. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3688968 CARPENTERS: Close to You.** This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including We’ve Only Just Begun; Love is Surrender; Baby It’s You; I’ll Never Fall in Love Again; Maybe It’s You; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95

**VINYL 368895X CARPENTERS.** This 180 gram vinyl collects 10 songs from the iconic group. Tracks include Rainy Days and Mondays; Saturday, Superstar; One Love; For All We Know; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95

**VINYL 3689115 TINA LOUISE: It’s Time for Tina.** This vinyl collects 12 songs from everyone’s favorite red-haired castaway and star of Gilligan’s Island. A rarely heard compilation of late night lounge classics including Tonight I’m Uncool; It’s Been a Long, Long Time; Hands Across the Table; Hold Me; and more. 12¼x12¼. SOLD OUT

**VINYL 3689018 GLEN CAMPBELL: Rhinestone Cowboy.** Collects 10 songs, remastered on this 180 gram vinyl. Tracks include Rhinestone Cowboy; Country Boy (You Got Your Feet in L.A.); Count on Me; I Miss You Tonight; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $17.95
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